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FIRSTWORD
By J.Z. Knight

..'•Americans extract

an expanded awareness ol

their own truth from

channeling, the catalyst

that sparks our

inward understanding and
-. allows us to reach

our unlimited potential3 .

Father Andrew Gry-oley, a professor -of

sociology at the University of Arizona,

recently completed a national survey on

paranormal experience;;. This survey was
conducted in cooperation with Greeley

:

s

colleagues at the University of Chicago's

National Opinion Research Center: The
survey 5 results mveaied thai 42 percent

of American abuts believe they have
had contact with a deceased friend- or

relative, and'67 percent reported having -.

had psychic experiences. Those individu-

als were not religious zealots or people

.with psychotic problems. Quite the contrary,

they were typical Americans with average

to above-average' educations.

A 1984 Gallup poll on paranorrnaf

experiences ol teenagers revealed that

59 percent believe in ESP An earlier

poll conducted by the Gallup organization
'

in .1978 reported that 51 percent of Ameri-

can adults believe in PiSP. whitest) percent,

believe in dejavu.

So what is Happening lo ordinary

Americans incur country?. Are paranormal;,

experiences becoming more common-
place? Or is it that in the past people
hid these occurences lo spare themselves

ridicule and persecution?

.1 believe that the number of .paranormal

encounters occurring in !Ns country

hasn t changed ai. all in the last few years,

but mote Americans are coming forward

talk at e >,peri

unces. People wan- to Know what :.hoso

ey can

be used toward a better seit.

There is a<so a major shift taking place

in this country The laboratory nas noi

proved a good outlet for explaining

emotional and spiritual experiences. You
can't place an intangible event under

a microscope or in a test tube, so people

arc turning away from science. Instead

they are turning toward the spiritual in

: :,.!: .'"!..': ,.:„
faried to answer.

Since ibe laie Sixties values n this

country have evolved by people exploring

such areas as equal rights and women's
liberation. Americans have been seeking

an expanded awareness of self and a
personal dignity that they can be proud
of. This push for tree expression encour-

ages progressive ideas and reyenere'lon

of tne spirit.

Channeling, which creates direct contact

with the prophet, f old, lias recentiy

become more popular with Americans
seeking spiritual enlightenment. A channel

s a person—and these are rare, by the

way who loams to abdicate entirely

his- or her body, soul, and personality,

eaehor lo enter and
use the channel's body as a tunnel for

communication

energy permits -fie entity to taKe absolute

control o! the channel's body and allows

a pure m
from the entity to the person or persons-

seeking knowledge
A channel. However, should not bo

confused with a trance medium-, A medium
mimics \lte voice of ine entity that he or

she hears, and carl interpret messages
only wiihin his or he' limned knowledge.-

The; channeled teachers are Inspired. by
' the spirit of God and provide- a means
lo understanding one's own relationship '

lenon. is
i

simply a method an individual can use

to understand- more of the spiritual knowl-

edge that per tains,to his or her relation-

ship with God. Although the delivery '

:

:
.,

,

is bizarre lo conservative Ame'ca.
channeling can become the norm ton ".

-

people who have been visited by dead
relatives and as a resu experience God
as a warm, ail-loving deity rather than '

-

a judgmental one
This understanding is intertwned with

the acknowledgment mar God s :-

each individual and that eve-mono

divine "i'mso ilnageoi . m; .

a human being who no longer ec rme:
Ine mjtus. dogmas, one soma
consciousness of others but starts listening

lo his or her own opinions. In other .'.c-cs.

!;:.'
I .. :,:,.): li'

I
1 1

-;

according. to what feels right A-m ..
:-::-.

iroih <:>;.: :. ;in
i
ai

awareness of ifieir own truth from

channeling. Channeling become-. --

cataiyst that sparks our unoorstanding and
allows us to evolve to the unlimited oeten-

.:,!....:

Spiritual knowledge is a process ""=".

peels away soli- .mposec lim-nam.

The constant struggle between good and .

bad is lifted from an individual s sc ..

People iben have the ability to ga.-

e-xtr

ence an un ' r. mm ,-vi i

adventure An en ightened knowlee _:-:

can nor only enhance our neco ",t
_

"
::-:-

stand who wo are and our relation-m ::

with the resl el fiurnanity but also .." :ci

Link

joy, health, and longevity.

Those who do not evolve r tr = ever-

s limited by their

fear et change. Through this tear, they have--!

not allowed themselves the courage to

tase responsibility for who they are or to: :

engage their full capacity for understand-

no and direction within themselves.
' nm .I.-. . -li,'- I ! H iin repeating past
mistakes over and over again. Their lives

do not go forward: nstead they become- '

followers, giving away their responsibilities :

anc in trie end-becoming victims. ' ,...-'

Channeling will dramatically aftect our. i i

lives In Ihe future simply because so
many people are finding the greater

"Godseif" that lives within each of usi It is-:

through this realization that we can .

pursue the next step in our collective :

:

:.-.

evolution. It is this "within" process that
'

wilt put' to rest Ihe pages of history filled-

with war, natred, inhumanity, bitterness,

and enslavement of the human mind.OG'

JZ '? : me; :: -Ho: Rz:r,!;



The sword is the soul of the Samurai

A superbly crafted,

richly decorated

collector's sword

that captures the

virtue... the valor...

the strength of the

legendary warriors

of Old Japan.

FOR A MAN, there could be no more eloquent

expression of his appreciation for works of unusual

distinction. No finer acquisition to display among his

proudest possessions than this museum-quality

re-creation ofThe Sword of the Samurai.

Symbolizing the mystical code of honor observed by

the heroic warriors of Old japan, Samurai swords

rank with the world's rarest treasures.

And this superbfull-sized re-creation has been

inspired by the power and grandeur of one of the most

prized of these swords. The Tachi Samurai sword, said

to have been the personal weapon of Shogun Tokugawa

Ieyasu—the great warrior-chieftain recognized as the

dominant figure in all Japanese history.

Available in the United States only through

The Franklin Mint, The Sword of the Samurai is

emblazoned with 24 karat gold electroplate . . . adorned

with sumptuous braiding... fitted with a tempered

steel blade. ..and sheathed in an opulent scabbard.

It is a work any man would be proud to own, show

his friends and hand down for the pleasure of future

generations. And, so that this magnificent imported

sword may be exhibited to best advantage, it will be

accompanied by its own black lacquered display stand.

To acquire it, simply sign and return your order form

bv April 30, 1988.

The Sword
of the Samurai
Exclusively from The Franklin Mint

Franklin Center, Pennsylvania 19091
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Science fiction: a world delivered

from degenerative diseases;

the elimination of AIDS; burn

victims who heal with second skins; and
night creams that rid you of wrinkles.

Science facl: growth factors, the wonder

drugs being developed and tested

today, which are turning wishful thinking

into scientific realities.

Growth factors, proteins that occur

naturally within our bodies, stimulate and
guide the development ol new cells.

This month's feature "Tapping the Healers

Within" (page 36). by Carol Kahn,

explores the discoveries and applications

of the newest medical miracle.

In clinical research, doctors have

employed .growth factors to restore bone
marrow—the production plant for both

red and white blood cells. And white

blood cells, which are necessary to fight

deadly infections, have been replenished

in AIDS victims. The first breakthrough

in this field was made by Rita Levi-

Montalcini, who proved the existence of

the nerve growth factor. This month's

Interview (page 70) by Anthony Liversidge

tracks her life and work as a young
Jewish researcher on the run from the

Nazis during World War II, when she

conducted experiments on store-bought,

fertilized eggs (before scrambling them
for meals), performing delicate operations

with such fine-instruments as kitchen

knives. Despite her initial hardships, she '

went on to share the 1986 Nobel prize

for her contributions to medicine.

12 OMNI

Nikola Tesla was a little-known genius

with well-known inventions. He gave
the world alternating current (AC), which

allowed the wide distribution ol electricity,

and the high-frequency coil, which laid

the groundwork for broadcasting systems

from radio to radar. Thomas Edison hired

Tesla as a lab assistant; it was a short-

lived relationship, with the two geniuses

ending up bitter rivals. In the spirit of

competition. Edison publicly electrocuted

dogs with AC current to discredit Tesla's

invention and to promote his own "superior"

direct current—DC. Guglielmo Marconi,

famous for senoing the first transatlantic

radio transmission, gave no credit to

Tesla, even though he used some 17 of

his patents.

In the article "Rediscovering Tesla" by

Bill Lawren (page 64). we get a new
look at some of Tesla's more bizarre

theories, as well as some practical ones

that are now being revived. Lawren

also reveals some of Tesla's quirks—such

as his unwillingness to be in the same
room as a woman wearing pearl earrings.

This month's fiction includes "The

Robot and the One You Love" by Tom
Maddox (page 42). The story is one of a

man with an insatiable curiosity, his robot

assis&tht| and industrial espionage.
' In our second fiction story, "The Looking

GlassMan" by Garry Kilworth (page

76), a man believes the real world exists

in mirrors and that this real world is forcing

certain events on our own, false world.

Don't miss the chance to speak out. Our

Space column (page 22) asks what kind

of space program you think the United

States should pursue. Just fill oul the

questionnaire and mail in the card. The
questions contain information on the

current program, the status of which may
surprise you. We will forward the results

to NASA headquarters.

In this month's pictorial, "As the Whorl

Turns: Spiraling Conclusions" (page

54), Nina Guccione looks at one of the

most fundamental designs coa-.ed by man
and Mother Nature—spirals. From the

cyclic path of a single electron to the

massive swirl of a heavenly galaxy, spirals

imply a sense ol perpetual motion.

Because next month's issue contains

something very special, it warrants a
preview. Remember The Whole Earth

Catalog of the Sixties and early Seventies,

the low-tech wish book for individuals

out to re-create their own society?

Well, Omni has compiled a wish book

for the next millennium: The Omni Whole
Universe Catalog—a resource for the

curious and the adventurous. Not only will

the catalog contain innovative products

and unique services, but these items

have been analyzed by the top scientific

minds in their fields. Or perhaps you're

interested in a S75.000 robot to guard your

home, or in New Age computer software.

or you'd like instructions on how to have an

oul-of-body experience? Whether you're

fascinated with inner or outer space,

you're going to love The Omni Whole
Universe Catalog.OO
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Very Distant Relatives

No one has suggested what seems
obvious to me: that the UFO abductors,

real or imagined, are our distant

descendants who have mastered time

travel ["Secret Sharers," December 1987].

This would explain why they would want

to breed with us.

The visitors seem a little insensitive in

some ot the abductees' stories. Would we
do such things to australopithecines?

One abductee said he felt "like a frog." I

don't want to make light of his experience,

but maybe there is a message here to

be seized upon by someone, perhaps an

alertanimal-righls activist.

David Hunter

New Canaan, CT

I was pleased with the space you chose
to give to skeptical critiques of UFO/
alien abductions. How sad, then, that the

article's positive value is essentially

trashed by Ihe unfortunate questionnaire

that appears with it, which lacks even
the slightest shred of objectivity and
serves to encourage readers to fantasize,

imagine, and concoct such pseudo-
events or pseudomemories as real. The
way the questions have been worded, it

can't help but slant readers toward the

answers obviously Budd Hopkins and
perhaps some of Ihe staff at Omni desire.

Kendrick Frazier

Editor, Skeptical inquirer

Albuquerque

Alzheimer's and Down's Syndrome
I can't believe Roger Reeves, a supposedly

intelligent scientist on the cutting edge
of genetic research, would make such a

bald-faced, incorrect, sweeping general-

ity ["Down's Syndrome Mice," Continuum,

December 1987], I would like to inform

him that all humans with Down's syndrome
do not develop Alzheimer's disease.

There are similarities in structures within

the brains of people with the diseases,

and yes; there is a higher incidence of

Alzheimer's disease in people with Down's

syndrome, and there is an earlier average
onset of the disease. This needs to be
studied, and the possibilities of Reeves's

research excite me, but this statement
reflects a basic ignorance.

Anthony Putorti

Bellefonte. PA

Editors' note: Dr. Reeves stands by his

stalement. According to the National

Down's Syndrome Society, all humans with

Down's syndrome have the pathological

symptoms of Alzheimer's disease.

Between 25 and 40 percent of them
develop the clinical symptoms.

*****
Five stars for the December Omni. I was
so overwhelmed by ihe issue that I had
to write to tell you. The article about alien

abductions, the interview wilh James
Fletcher, the Space and Stars columns,

and the fiction of Frederik Pohl and Lisa

Mason all added to the overall success. I

ask forgiveness for forgetting anyone,

because the magazine was the best I've

soon Mince I ve teen a subscriber.

James Crim
Muncie, IN

Grossed Art

Your pictorial "History in Bits and Pieces:

Body Snatcher" [December 1987] has

to be the most tasteless piece of weirdness

you have ever chosen to share with us.

Accidents of nature and pieces of bodies

should be left in the universities for

research purposes. Putting on a lew

beads or scraps of lace does not make
art out of the grotesque.

Kathy S. Sevy
Harrisonville, MO

Fletcher's Folly

My thanks go to Alcestis Oberg for a

tight, well-conducted interview with James
Fletcher [December 1987]. I was glad to

see Fletcher nailed down on the Citizen in

Space Program. I lound his attitude toward

thai project's cancellation disturbing.

I've just sent a letter to President Reagan
demanding that the Citizen in Space
Program be reinstated.

I hope other Omni
readers will join me.

Wes Edens
Tucson, AZDO



CREATIVE CONTRAPTIONS

FDRunn

.T.'s contraption to "phone home"

was a plausible communicator

using such household items as a

e oven, an empty cotfee can,

an umbrella, a walkie-talkie speaker, and

;; child's Speak & Spell game. Created

oy Henry Feinberg, Ihe extraterrestrial's

:ihone is an example of low-tech but

lgenious solutions to life's little problems.

An expert in unusual demonstrations,

Feinberg agreed to be our guest judge for

Competition #43; Creative Contraptions,

announced in April 1987. After we
screened the entries, Feinberg reviewed

'he best and helped select the winners.

GRAND PRIZE. For the simplicity

and clever feedback loop of the Home-
nade Answering Machine, Michael

Bartolotta of Astoria, New York, receives

our grand prize, an NEC Digital HQ
Hi-Fi VCR, Model DX 2000.

The sound of the phone's ringing triggers

a sonic switch that turns on an electro-

magnet, lifting the phone off the cradle and

starting the tape player. After a 30-

seeond message on a looped cassette,

ne recorded sound of Ihe telephone

bell reactivates the sonic switch and turns

everything off. (Filters assure that the

•-.witch responds only to the precise pitch

of the phone's bell tone and no other

sounds.) The tape player stops, the

electromagnet switches oil. and the phone

drops back onlo the cradle, ready for

the next call.

SECOND PRIZE. Carl O'Neal Page of

Fergus Falls, Minnesota, receives the

Hornet, a radio-controlled off-road buggy

kit worth $250, courtesy of Model Recti-

fier Corporation. O'Neal's Supersnooze

Alarm Clock is for sleepers who hit that

snooze button too often. The device

has six levels of assault, ranging from

aroma to Armageddon.

Water drips into a container, encounter-

ing sugar cubes suspended by strings

at difterent heights over the water. As the

water level rises, each cube melts and

its string unloops. This activates a lever that

initiates further, action; At stage one a
butterfly is released, a music box plays'

"Oh. What a Beautiful Mornin'," a catapult

tosses flower petals onto the bed, and

IB OMNI

a match lights incense. If that's not enough

to wake you, the second cube dissolves,

then Ihe Ihird, and so on. At stage three, for

example, a mouse cage is opened,

licorice is singed, and cracker crumbs

are tossed onto the bed. At other levels you

get fleas, a rabid bat, the scent of burned

sulfur, or the breaking of a balloon filled

with itching powder.

RUNNERS-UP: Eight finalists each

receive $25 plus a subscription to Omni:

Walter Z. Coate, Lake Oswego. Oregon.

The Automated Prepuffed Cigarette

Machine is a continuation of Feinberg 's

Eye Opener (April 1987). Lifting a coffee

cup Off the scale; :nqgers a mousetrap

that catapults a steel ball into a funnel cut

from a plastic bleach bottle. The ball

trips a release, and a spring pulls a match

across a rough surface, lighting il directly

under one end of a cigarette. The ball

continues rolling, then trips a falling weight

that powers an automatic puffing device.

Made from such items as a paint roller, a

plastic cup, a ballpoint pen cap. and a

hamster's water feeder, Ihe tiny vacuum
pump is attached to the other end of

the cigarette and effectively puffs it.

Bruce A. Roe, Littleton, Colorado. As

the Automatic Bubble Machine's rotating

electric fan pivots away from a glass, it

dunks a bubble loop into soap solution.

When the fan returns toward the glass, it

raises the loop from the soap and blows

air at it, producing bubbles.

Rob Wardetl, Ojai, California. When the

water level in the Automatic Plant Water

Machine falls below a certain point, two

magnets align and open a door. This

releases sand through a funnel and

through a hole in a wooden spatula. As

the spatula's handle rises, its blade dips,

tipping a mug of water over the plants.

M. G. Meile, Lincoln, Nebraska. The

World's Smallest Survival Kit encapsulates

Ihe barest necessities to help survive

the worst jams, whether you're adrift in a

raft or lost in Ihe woods. The capsule

includes a flmi and spr no -ram a discarded

butane lighter, a short wooden match, a

tiny blade, four feet of waxed dental floss,

a safety pin, an iodine tablet, and the

red foil wrapping' from a Lean Cuisine

frozen dinner. The safely pin can be used

to temporarily mend clothing as well as

close wounds and perform several lesser

first-aid tasks such as digging out splin-

ters and puncturing blisters. With the

floss, it also makes a passable fishhook.

You can also use the floss to help erect a

temporary shelter: Tie three long

branches together at one end and spread

the other ends into a tripod to lean brush

and branches againsl.

The iodine table! will disinfect a pint of

water. Dissolve it in water, using the

aluminum foil "spoon," and you get tincture

of iodine.

Frank Gilbert, Sandsiono. Minnesota.

The Makeshift Microphone is a voice

transmitter'fashioned from a box of

oatmeal, metal strips made ; iom a pie tin,

paper clips, wire, a flashlight battery,

pencil leads, and an eight-ohm speaker.

Jim Ballard, Everett. Washington.

Weighing less than one pound, the Hand-

operated Star Tracker does a very

sophisticated job with parts costing a

total of less than $10. A camera is mounted

on a Iripod io lake ong-exposure pictures

of stars without showing trailing lines.

It uses an ordinary hinge with its axis

aligned with the earth's norlh-south axis.

A bolt is slowly tightened to keep Polaris

visible through aplastic tube. Ballard can

lake 25-minuie exposures ihrough-a

105-millimeter lens and produce excellent

nontracking stellar shots.

Charles Criss, Salt Lake City. When a

mouse steps onto a baited cheese graler.

the Bigger Mousetrap (or "Mickey Mouse,

Phone Home") activates the motor drive

of a 35-millimeter camera A clothespin

pops out from under a basket, trapping the

rodent. The camera even captures the

moment on film. The tailing basket trips a

regulation mousetrap. Through a series

of switches and relays, the trap lifts a

push-button telephone from its cradle and

turns on a cassette player. The tape's

spool winds a thread that activates a

doorbell to press and release the phone's

redial button, dialing ihe trap's owner.

When the owner answers, the cassette,

plays a prerecord c-6 message —"The

mouse is in the trap."DO



LIGHT WORK

By Doug Stewart

^^ sironomically speaking, the shell

#a^& of air that encloses the earth

m \ is nothing but a wet blanket. It

ruins what would otherwise be a terrific

view of the universe by causing the stars

to twinkle—fine for lovers and poets

but aggravating for astronomers.

At the moment, the only option star

walchers have for dealing with this inter-

ference is the space telescope, due to

be launched in the early Nineties. Once it

finally soars into orbit, it will ride above

the obscuring turbulence. Unfortunately,

that will be a limited option. There are

thousands of astronomers in the world,

and only one space telescope.

Now a pair of scientists from the

University of Illinois at Urbana-Charnpaign

are working on an ingenious alternative.

Astronomer Laird Thompson and engineer

Chester Gardner hope to give ground-

based telescopes space -telescope-

sharp images. Their system uses a unique

man-made laser "star" to take readings

of atmospheric disturbances, and special

flexible "rubber" mirrors to adjust for

those annoying disturbances.

The heart of their design is a yellow-

orange laser beam, which they fire through

a standard observing telescope to the

upper edge of the atmosphere. There the

laser light creates the world's first artificial

star, which will help astronomers hunt

down and photograph some of the more

distant, dimmer objects in the sky.

To understand why astronomers use a

bright light to see dim stars, it helps to

understand something about the problem

of atmospheric distortion. "Light waves

coming through the atmosphere are

distorted like the light that comes through

"one of those glass shower doors,"

explains Thompson. "You can tell that

there's something on the other side, but

you can't see it very clearly."

' To complicate matters, the wind

constantly reshapes the contours and
ihcknesses ol atmospner.c :avers, and this

causes unpredictable viewing conditions.

Fuzzy images result, which accounts

far why those pre-Voyager photos of Saturn

and Jupiter were always so blurred.

Astronomers need a way to measure

how much the atmosphere bends the

Oiuei vision: TiitO'jgli
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light of a distant object before it reaches

them. If they can measure this, they

can compensate for the distortion. There

have been some experimental efforts

to correct distortion using slightly flexible

telescope mirrors, known in the trade

as rubber mirrors. Computer-controlled

actuators, or motors, push and pull on the

backs of the mirrors, adding a little bump
here, a shallow dimple there. (These

gadgets have been of great interest to

star warriors, as Earth-to-space laser

weapons need mirrors that can correct

for atmospheric interference.) In effect, by

canceling out the distortion, astronomers

can create a sharper image.

Astronomers, however, first have to be

able to measure the interference so

they can adjust their rubber mirrors. That's

where a guide star is valuable. By using

a star as a reference point, sky watchers

can track the way the shifting atmos-

pheric layers blur its image, and make the

necessary viewing corrections.

The big problem is that winds are fickle

and astronomers have to take these

measurements very frequently, at least

100 times per second. Since the guide star

has to be photographed as part of these

adjustments, it must be bright enough

so its picture can be taken in one

hundredth of a second or less. This is a

real challenge in astrophotography, where

one deep-space photo may require an

exposure time of several hours.

Of Course, any star could serve as a

guide star if it were near enough to an

observed object so its light was distorted

the same way. and if it were bright

enough to be photographed in one
hundredth of a second. But the patches

of sky that astronomers zero in on are

so tiny that 99.999 percent of the heavens

contains nolhing suitable.

Thompson and Gardner didn't particu-

larly like these odds, so with additional

funding, they hope to re-create their own
star. Last year at Hawaii's Mauna Kea
Observatory, they fired a 15-watt yellow-

orange laser beam through a telescope

and into the upper atmosphere. Sixty

miles up, the beam, which is roughly a foot

in diameter, struck a thick layer of sodium

CONTINUED ON PAGE 110



"HE PEOPLE'S PROGRAM

By Jerry Grey and Doug Colligan

The post-C/ia/tenger period

heralds another chapter in the

history of space development.

Sometime later this year the first spaceflight

of the era will lake off. When it does.

NASA will be facing a whole new set of

opportunities and questions.

We want to know how you, the Omni

reader, think we should deal with these

issues. And so we are asking you to read

through the questions below and to mark

your answers on the card at right. Please

send the card to us. and in a future issue

we will tell you what kind of space program

you think we should have.

1. Senator John Glenn and others have

suggested that NASA suspend the Citizen

in Space Program and that nonastronauts

without specific mission responsibiliiies

not be allowed on the shuttle.

A) agree B) disagree C) no opinion

2. In Ihe Sixties the goal of the space

program was to land a man on the moon.

Now there is a hue and cry for a new

aim. In her report to NASA, former astro-

naut Sally Ride suggested developing

our capabilities in low Earth orbit and

expanding our robotic exploration of the

solar system. She also advised that we first

revisit and explore the moon and then

establish a human outpost on Mars.

A) agree B) disagree C) no opinion

3. Many space advocacy groups and

individuals such as Carl Sagan and former

astronauts Buzz Aldrin and Michael

Collins have alternatively suggested we
dedicate our resources to mounting a

mission to Mars right now.

A) agree B) disagree C) no opinion

4. If you agree, do you think this mission

should be

A) manned B) unmanned, using only

robots C) a.combination of the two?

5. If you agree, should the mission be a

A) cooperative venture with the Soviets

B) solo effort by the United States''

6. Some people say NASA should gel out

of the transportation business and focus

on exploration, and development. That

means the government should give private

companies a freer hand in performing

jobs once done by NASA, such as

launching corr medial sal« 'i'.cs and

operating Earth-observation satellites.

A) agree B) disagree C) no opinion

7. A blue-ribbon NASA advisory panel

recently claimed that dissension between

the Defense Department and NASA
has emasculated the space agency.

Should the president reaffirm NASA as

the leading agency for space activities?

A) yes B) no C) no opinion

8. The Soviets have a space station, the

Mir, in Earth orbit. By the time we get

our space station up, they will already have

had more than two decades of experi-

ence and who knows what kind of equip-

ment up there, Should we scale back

our current space station design and rush'

it up there earlier?

A) yes B) no C) no opinion

9. Or should we continue with a full-scale

station while supporting those aerospace

companies that want to put up cheaper,

smaller space platforms in the meantime?

A) yes B) no C) no opinion

10. The United Stales had planned to

build a series of four space-based astro-

no'-'ica. instruments that were to be

serviced in orbit by astronauts. Recently

Riccardo Giacconi, the director of the

Space Telescope Science Institute, and

astronomer Robert Brown, also ot the

institute, suggested instead that telescopes

simply be automated. This would make
them cheaper to build and to operate,

since they would require no budget

for maintenance crews,

A) agree B) disagree C) no opinion

11. Many countries are now investing

heavily in space; it is no longer a two-horse

U.S./Soviet race. Should we cooperate

with these countries or compete with

them for the coming world markets9

(Remember, leadership costs money!

Read the nexl question.)

A) cooperate B) compete C) do both,

where appropriate,

12. Congress has approved a NASA
budget of about S8.86 billion lor fiscal year

1988. (That is less than 1 percent of the

federal budget and much less than it was

in 1965, when it was 4.3 percent ol the

budget.) By contrast, the American Institute

of Aeronautics and Astronautics (AIAA)

stated that to reestablish U.S. leadership in

space and permit the space program

to keep pace with other nalions', NASA
needs a budget nearer to $14 billion.

A) agree with the AIAA growth scenario

B) think we should allocate more than $14

billion C) think we should keep the

budget a: ci'men: a( ts present level.

13. SETI—the search for extraterrestrial

intelligence— is a relatively small part

of NASA's budget. Should we step up the

funding for that?

A) yes B)no C) no opinion

14. Number the priorities (number one

being the most important, two the second

most important, and so on) that should

be assigned to each suggested goal

of the space program:

A) manned mission to and exploration of

the moon
B) solo manned mission to Mars

C),]Oint US./Soviet mission to Mars

D) robotic exploration of Mars

E) establishing the space station as a

base of exploration

F) establishing a colony on the moon and

using it as a Base of exploraiionDO



GOLLY MISS LANE, SUPERMAN'S 50

.By Lisa Ballner-Bear

ne night in 1933 a shy, bespecta-

cled teenager lay awake fretting

about his lack of popularity.

Convinced that only some miracle could

transform him from nerd to hunk, he venled

his frustration by writing comic slrip

scenarios. In the morning he showed

them to his best friend, who drew charac-

ters and scenes to accompany the story

line. By the end of that day, according

to the legend, Jerry Siegel and Joe Shuster

had completed the first episodes of a

comic strip whose hero was a superhuman

extraterrestrial disguised as a socially

inepl newspaper reporter. Five years later

they sold the copyright—for a paltry

$130—to Action Comics, whose parent

company, National Periodic Publications,

later became DC Comics.

The first comic book appearance of the

alien from Krypton, in 1938, was so

successful that he soon became the first

superhero to have his own comic book.

Despite having been attacked by critics

like the late Heinz Politzer, who claimed

L'il Abner was "a profound scholar

compared fo Superman." the superhero

has survived unscathed. After half a

century, Superman appears to be a

permanent fixture in American pop culture.

"Superman is a very conservative,

self-contained character, and devoted to

maintaining the status quo," says Gary

Engle, a Cleveland State University

professor of English who has written more

than 100 articles on American pop culture

and coedited (with Dennis Dooley)

Superman at Fifty: The Persistence of a

Legend (Octavia Press). "That appeals to

children with a need to feel invulnerable

to threats. Rebellious teenagers lean

more toward Batman because he's an

activist rebel, an avenger."

The story of Superman embodies

numerous childhood fantasies, according

to child psychologist Jane Kessler, a

contributor to Superman at Fifty. Among
the factors are his secret identity, his

birth, and the origins of his special powers.

"Many children around ten or twelve have

imagined there is something mysterious

about their birth and that their parents are

not their real ones," says Kessler "The
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fantasy is pa't of the children's coming to

terms with the growing awareness that

their real parents have limitations."

Being an orphan and an alien, Super-

man aiso reflects American culture's

debt to immigrants, Engle believes. "His

powers are the equivalent of ethnic

characteristics ihat have sustained

American culture linguistically, artistically,

economically, politically, and spiritually,"

he says. Clark Kent represents the

immigrant assimilation, while the persona

of Superman reflects the adherence to

individual identity. "Blending the dual

identity in a way that stresses pride, self-

confidence, integrity, and psychological

well-being," Engle says, "Superman

is a very positive image ol an outsider."

' Engle also sees similarities between the

Superman siory and religious myths.

Take, for example, the aiens original name,

the Kryptonic Kal-Ei. In Hebrew the prefix

el is the masculine S;r.gu:ar word tor

"God"; as an affix in such names as

Samuel and Daniel, el means "of God."

It's also common in the names of angels,

like Satan's principal adversary Michael.

WE COMPLETESTORY OFTHEDARING

^SUPERMANr
n steels himself for the future.

Kal, Engle explains, bears a linguistic

relation to two Hebrew words. Kal—
"with lightness" or "swiftness"—could refer

to Superman's being "faster than a

speeding bullet." Hal, with its guttural h

(as in chutzpah), means "everything"

or "all." The translation of Kal-B, then, could

be "all that God is"—perhaps a messiah

come to Earth from another world.

Whether a messianic messenger,

immigrant ideal, or just a fantastic figure,

Superman is probably more recognizable

than any other American character

—

including Uncle Sam. His feats, after all,

have been translated into 25 languages,

including Thai, Zulu, and Serbo-Croatian.

'A child in Botswana may have never

heard of Hamlet; a child in Reykjavik may
have never heard of Don Quixote; but

everyone knows Superman," says author

Harlan Ellison.

"The implications of most characters

art; seldom consciously made by their

creators but are perceived by readers,"

Engle says. "I suspect a lot of what we
now see in Superman is a result of what

the comic book writers did with him."

Of course, a successful pop culture

figure, Engle adds, must be ambiguous

enough to advance with cultural changes.

During his first 50 years, for example.

Superman's powers have expanded, then

toned down; and Clark Kent has left the

Daily Planet newspaper to become a

television reporter. His current DC Comics

editor, John Byrne, is now making the

Man of Steel more vulnerable.

In the last ten years there has been

renewed interest in Superman, as reflected

in the success oi four films starring Chris-

topher Reeve. "The period has been

culturally conservative in this country,"

Engle says. "If that changes, I
suspect

Superman might go out of favor again, like

he did in the Sixties." His future will

depend on the direction America takes.

Superman at Fifty coeditor Dooley

believes there will always be an audience

for Superman—"at least uniil human
beings themselves can fly and leap tall

buildings in a single bound," he adds,

'And with superconductors, that may not

be very far away. "DO
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137

ne of the great physicists of this century is a man
named Richard Feynman. who teaches at Caltech

and knows as much about the way the cosmos works

as any man alive. Feynman has- participated in half

a dozen extraordinary theoretical developments and won a fistful

ot prizes, including the one you get from Sweden. Even so. he

likes to tell people that physics has not accomplished as much
as some physicists like lo brag, and that we are not as close to

a great universal theory oi matter and energy as some theorists

like to think. Indeed, Feynman has said, physicists ought to put

a special sign in their offices to remind themselves oi how much
they don't know. The message on the sign would be very simple.

It would consist entirely.of one word, or, rather, number: 137.

One hundred ihirty-seven is the value of a number called the

fine-structure constant. This constant, 137, is the way physicists

describe the probability that an electron will emit or absorb a

photon. Because this is the basic physical mechanism of elec-

tricity and magnetism, the fine-structure constant is a very im-

portant number. In fact, the line-structure constant has its own
symbol: «, the Greek letter alpha.

Now. alpha is nothing mote, nothing less than the square of

the charge of the electron divided by Ihe speed of light times

Planck's constant. Thus this one little number contains in ilsell

the guts of electromagnet-ism (the electron charge), relativity (the

speed of lighl), and quantum mechanics (Planck's constant). All

in one number! Not only thai, this number isn't like the gravita-

tional constant or the universal gas constant, lull of meters and

kilograms and degrees Celsius. Alpha is a pure, dimensionless

number— little wonder that people have been fascinated,

Physicists would like to believe (hat these phenomena lit to-

gether tidily in accordance with one big plan. They would like the

ratio of electromagnetism, relativity, and quantum mechanics to

be a number like one. or maybe two times pi. They do not like its

being 137—a prime number, for heaven's sake!

The significance of alpha was first spelled out in 1915 by a

physicist named Arnold Sommerfeld—at the time, measurement

errors made the value... closer to 1.36—and physics ever since

has been littered with efforts to explain it. The most famous at-

tempt was that of Sir Arthur Eddington. a prominent astronomer

who believed thai such constants could be used to produce a

theory of the universe. He built a huge 16- dimensional equation

full of these constants and claimed that alpha could be calcu-

lated from the number of terms: (16' - 16} h- 2 + 16 = 136,

Unfortunately, experiments quickly showed that alpha was really

closer to 137 Plucky Arthur Eddington was not dismayed. He

said he had forgotten to add one more factor—alpha itself—and

made the value 137 For this. Punch magazine dubbed him Sir

Arthur Adding-One. But Eddington was not deterred. Proudly he

proclaimed that the tirmament contains exactly (137 - 1) x 2'M

protons. Of course, the old man may have been right; nobody

has yet been able to count them all.

Throughout [he Thirties and Forties, the greatest scientists of

the day tried and failed to figure out the magic number 137 The

grea! Werner Heisenberg told his friends that Ihe problems of

quantum theory would disappear only when 1 37 was explained.

and spent years trying to explain it: fortunately, the problems did

go away despite his failure. One of Heisenberg's friends, theorist

Wolfgang Pauli. wasted endless research time trying to multiply

pi by other numbers to get 137; Edward Teller, now a prominent

advocate of star wars, derived alpha from gravitation; and a dotty

Japanese showed thai the difference in the masses ofthe proton

and delta particle is equal to alpha. All this shows is thai there

are many ways you can multiply and add a bunch of numbers to

get 137 The closest any of these people got to Ihe answer, per-

haps, was when Pauli died— in hospital room 137.

The best explanation ofthe mystery ever given to Victor Weiss-

kopf, another leading theorist from that time, was provided by

Gershom Scholem, one of Ihe most eminent scholars of Jewish

mysticism. When Scholem met Weisskopf. he asked about the

prominent unsolved problems in physics. Weisskopf said. Well,

there's this number, 137 . . . And Scholem's.eyes lit up! He said,

"Did you know that one hundred thirty-seven is the number as-

sociated with Ihe Cabala?"

After physicists slam into a problem for a few decades, they

tend to go into greener pastures. Alpha calculating has been out

ot fashion for a while Physics is making progress without it. But

i| is comforting to know that if you're at a party, and some know-

it-all is talking about how great the progress of science is, you

can always say, "That's all very true, my man. But why is alpha

equal to one hundred thirty-seven?"—CHARLES C. MANN
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GR!EF= SEX, AND THE
GROUNDED PILOT

'An airplane is like a

woman,, if you are a male

flier," says psychiatrist and

flight surgeon Donald Geeze

of the U.S. Air Force. "Flying

itself is somewhat of a sexual

act," he adds, "and this is

an outlet for many fliers." One
study, says Geeze, even

shows thai pilots are less

sexually active with their

wives ihan nonpilotsare. So

what happens io a flier when
he's eventually grounded?

Grief, says Dr. Geeze. Not

only do.grounded fliers

lose status, income, and
prestige, but they also lose

the unconscious libidtnal

gratification lha! anywhere

from 60 to 90 percent ol

them achieve from flying their

planes, according to Geeze.

"This loss o( gratification,"

he argues, "is probably

as significant a loss as any

that is experienced in

grounding and may be the

most important."

With all of these losses,

Pilots may not deserve their

dashing, romantic image.
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Geeze feeis it is only natural

that the grounded pilot

feels griet. The problem is

lhat few are able to recognize

It. Just as with impending

- iH
death, notes Geeze,

grounded pilots go through

denial, anger bargaining. r 1
depression, and finally

acceptance when their flying

t r ^ Adays are over. Most deal Hl " "^ ^BHb
with it through family and

friends, but there is virtually L,h % £ Jm
no professional help available mmjp ^fl
for those who cannot work :
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difficult because it is physi- Crab antennae aie row being em toyed to detect amino acids in

cians who ground fliers. sail water;, other animal parts are ;x ub-.'/S out '0 vce.'-:.'.;- us?.

so fliers naturally distrust

them. The Air Force has tried ANIMAL SENSORS iong whiskers are sensitive .to

to get around this by having amino acids in fresh water.

flight surgeons fly with. A University of Delaware Among other advantages.

eat with, and socialize with professor is building ultra- says Rechnitz. biosensors

pilots. Going one step further, sensitive chemical sensors are considerably faster than

it is now offering psycholo- by stripping nature for parts. mechanical sensors. 'A

gists a five-week course Garry A. Rechnitz is trans- crab that smells food doesn't

in aviation psychology at forming plants and animals have time to take il to the

Brooks Air Force Base. into scientific instruments laboratory to have it ana-

But Geeze thinks that the for detecting chemicals lyzed." He also calls them

problem deserves even in minute quantities. "the wave of the future in

more attention. He would like Take the crab, for exam- laboratory measurement of

to see psychiatrists trained ple—or rather the long, biomolecules." Biosensors,

in the treatment of fliers. thin antennae crabs use to according to Rechnitz,

"1 think," he says, "there hunt tor food Rechnitz buys are currently being used in

needs to be a psychiatric blue crabs at a local road- everything from the study of

subspecialty." side stand and removes fermentation and monoclonal

—Paul McCarthy a tiny piece of an antenna antibodies to providing a

from each. He attaches it to glucose sensor for a future

"The war between the sexes an electrode connected artificial pancreas.

is the only one in which to a computer. The result is a —Kay Cahil

bait) sides regularly sleep "biosensor" that can detect

with the enemy." trace amounts of amino "1 assert that the cosmic

—Quentin Crisp acids in saltwater solutions. religious experience is the

Using similar techniques. strongest and the noblest

"Death meant little to me. It Rechnitz attracted consider- driving force behind scientific

was the lastjoke in a series of able attention last year when research."

badjokes." he came up with a dopa- —Albert Einstein

—Charles Bukowski mine-detecting "banana-

trade" by hooking up a slice

of a banana to an electrode

"Work and love—these are

"In a painting 1 wantto say the basics Without them

something comforting." and a computer. His next there is neurosis."

—Vincent van Gogh target is the catfish, whose —Theodor Ftelk



STENDHAL'S
SYNDROME

A mysterious illness is

named after Marie-Henri

Beyle, or Stendhal (1783-

1842), a Frenchman who
fought in Napoleon's army.

The soldier-turned-novelist

(The Red and the Black

and The Charterhouse of,

Parma) first described the

symptoms upon falling in love

with the great art and archi-

tecture of Florence. It was in

1817. while descending the

steps of the church of Santa

Croce, he wrote in his dia-

ries, that his heart raced and
he felt weak in the knees.

Stendhal was hospitalized for

one month.

Something similar happens
each year to a handful of

foreign visitors to Florence.

When they see a Botticelli in

Ihe Uffizi gallery, or Giotto's

frescoes in Santa Croce,

or Brunelleschi's dome on the

Cathedral of Santa Maria

del Fiore, they are overcome.

The symptoms of what Flor-

entine psychiatrists call Sten-

dhal's syndrome are always

the same: dizziness, a gen-

eral state ol contusion,

depression, persecution

anxiety, and a loss of identity

During the pas! nine years,

Florentine psychiatrist Ga-
briella Magherini and her

team at Ospedale Santa
Maria Nuova, intrigued by

the mysterious illness, have
studied 107 psychiatric

patients affected by art. Their

profile so lar reads as fol-

lows: Men and women seem
equally vulnerable; victims

are usually twenty lo forty

years Old,- single, and travel-

ing on [heir own or with a

small group. "It's a form of .

Michelangelo's David and other works ot art in Ihe city of Florence-

;snd some tourists into a dizzying, contused depression.

gluttony," says Stefano

Crivelli. a Magherini-ieam

member. "It's as if they want

to consume the art and
take it home with them."

The city of Florence,

meanwhile, is taking Sten-

dhalism very seriously. The
city lathers have allocated

$24,000 for further studies.

Locals themselves, however,

aren't impressed with such
artful hoopla, nor do they

seem to be affected by
Stendhal's syndrome. As one
Uffizi guard puts it, "Sure, a

few people faint every year

and we have IP call an am-

bulance. But it's the stifling

heat and lack of air that does

it."—Michael Dale

MATH FOR CHIMPS

Sherman and Austin are a ]

couple of clever chimps.

They can do math—and use
j

it to get Ihe most chocolates,
i

In one experiment the

chimps were presented with
j

two sets of cups containing

candy. One pair ol cups

contained three chocolates

in one cup, two in the other.

The second pair contained

three chocolates in the

first cup but only one in Ihe

second. Ninety percent

of the time, the chimps chose
Ihe pair of cups wilh more
chocolates. Psychologist

Duane Rumbaugh ol Georgia

Slate University and Ihe

Yerkes Regional Primate

Research Center thinks this

capability may precede
the development of counting

skills in some primates,

including humans.
Lana also lives in the

laboratory a I Georgia State.

Rumbaugh and his col-

leagues sit Lana in front of a

computer screen that shows

her either a number i. a 2.

or a 3. The screen then shows
her a random array of boxes

displayed along the bottom

Lana's job is to first bring

a cursor up to touch the nu-

meral, then bring il down
to touch the corresponding

number of boxes (number 1.

one box; number 2, two

boxes; and so on). Lana,

Rumbaugh has found, gets it

right an impressive 80 per-

cent of the time.

"Somehow she has to be
keeping track of what she's

done," says Rumbaugh,
who believes Ihis amounts to

"a primitive form ol count-'

ing"—the first ever demon-
straled for any animal other

than man.— Bill Lawren
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We have reconstructed what the dinosaurs looked like, but wh i

paleontologist has built a model that proves the hollow-crested hadrosaur bellowed like a foghorn.

THE HONK OF THE
DINOSAUR

Every schoolchild knows

what dinosaurs looked like,

but have they ever heard

one? Johns Hopkins paleon-

tologist David Weishampel

has, after a fashion. He's built

a four-foot-long, green and

orange "honker," a horn

lhat lets people hear what

one type of dinosaur may
have sounded like.

Back in Ihe late Seventies,

while at the University of

Toronto, Weishampel stum-

bled across a 1931 paper by

a Swedish scientist. The

scientist suggested that the

bizarre head of a dinosaur

called the hollow- crested

hadrosaur resembled a

medieval instrument known

asthekrummhorn.The
university has one of the

world's largest collections of

hadrosaur skulls, so Weis-

hampel started "fooling

around with acoustic physics,

real basic stuff, like how
the creature's vocal organs

would channel sound through

the crest"

He figured out that the
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crest would accommodate
extremely low frequency

sounds. "But when you tell

people it vocalized at about

forty-eight hertz, they don't

know what that means."

Taking the hadrosaur by the

nose, he built the honker

to reproduce the reptile's

prehistoric, bellow.

Weishampel says that

while his efforts may seem
frivolous, "they verify our

relatively new theories about

herding and other social

behavior of these dinosaurs."

He suggests they may have

honked to call together

their young or a harem or

both during times of danger

or herd movement.'The

sound, which he describes

as "somewhere between

a foghorn and an alpenhorn,

used io call across glacial

mountain ranges," would

(ravel great distances.

—Allan Iv1a..ii'?i

"In every work of genius we
recognize our.own rejected

thoughts; they come back to

us with a certain alienated

majesty."
—Ralph Waldo Emerson

AIDS AND FORESKINS

Until now, two of man's

most time-honored prophy-

lactics—celibacy and con-

doms—have been touted as

the only possible protection

virus that causes

AIDS. But a California urolo-

gist has stirred up controversy

by maintaining that some
protection may be conferred

by another ancienf stralegy:

removal of the foreskin, as

in circumcision.

According to Aaron Fink of

Mountain View, California,

more than a dozen scientific

studies have shown that

such venereal diseases as

syphilis, herpes, and genital

warts are "significantly more

common" in men who have

not been circumcised. This,

says Fink, is because the

mucosal lining inside the

foreskin is vulnerable to abra-

sions, so thai "any kind of

infecting organism can get in

very easily." As far as Fink

is concerned, "infecting

organisms" include Ihe virus

thai causes AIDS.

Fink's contention, which

first appeared in a letter

he -wrote to The New England

Journal of Medicine, has

generated a growing furor.

One physician has cautioned

that at least one major study

showing a relationship be-

tween circumcision and

venereal disease was incon-

clusive, while another doctor

called Fink's theory "irre-

sponsible speculation."

But Fink is adamant. Citing

some 15 studies ihat have

addressed the issue, he

says, "There's no question in

my mind that venereal dis-

eases are less common
in circumcised men."

While conceding that it

may not be a major factor, "l

believe," he concludes,

"that circumcision can be

helpful in preventing the

spread of AIDS."— Bill Lawren

"Why should we subsidize

intellectual curiosity?"

—Ronald Reaga

"Decay is inherent in all

compounded things. Strive

on with diligence."

—Buddha's last words

k*^"*i
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"

Circumcision: Does it help

prevent the spread o/ AIDS?



LOAFfNG !N GROUPS

Go io any high-school

football game and Ihe people

who seem lo be working

the hardest—the cheerlead-

ers—are. actually goofing

off pn the job.

Thanks to a noisy group of

cheerleaders attending a

camp a! the University of

North Carolina, researchers

now know lha! social loafing

exists even when people

perfprm a task they enjpy and
consider important. Social

loafing means thai people

don't work as hard in a group

as they dp individually.

University of North Carolina

psychologists Charles Hardy

and Bibb Latane and other

researchers have been
studying social loafing for a

decade to help businesses

increase worker productivity:

Previous experiments, how-

ever, tested only people

engaged in aciivaio: ihai

were of little intrinsic value to

them. The girls were told

they would be competing

aqair si one another and that

ihe loudest would be recog-

nized. Blindfolded and
wearing earphones, the girls

produced prodigious

amounts of sound. But those

who were told they were

cheering with others made
only 92 percent as much
noise as those told they were

cheering alone.

There tends to be a con-

sistent drop of between

5 and 10 percentin effort,

according to Latane, who
says people are unaware of

their social loafing,

"We did ask people in

many experiments if they

<new they were making less

noise in groups, and most

were not able to recognize it.

Many claimed they were

working harder. People seem
to be utterly unaware that

they areslacking off in

groups," she says.

—Joel Schwarz

HOLOGRAPHIC PLANTS

Water, light, fertilizer, and
tender loving care: some
basic ingredients for growing

plants. Now add holograms

to that list. Researchers

at Pennsylvania State Univer-

sity have successfully grown a

variety of plants using holo-

graphically redirected light.

The 10- by 15-inch holo-

grams, made with a new
Polaroid photopolymer, were

placed side by side on

greenhouse windowpanes to

form three 4- by 8-foot panels,

covering a total of 90 to 95

square feet. "Itwasthe

largest hologram ever done,

as far as I know," says John

White, the project's principal

researcher.

The plants tested grew on

Ihe shady northern side of

the greenhouse. The holo-

grams, placed on the south-

ern roof, "picked up light

rays and redirected Ihem into

the interior," says White.

Researchers grew toma-

toes, strawberries, geraniums,

broccoli,

cress, and lettuce, testing

them for leaf color, weight,

and taste. The vegetables

were up to par with similar

plants from the sunny south-

ern side except for a few

minor differences. The aver-

age weight of the plants

grown with holographically

redirected light was 20

percent lower, probably be-

cause they received less

light. "When you redirect light

you're going to cut down
some on total [light] transmis-

sion." White explains. An-

other diflerence; There was
less red pigment in the

red leal lettuce and geranium

leaves. Bui the overall result:

healthy plants plus a 43
percent energy-use reduction

in the greenhouse.

Photics, Inc., ahologram
research company in the

Boston area that worked with

White, hopes lo use this

new hologram technology in

offices, malls, and other

buildings to cut energy costs

and improve lighting.

—Linda Browr

"Work in the twentieth

century; rest in She twenty-

first
"

—Donald E. Wesllake

"The stellar universe is not so

difficult of comprehension

as the real actions ol other

people, especially ol the

people with whom we are in

love.
"

—Marcel Proust

"The coward regards himsell

as cautious: the miser, as

thrifty."

—Publilius Syrus
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LIGHT BREAST EXAMS

Mammograms can detect

breast cancer early, but

few women over thirty-five or

forty follow medical advice

to have them regularly. Often

worried aboul discomfort

or overexposure to X rays,

they "never get around

to" going lo a clinic for -the

exam. A new X-rayless

instrument that can be used

to prescreen for cancer in

a doctor's ofiice may make
the trip- unnecessary.

X rays aren't the only things

that can pass through skin.

Hold your closed fingers over

a flashlight, and -you can

see some red light pass

through them. Tissue also

transmits some invisible

infrared light, and measuring

light transmitted at different

wavelengths can show
fat content—and the differ-

ence between healthy and
cancerous cells.

The Somanetics Corpora-

tion ot Troy, Michigan, has

developed a system called

I'NVOS, for in vivo optical

spectroscopy. A fiberoptic

probe transmits light to

the breast, and sensors

measure changes in the visi-

ble and intrared wavelengths

as they pass through. A
computer analyzes the meas-

urements at four sites on

each breast to assess the

likelihood ot cancer.

Both the mammogram and

!he INVOS system may give

false positives, incorrect

warnings of cancer. And the

INVOS can't pinpoint malig-

nancies. Somanetics's David

R Weaver, however, says

the $55,000 instrument could

be used to prescreen women
who otherwise would not

have mammograms. It takes

only a few minutes and

doesn't require compressing

the breasts, as do mammo-
grams. Only those women
found most likely to have

cancer by INVOS should

have mammograms. Soma-
netics has met stringent

Food and Drug Administra-

tion requirements for market-

ing the system in the-United

States.—Jeff Hecht

"There is nothing new under

the sun, but there are lots

of old things we don 't know.
"

—Ambrose Bierce

"The toss of childhood is the

beginning ot poetry.

"

—Andrei Tarkovsky

The INVOS X-r;,yies

prescreen iny i;'ev ,'':•
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"Life being what it is, one
dreams of revenge."

—Paul Gauguin

"Our great human adventure

is the evolution of

consciousness. We are in

this life to enlarge the soul

and light up the brain
."

—Tom Robbins

Loon: The- Vermont variety has an eerie wail, a short to?A. s

uiiiiaiion. and a yodel it uses to define nesting sites.

YODEL OF THE LOON

Armed with a $1,600 grant

from the North American

Loon Fund, Vermont biolo-

gists have begun tape-

recording and analyzing the

territorial yodel of the state's

endangered loons, Ver-

mont's loon population has

dwindled to 12 nesting pairs,

which produced just 12

chicks in 1987; 11 survived.

It seems the adult male

loon, known for its eerie wail,

a short honk, and a tremolo

ululation resembling human
laughter, has a fourth cry.

a yodel it uses to define and

defend nesting sites. No
two males yodel the same

tune, says Christopher Rim-

mer, director of research

at the Vermont Institute oi

Natural Science, which has

decided to tape the birds

on the lakes and ponds

lo which they return every

spring. The resulting audio-

spectrograms will allow

the researchers to keep track

of the loons and thus meas-

ure individual territories,

longevity, and a mass of other

loony data. Naturally the

ultimate goal is to preserve

the species.

Similar work- is under way
in several other stales and

Canadian provinces with far

larger loon populations.

—George Nobbe



SEX SELECTION,
JAPANESE STYLE

The Japanese are taking a

run at the high-tech world

of sex selection.

In the past, parents who
wanted to preselect the

gender of their baby have

availed themselves of the

services ol the United States'

Dr. Ronald Ericsson, whose
patented method is used

in 62 clinics worldwide.

After more than 500 births,

Ericsson boasts an 86 per-

cent success rate in produc-

ing male babies. Now a

new method, developed by

scientists at Keio University

in Tokyo, is claimed to have a

100 percent success rate

for girls. The U.S. and Japa-

nese methods both separate

X-chromosome -bea ring
sperm, which produce fe-

males, from Y-chromosome-
bearing sperm, which pro-

duce males. In both tech-

niques the Y-bearing sperm

swim faster than the X
sperm, so the majority of X

and Y sperm settle in diflerent

layers. In Dr. Ericsson's labs,

the semen is spread over

a 10 percent solution of pro-

tein or serum albumin, ob-

tained from human blood. The
Japanese use a Swedish
silica gel called Percoll

instead of albumin.

Both methods can isolate

sperm to favor boys or girls,

though the Japanese tech-

nique has not yel been tried

for boys. Ericsson, however,

says the Japanese sample

is too small: "My only com-

ment is, if you have only

six births, don't talk to me until

you have more data,"

Moral outrage about typing

baby gender has been

greater in Japan than in the

United States. Japanese
critics iear that sex selection

will produce an imbalance

in the future population.

Ericsson has answered critics

in America by explaining

that most parents who spend

S350 to $500 for the service

already have a child of one
sex and now want one of

the other sex.—Doug Garr

TASTES GREAT!
MORE CIVILIZING!

Anthropologists and ar-

chaeologists have been
scratching. their heads for

years over this question: W!r

did man first settle down
10,000 orso years ago and
begin sowing, cultivating,

and reaping crops? Hand it

to beer, argues anthropologist

Solomon Katz of the Univer-

sity of Pennsylvania.

According to his contro-

versial theory, prehistoric

humans accidentally discov-

ered beer while soaking

wild wheat and barley in

water and leaving them in the

open air lo make gruel. What
prehistoric man didn't count

on was the good feeling

he got from imbibing the mix-

ture. The reason? Natural

yeast in the open air con-

verted (he gruel to brew. And
because the supergruel's

nutritional properties made
man robust, the Neolithic

hunter-gatherers in the Near

East began cultivating the

grains, explains Katz.

'Almost invariably," he

notes, "individuals and soci-

ety appear to invest enor-

mous amounts of effort and
even risk" in the pursuit of

mind-aitering foods and

beverages. In fact, Katz con-

tinues, through history the

use ot alcohol has been

an essential part of social

and religious practice. While

there is no direct archaeolog-

ical evidence to back his

social theory, Katz does point

out thai narrow-necked

storage vessels used to pro-

mote fermentation have

been found dating as far

back as Neolithic times.

By the time the Neolithic

village culture of the Near

East evolved into the city-

slates of Sumer 5,000 years

ago, concludes Katz, beer

drinking had been raised to

a high status. He says the

world's oldest recipe for beer

is written on Sumerian lab-

lets. And one tablet even

contains a hymn lo the beer

goddess Ninkasi. One skep-

tic, however, anthropologist

and cultural evolutionist

Marvin Harris, says beer

could have been an ingredi-

ent in man's transformation

from hunter-gatherer to "city

dweller.'-' But he doubts ii

is the be-all and end-all.

"What do you do with tons ol

seeds you just harvested?"

he asks. "You settle down in a

village and protect it."

— Michael Dale

"Maybe this world is another

planet's hell."

—Aldous Huxley

"It may be that our role on

this planet is not to worship

God but to create him:"

—Arthur C. Clarke
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The rare Florida panther. Ma:iy o! the animals me killed by c.

Interstate 75. The solution: Tunnels beneath the roadway.

PANTHER TUNNELS

Florida wildlife officials,

worried by the rising toll

taken by increased tourist

traffic on the state's already

decimated panther popula-

tion, will build 35 swamp-
level crossings for the big

cats as part of the recon-

struction of the southeastern

extension of Interstate 75.

The road, known locally as
Alligator Alley, runs through

Big Cypress and the Ever-

glades between Naples and
Fort Lauderdale. Ten of the

rare panthers have been
killed by cars since 1979, and

the cats, which once had
to worry only about hunters,
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los, are among the world's

most endangered mammals.
Tom Logan, bureau chief

of the state's wildlife research

unit, says radiotelemetry

data indicate that the Florida

panthers, whose habitat is

split by the interstate, do not

cross roads at random.
"They use the same corridors

they've always used, and
that's where we're putting the

crossings," says Logan.

The highway will actually be
elevated at the crossing

sites, and the bridgework

banked with earth and vege-

tation. The cats will pass
underneath the road, through

50-foot-wide tunnels.

Logan says the goal of the

project, to be completed in

two years, is "to keep the

corridors as natural and con-

tinuous with the panthers'

travel ways as we can,"

in hopes that the cats will

stick to them.

—George Nobbe

"Let us work without

theorizing; it is the only way
to make life endurable."

—Voltaire

"Whoso would be a man
must be a nonconformist."

—Ralph Waldo Emerson

"It 's a poor sort of memory
that only works backward."

—Lews Carroll

"This mind ought sometimes
to be amused, that it may
the better return to thought,

and to itself"

—Phaedrus

TRAUMA MEMORY

How can you improve your

memory? You might try

living a more exciting life.

That's the upshot of a recent

study of Alzheimer's-disease

patients by Curt Sandman,
cod

i lector ol the University of

California at Irvine's Memory
Disorders Clinic.

Sandman's 'significant

event" technique is related to

the tendency ol most people
to remember traumatic

events—such as the day
President Kennedy was as-

sassinated—and what they

were doing when those

events happened. Trauma
triggers the release ol neuro-

transmitters in the brain, and
Sandman speculates these

chemicals are active in

preserving memories.

To test his hypothesis,

Sandman worked with 13

Alzheimer's patients and their

spouses. Each couple

planned a special activity

that the patients ordinarily

wouldn't do. talked about it 24
hours in advance, did it,

and then relived the experi-

ence through discussions.

Couples did such things as

going to a baseball game,
buying car tires, or eating

dinner in a restaurant.

Within a week the patients

and their spouses were
tested on their memories of

that day as well as ol an

ordinary day. Spouses had
good recall of both days.

Alzheimer's patients had no

memories of the regular

days, but 10 of the 13 did

remember the special day.

They were even able to re-

member such details as

the clothes they wore.

"Conventional treatment

for Alzheimer's patients may
be exactly wrong for them.

Life shouldn't be made
routine. This probably accel-

erates their problems," says

Sandman.—Joel Schwarz

"If death did not exist today it

would be necessary to

invent it."

—Count Jean-Baptiste

Milhoud

"The fundamental purpose of

the artist is the same as the

scientist: to state a fact"
—Sir Herbert Read

"Really we create nothing.

We merely plagiarize nature,"

—Jean Baitaillon



TAPPING
THE HEALERS

WT HIN
Growth factors will heal

our wounds, regenerate our hair, and ease

afflictions of the brain

BY CAROL KAHN

First there was the

blue glow, piercing the

warm Brazilian night

like a ghostly beacon.

For people raised on

folktales and legends,

the strange objects in

the junkyard covered
with luminescent blue

powder seemed in-

vested with magical

powers. They touched

the blue dust, put it on

their taces, ate it,

passed it on to their

friends and relatives,

hoping to spread the

magic around.

Then came the

sickness: the over-

whelming weakness, the nausea, the

vomiting, the diarrhea. After that, the

terrible truth. The blue powder was
neither mysterious nor '"magical. It

was cesium 137, an isotope that

produces gamma rays, which are

particularly destruc-

tive to bone marrow.

The cesium-covered

objects were the

dismantled pieces
of cancer-radiation

equipment from an
abandoned clinic in

Goiania in central

Brazil. In all. 249 peo-

ple were contami-

nated by the cesium,

44 seriously enough to

be hospitalized.

Robert Gale, the

heroic American doc-

tor who treated vic-

tims ol the reactor

meltdown at Cherno-

byl, was attending a

medical conterence in West Ger-

many when he received the call for

help. Gale and his team from UCLA
had worked valiantly to perform bone

marrow transplants on those who
had suffered radiation sickness in the

PAINTINGS BY GEORGE TOOKER



clear accident. But the Brazil-

ian situation was different. The Soviet vic-

tims had lost virtually all their bone mar-
row—the material that gives rise to the

white blood cells that are the backbone of

the immune system. The Brazilian victims,

on the other hand, still had some bone
marrow left. What's more, by actually
touching and digesting the cesium, they
had become so radioactive thai their own
tissues would damage any bone marrow
transplanted at a later date. What was
needed for the Brazilians, then, was some-
Ihing that could stimulate their own marrow
to reproduce and .give rise to the white
blood cells so essential to life.

When Gale arrived in Goiania, he brought
with him magic, GM-CSF (granulocyte-

macrophage-colony-stimulating factor), the

tirst substance ever shown to raise the white

blood cell count in human beings. And it

saved two of the six most gravely ill pa-
tients and stimulated bone marrow growth
in three out of four others.

GM-CSF is a growth factor—one of

about 30 natural body substances that

stimulate and guide the development ot

new cells. Although scientists have been
scrutinizing these remarkable body chem-
icals since the Fifties, only in the last cou-
ple of years have they begun to marshal
these substances' almost mystical ability

to regenerate the body, heal wounds, and
cure disease.

In a recent clinical trial, GM-CSF re-

stored extremely low while blood cell count
of AIDS patients to normal levels, offsetting

the lowered immunity that is the hallmark
of the disease. Other growth factors found
in the blood have generated new red blood
cells in patients with severe anemia and
helped rescue the bone marrow of cancer
patients from the cell-killing effects of

chemotherapy. Epidermal growth factors

(EGF) have speeded wound healing,

shored up corneal transplants, grown new
skin for burn victims, cured ulcers, and
even bolstered sperm production in ani-

mals. Nerve growth factor (NGF) is being
explored for its healing potential in every-

thing Irom brain transplants and Alz-
heimer's disease to limb reattachment

Like hormones, growth factors convey
chemical messages to cells, telling them
to perform a specific task. Blood growth
factors, for instance, convert undifferen-

tiated bone marrow cells into highly spe-
cific blood cells. Epidermal growth factors

signal the skin cells to divide. And nerve
growth factor helps nerve cells form bonds
with muscle fibers, glands, and nerves.

Because of these chemicals' role in de-
velopment, researchers are hoping that

growlh factors will illuminate the greatest

question in biology: how a single fertilized

cell develops like a single note into the

symphony of highly integrated cells and
tissues that make up a mouse or a man.
Other scientists are exploring the dark side

of growth factors; how they transform a
normal cell into a rapacious cancer cell.

And a worldwide search hopes to answer
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what may be the most basic biological

question of all: how growth factors tell one
cell to become two.

But ft is fhe practical application of
growth factors thai will create a medical
revolution for us all. In the near future,

creams containing growth factors may truly

rejuvenate the skin and spur the growth of

hair. Because of these substances, busy
network executives may imbibe antiulcer

cocktails instead of martinis with lunch. El-

derly invalids may be free of the bedsores
that make confinement a misery. And once-
sterile men may rejoice at sperm-boosting
injections that truly work. Burn victims may
find that their second skin fits like a glove.

Leukemia pafients may walk down the hall

only a week after a total bone marrow
transplant. And college professors with
Alzheimer's may recall facts that once
seemed lost to them forever.

The search lor the substances we now
call growth factors began at the dawn of

World War II with Italian biologist Rita Levi-

bBuilt on barren,

brownish hills at the water's

edge, with San
- Francisco in the distance,

Genentech's light

blue buildings and Moorish

arches look

like an oasis in the desert.^

Montalcini, who conducted her research in

a makeshift laboratory in her tiny bedroom
(see the interview beginning on page 70],

Working with simple tools, including knives

and a sewing needle, she sludied the de-
velopment of nerves in embryonic life. To
do her work, she bought fertilized eggs at

the market and incubated them. Then she
removed the chick embryos and nipped
off their budding limbs. Finding that nerve
cells died when limbs were removed, she
concluded that in order to grow, develop-
ing nerves required specific substances
secreted by fhe limbs. Finally leaving her

bedroom lab for the academic rigors of

Washington University in St. Louis, she had
fhe chance to prove her hypothesis. First

she transplanted a mouse tumor onto a
chick embryo. As expected, the sensory
nerves, which transmit impulses from the

sense organs such as the eyes, ears, and
skin to the brain, grew into the tumor as
though a limb were there. But then she re-

did Ihe experiment using a silver-staining

technique that allowed her to trace both
the sensory nerves, and the sympathetic
nerves, which regulale involuntary func-
tions like heartbeat and blood flow. In fact,

nerves grew everywhere, invading the tu-

mor and the chick embryo, and even forc-

ing their way into the veins, where they
choked off the blood supply.

What could be causing this extraordi-

nary overgrowth? Again Levi-Montalcini

suggested an unknown "chemical factor,"

one released by the tumor itself. To prove
that her tumor factor actually existed, Levi-

Montalcim grew a culture of tumor cells in

a test tube. She then put a single nerve
ganglion into the culture and within fen

hours found what she described as a
"dense halo of nerve fibers, radiating out
like rays from the sun."

For her, this experiment was a supreme
moment of satisfaction. By studying bio-

logical reactions in tissue culture, more-
over, she could now do in a few hours what
had previously taken her weeks ol pains-

taking work with chick embryos. She could
screen large numbers of tissues, fluids, and
chemicals for the tumor factor. And even
more important, she could now attempt to

isolate the factor in purified form from the
tissue culiure. But for that she required the

services of a biochemist.

In a neighboring lab at Washington Uni-
versity there was a postdoctoral fellow with

an unusually eclectic background in biol-

ogy, chemistry, and embryology: His name
was Stanley Cohen. And hearing of Levi-

Montalcini's work, he was immediately
intrigued. At that time he was trying to un-
derstand how a frog develops biochemi-
cally. This meant getting a handle on the
chemical substances that might turn a fer-

tilized egg into a full-fledged frog.

"I was always interested in biological

phenomena," says Cohen, a diminutive

sixty-five-year-old with crescent-shaped
eyes and an elfin smile. "What controls

growth? What controls differentiation? How
do you change an egg into an embryo?"
Perhaps the answer lay in the strange tu-

mor factor.

The quick-tempered Levi-Montalcini and
the contemplative Cohen complemented
each other in more than personality. "She
knew little about biochemistry;

I knew little

about neurobiology," Cohen says. "But we
each appreciated the competence of the

other." Cohen, who likes to take one step
at a time, also admired Levi-Montalcini's

intuition—her ability to form logical but
rapid-fire thoughts.

In the beginning, according to Cohen,
that intuition was just about all they had.
Indeed the idea of growth factor was still

suspect among their colleagues. Many
people thought that the effects were due
to the tumor, which is after all a kind ot run-

away growth. But like Levi-Montalcini.

Cohen was betting that Ihe substance they
were after played a role in normal growth
and development. He based this theory
partly on the discovery by tissue culturists

that adding extracts from animal embryos
to the culture media made cells grow bet-

ter. Bui why it worked, no one knew.
The first task facing Cohen was isolating

Ihe mysterious factor in the tumor. "If you

CONTINUED ON PAGE SB
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The fragile interlink between him and the

diener robot was breaking up in a burst ot

neurological static.

"You pulling anything interesting?" Je-

rome asked, lighting to stay oriented. His

perceptions shifted from room lo street and
back again, like a TV monitor flashing aim-

lessly from camera to camera.
"No," the diener robol said, its voice

coming from Jerome's back teeth through

conduction speakers vibrating behind his

ears. The diener carried unobtrusive opti-

cal and acoustical recorders lor the pass-

ing scene, electronics to caplure data from
surveillance cameras and filch transmis-

sions from police, private security firms,

corporale spies, Peep ng Toms.

"I need to quit," Jerome said. "I'm get-

ting crazy."

"I am sorry you are troubled," the diener

said. "I will return."

Thai night Jerome sai next to the con-
troller, viewing CROME disk records of the

day's take. Around him free-form shapes
in pale rose flowed from ceiling to wall and
floor. They changed, and dark mauve out-

lines shifted with them, as the decorating

program displayed its abstractions. Be-
tween Ihe viewing console and the con-
troller—a dark padded chair with a chrome
sphere forming its upper hall—the diener

robot stood motionless.

"This was not a good day," the diener

said in a voice that over the past two years
had acquired some of Jerome's character-

istic infleclions.

'A horseshit day," Jerome said. "But I've

gotta look."

Jerome was a freelance information bro-

ker. He moved lightly across the web of

information that the city generated, stop-

ping from time to time to pull at a few among
the millions of threads. He had sold to

congressional aides, lobbyists, police-

men, and pimps. Silting through the city's

chaos, he looked for a treasure trove . .

.

whispered word of a deal going down, evi-

dence of felonies old and new, rumors of

sicknesses, love affairs, changes of alle-

giance. Even the smallest o! indiscretions

could be worth something in a city where
information was practically an autono-
mous currency. On a whim he would trail

people selected at random for a week, a

month, or more—would create dossiers
more complete than the National Data
Bank's or Ihe FBI's. Jerome was obsessed
by characteristic details ... a man's liking

for eating hoi dogs from Sabra street ven-
dors while sitting in the sun next to the Du-
pont Circle founfain, then drinking small

cups of Turkish coffee at a sidewalk cafe
before entering a hotel room where he
would lie nude—prone and helpless,
weeping and fulfilled—beneath black-clad

legs and spike heels.

Compared with Jerome, voyeurs were
casual, uninterested. Compared with his

needs, theirs were direct and uncompli-
cated. What he was trying to learn even he
did nol know, but he kept at it, capturing

what most people never looked for and so
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didn't sec.
.

. . In a shadowed alley near P
Street, an old man in a long green coat
blackened with dirt pisseo steadily against

sooty brick and then collapsed into the

puddle. A cat with grease smeared yellow

fur stopped to sniff the puddle, then the

man, looked around as though aware it was
being watched, moved on.

At the corner of Wisconsin and M stood
a man and woman in their car/y twenties.

They were almost identical—hair dyed
black, flowing yellow silk scarves, soft blue

leather boots. Locked together in a mo-
ment of pain—carefully groomed faces,

red and tear streaked—they were obli-

vious to dense crowds surging around
them. At this point the diener lost interest.

Jerome froze the frame, ran a sound-iso-

lation program on the couple, wanting to

understand the passion that isolated and
transformed them, but they stood there

speechless and so beyond his ability to

probe. At the edge of the picture a woman
was caught in mid-stride, holding a cold

^Silver

whipspring coils snapped out

of section joints

in blue porcelain, and shining

steel blades on
the coils' tips flashed under

fluorescent kitchen

light, slicing away yellow skin.^

bag of crumpled white foam. Near the

crearh plastic U of the handle, black nu-

merals against a silver ground read thirty

He closed in on her face.

In profile she had a strong nose, an
overbite, a hint of a coming double chin.

Her eyes were brown, liquid. Her clothes

—

black blouse, tan straight skirt with dark,

blotchy stains—seemed thrown on her, not

worn. She. looked like nothing special,

but
.

. . He scanned her image from pale
streaked hair to black spike shoes. If you
spend most of your life watching and lis-

tening, perhaps it's inevitable -Ihis help-

less, feckless thing- thai you ll find Ihe key

to the code written so deep 'fiat it might be
in your genes; in Ihe tattered phrase, you'll

find the one you love.

He painted her face into Search Chip
Memory. It began its routines, matching her

lace against local hotels' register tapes,

district police updates to ihe National Data
Bank, composite travel records compiled
from trains, buses, airplanes. And there, on
the passenger list of a United flight that had
"come in three days earlier Iron-: Miami, she
turned up, But Jerome was asleep when

Iha! happened. Only the riienor was awake
to hear the bell ring, and it moved with a

ripple of black tentacles across rose and
watched her face begin to expand across
the paintscreen, color and shape flowing

as if someone were dropping pigment into

invisible set ler^s. The diener extruded a
black cable and plugged into the Search
Chip interface, which gave all it had on
Connie Stone.

From atop the Rings Bank at the corner
of M and Wisconsin, a flat, black camera
sat on the golden dome and watched for

any of eight "Sons of Bright Water"—de-
scendants of Hioshi'na survivors rumored
heading for the base of the Washington
Monument with two-kiloton suitcase
bombs. This was a CIA search program,
and Jerome had piggybacked it to look for

Connie Stone, ,'t was not however, the CIAs
camera but a Safeway's "sidewalk sen-
Iry"—a blue aluminum box surrounded by
fine wire mesh—that spotted her getting

into a Yellow Cab on Wisconsin Avenue
near the National Cathedral. She still car-

ried the cold bag, and in close-up her eyes
were red shot, tired, and wary.

Jerome's search programs had a fix.

They sounded the alarm to tell Jerome she
had been found.

Jerome sal at his console and watched
the cab's coordinates trace a path along

Connecticut Avenue toward downtown.
Now he had her. What should he do?
When the cab dropped her on K Street

in front of the New Millennium Hotel, eigh-

teen stories of silvered glass, he was
watching through the hotel's entrance
monitor, and he thought, First, Connie
Stone, I've go! to find out who you ate.

Until three years ago sho had been just

another medica 1 lab assistant. Then, ac-

cording to the Nat:una, Data Bank, her em-
ployment history went off record and
stayed that way. She did not marry or oth-

erwise change her name and did not ap-

pear on unemployment compensation.
wellare, or disability rol's More peculiar

_

she had disappeared from credit records
as well. The state of California might forget

her, Jerome thought, but Masterchip,
VisaBanque, Amex? No way.

He had. to dig in forbidden ground to find

her. A quick raid, very quick—their repri-

sals were vicious—on the IRS records in-

dicated a comp'ex arrangement with a

company named American Biolorms,
which somehow was not her real em-
ployer. The IRS knew this bul didn't mind;
it was getting ils cut of her salary.

The Dow Jones computer coughed up
a string of parent companies and blinds

terminating in a Caribbean bank. Home
Iree: The bank's computer x>ld him she was
working for I.G'. Biochemie in the Domini-

can Republic. Finally Ihe CEO Intel Digest

told him that the I.G. Biochemie compound
was located on the Dominican Republic's

northern coast near a little town called So-
sua, a place with a strange history. In 1940



Rafael Trujillo. an almost forgotten Iwen-

tieth-century ci ctaxir, had invited German
Jews to come to the Dominican Republic

and promised them sanctuary and their

own town. Sosua. A few Jews had come,

but over the years their numbers dwindled,

so thai by the end of the twentieth century

there were none left.

A few decades later, in came 1.(3. Bio-

chemie and a horde of Germans, very lew

of them Jews. And a few years later, in

came Connie Stone.

"Looking at lite as a secret sharer had put

some very strong torque on Jerome's al-

ready strange worldviow I le walked a path

signposted with paranoid conceits and
occult symbols—some real, some at least

arguably real, others purely delusional.

Connie Stone's blind employment history;

associations with genocide, old dictators,

German cartels— it all reeked of geocon-
spiracy, multicorporate plot. Jerome lit up

like yellow phosphorus m sunlight.

"Locate I.G, Biochemie Sosua data-

processing station," he said, beginning the

instructions to his computer. "Call and in-

stitute molo programs. Compile user data,

establish operating- system codes. Load
virus and execute. Terminate on unfore-

seen interrupt, and restart only on verbal

authorization." It might take days to pene-

trate the corporation's security shells, but

he was betting the I.G. Biochemie com-

puter would fall.

Connie Stone sa~ beneath a green, white,

and red umbrella. Blown in summer breeze,

her hair was tang ed ground a red plastic

barrette above her left ear. She wore a

tropical print dress—red and blue and
green flowers on a white background—that

rode to her thighs as she sat with her foot

touching the white bag of crumpled foam
beneath her table. Her skin was pale white,

lightly freckled; her look was vague.

. Speaking oui of bright sunshine, Jerome
said, "Hello." The diener robot stood be-

side him. "My name is David Jerome. You

have a problem."

Perhaps she thought of running—her

knees clattered again;;: metal struts be-

neath the table. "Go away," she said, hos-

tile but still silting, presumably concluding

that he was no threat nor was his 'robot.

"I don't know whai's in the bag," Jerome
said, "but it must be perishable, so you can't

carry it around much longer."

"What are you talking about?"

"I.G. Biochemie." He had leaned over the

table to whisper the name to her. "What-

ever that is, I guess you stole it from them.

If you play around, they'll find you
—

"

The diener watched. She was half up

from the table now, the muscles of her face

taul with somelh-'ng lhal coti'd be either (ear

or outrage. Jerome still leaned over her, and

in that moment the diener's tentacles

moved beneath it in agitation; Something

it didn't understand was gong on here.

They sat in Jerome's living room. White

.

light from the walls was shaded to purple
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in iranslucenl polycarbonate couch, chair,

and settees. Red speaker film framed in

chrome stood next to a clear rack of AV
equipment in matching red and a silver two-

meter screen. Purple holographic letters

dangled n space eve' shctng glass doors,

asking are we not men -?

"You want in on the money," Connie said.

"Sure, but look what I'm worth to you,"

Jerome said. "You've been hung up, stuck

with whatever you've got there .
. . maybe

some help you were expecting, somebody
you were expecting. diUrr snow" He waved
away her attempt to answer. "That doesn't

matter. I can arrange things so that I.G.

Biochemie won't find you, and I can put the

money anywhere in the world you want it.

You won't be sorry."

"There's one thing you have to tell me,"

Connie said. "It's too creepy otherwise.

How did you find me?"
"I saw you on the street ... I saw you,

and I wondered why you were carrying that

thing, who you were. . .it's hard to explain.

^Jerome
walked along Q Street. An old

woman selling

flowers out of white crockery

vases arranged in a

line called to him, her tongue

a blotch of dark

red behind toothless gums3

Come here, ana 'e< me snow you." In the

hallway the decorating program was re-

strained— it merely placed a rose tint over

white walls, a dark purple border along the

wallboards. Jerome. said, "Let me in," and
the door opened. "In here," he said. "Here's

where I found you."

Jerome set Connie's two black, hard-

shell suncases on h.s iving room floor and
said, "I'll take them in the spare bedroom
later." The cold bag -ay across the living

room Couch. Connie ran her finger aiong

the bag's seamr, and t split, the sheets of

crumpled white foam opening Ike petals

of a giant flower Inside lay a black plasLc

cube the size of a fist, the compressor that

forced cold air into the bag's foam cells.

Next to it was a small sheet of white foam

folded around something smaller and tied

off in gray tape. On it in faint red marker

was written a single numota.; 6. The pack-

ago Irosted as she held it out to him. "Do
you want to look?" she asked,

"Is there anything to see?" he said.

"Not really. And you might contaminate

it So here " She pulled a small silver disk

Irom a fold in the crumpled while. "Here's

all you'll need. Transmit this, and they'll

know what you're selling, it's encoded, of

course, but that's all right. Maybe the less

you know, the better."

Silver whipspr ng coils snapped out ol

section joints in blue porcelain, and shin-

ing steel blades on the coils' tips Hashed

under fluorescent kilchen light, slicing away
yellow skin and lat, cutting to the bone.

"That's a real floor show," Connie said.

She walked out of the kitchen to find Jer-

ome looking out the window onto R Street

ten lloors below. "Probably pretty good for

sell-delense, too." She sat on the purple-

tinged couch.

"Sure," Jerome said, "if I
want to stand

trial for assault or involuntary manslaugh-

ter. If the diener hurts anyone, I'm respon-

sible, just like
I
was driving a car."

The knife blades kept moving, but the

diener was having trouble— inexplicable

vertigo of robot visions. Half an ounce of

flesh was sheared away with breastbone.

A new kind of awareness had been
growing these past lew months, out of the

controller bond between the diener and
Jerome, and it thought, You are responsi-

ble, you say, but are you?

Steel clanged against ceramic, blade

against countertop,

Jerome called, "You got a problem,

diener?"

"No," it said. "There is no problem. I was
going too fast."

"Work within your limits, pal," Jerome
said, then turned to Connie and said, "What

did you say?"

"How long
,? " see askec again "How long

before you can linish this?"

"Hard to say. Could go a week if their

security shells are really good, and Ihey

might be, especially now. But more likely

we'll get in within the next thirty hours. No
special reason for them to look for a com-
puter burn on top of

—

"

'A theft," Connie said. "I'm a biolab tech-

nician specializing in cold-spot asepsis,

and I'm a goddamn thief." Her voice was
speeding up like a disk player with a faulty

power supply, ana Je-'ome Knew it was all

going to come out of her now. She said, "I

took their six"

Jerome lay on Ihe padded floor in the

workroom. The diener was plugged in

again for recharging and from time to time

twitched tke a dreaming clog. Opposite

them both, a two-meter wallscreen ran

mixed windows. From Ihe news window
came the voice and face of Latoh Bernie,

one of the more popular computer-con-

structs. Below red wolf eyes, pale lips

moved, and I I he

Hunterian Museum ol the Hoya 1 College of

Surgeons in London reported today the

theft of the brain of Charles Babbage,
nineteenth-century pioneer in computer

science. He was the man who first envi-

sioned an all-purpose computer, which he

called the Analytical Engine."

Babbage, Jerome though;. Ihe man with



Ihc gears and cams and ou leys, inventor

of, call il Ihe zeroth computer generation,

the one that never happened. Start count-

ing generations, and you got to five by Ihe

beginning of :hc iwonr/-fks! century—sys-

tems like the diener robot. It walked, it

talked, it performed a fair number ol tasks

with enormous skill. ... But fifth-genera-

tion machines came up shorl in important

ways—within limits they were hell, but they

still weren't worth a damn at a Turing test.

Here an impish voice whispered inside

him, Oh, yeah, then what about the diener?

Because Jerome had stopped thinking o!

the diener as a machine long ago, never

mind its limitations.

The way most people saw it. however,

you were unlikely to mistake a filth-gener-

ation machine for an intelligent being un-

der any but the most restricted conditions.

So for anyone with a professional stake in

the matter, ihe magic number had become
six. Information-dense transfer states,

many-mind theory—researchers were
working at the edge of things, where real-

ity's fuzziest states connected to nature's

complex systems, and there was a feeling

that soon scireihirg would have to tumble.

If Connie was riyh:, something had: I.G.

Biochemie had hi! the jackpot, an organic

artnaal nte ligence. Then it died, this little

bit of flesh, poisoned by a series of meta-

bolic irregularities that IGB desperately

wanted to examine. And they would have

if Connie hadn't stolen the remains.

"Signing off, babies," Latoh Bernie said.

"Let's hear it for Charley, eh? So bring back

Ihe brain, whoever you are." Latoh Bernie

"Christ," Jerome said. "All oil." Wall-

screen windows faded to rose.

"David." Connie said. "What are you

doing?" She stood backtit in the doorway,

wearing baggy pants and a blouse of

crushed white cotton.

"Come on in," he said. She sat next to

him on the padded floor and leaned back

against ihe wall.

"I've been thinking," she said. "Now that

you' understand what's going on, maybe
you want out."

And lo himself Jerome said. What I want

no longer matters; you're what i need.

"We'll see," he said. "If things get loo

strange, I'll tell you. But for the moment, no

problem. I said I'd do it; I'll do it."

"That's very nice of you."

She gave a kind of sigh as he put his

hands on her shoulders.

The events of the next few hours were

as inevitable as the path of a freely falling

object. As they took place, the diener re-

mained motionless and apparently obliv-

ious to what went on. But perhaps it was
aware. . . . There, as Jerome was bent be-

tween her thighs, and she.cried out, was
the diener moving, did it make a sound?

Jerome walked along Q Street near Du-

pont Circle. An old woman selling.flowers

out of white crockery vases arranged in a

line along the sidewalk called" to him, her
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tongue a blotch oi dark rod behind tooth-

less gums. She said, "Come on, roses for

your lady, misler." As il she knew.

In the middle oi Iho ncxl block, a tall, thin

man in a green plastic jacket was bounc-
ing plasma balls against cement steps.

Flashes of electric gold exploded under

sick amber siroeilights Jerome stopped

and yelled, "Hey, 2-Ace!" The man ges-

tured for him to come on. 2-Ace was shirt-

less under the jacket. Bones of chest and
rib cage stood in clear outline, and chrome
stars set into the meager flesh of his left

pectoral gleamed in the streetlight. His eyes

were bright, and even standing still, he
seemed in motion— his left hand jerked

back and forth in quick, unconscious arcs.

.2-Ace did a fair amount of speed.

"Man," he said. 'Jerome." A small ma-
roon velveteen bag dangled from his waist,

and he shook it gently. "Good shit," he said.

"I hope so," Jerome said. 2-Ace was sell-

ing credit chip blanks and recent codes

—

the necessary ingredients to cook up in-

stant credit in whatever name he might

choose and so have untraceable means.

Jerome, Connie, and the diener might have

to move in a hurry, and in an almost pure

credit economy, cash in any significant

amount would attract unwanted attention.

Jerome wanted to buy a rose from the

old woman, but she had gone.

Nighttime is usually when the deal goes
down, so Jerome wasn't surprised when
he heard the message relay chirping

around three a.m. Coming in through elec-

tronic dead drops in Europe, switched

through the West Coast, it was I.G. Bio-

chemie's reply. Then came an unexpected

series of nonsense syllables. Jerome was
wondering what they would have en-

crypted and why, when the system alarm

went off—beeps and screams laced with

urgent subsonics, the kind of message your

central .nervous system knows it never

wants to hear.

Then there, was fatal error on every

screen, woros thai eiied even as he looked,

as the machines were burned down to the

ROM level, "eaten by the weasel" it was
called, and Jerome had never seen it

done—had not believed really that it could

be done. But there it was: a whole system-

trashed, chips fried, CROME disks and
WORM memories wiped.

The diener's bulbous -ront. poked through

the door with Connie just behind. "What's

up?" she said. "What's wrong?"

"Grab what you've got." Jerome said.

"But make it quick."

The door slid sideways as (he elevator

sighed to a stop at the first-floor, and the

stocky, sallow-faced man in a dark suit who
waited just outside pulled his coat back

and took a Colt Magnamatic from an up-

side-down shoulder holster.

There was an electric crackle, and the

man collapsed. A small silver dart high on-

his left cheek led along a nearly invisible

wire to a port in the diener's nose. "
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"Nice work," Connie said.

Jerome said. 'A man's got a right to de-

lend his property." Flip, cool,, false: more
shock'than anything. Jerome was already

much deeper into bad shit than he'd ever

dreamed of being. Connie was on her'

knees by the prone man, taking the gun
from his hand. She put the dark Kevlar bar-

rel to the man's mouth and whispered, "I

ought to just kill you." Paralyzed, he looked

at her through haired and pain. "What's

going on?" Jerome asked. Connie looked

at him, something crazy in her eyes. "No!"

the diener said, its small-voiced cry punc-

tuated by one subsonic pop as she fired.

Back spatter put red lacework on her white

sleeve. Blood and fluid leaked across

black-and-white tile.

"Come on," she said. "Don't just stand

there, come on!"

Carrying emerald-green methamphet-
amines and a handful of bogus credit chips

in more names than either of them could

62-Ace was
shirtless under the jacket.

Bones of chest and
rib cage stood in clear outline,

. and chrome stars

set into the meager flesh of

his left pectoral

gleamed in the streetlight.^1

remember, they were ready to run. The
rented Pontiac sat in bright morning sun-

shine, silver clamshell doors sprung open,

ceramic engine clattering as it came up to

operating temperature. Dust motes danced

in the light, and Jerome stood looking at

the white plastic bag emitting its soft hum.
He pressed down on the trunk lid, and it

hissed shut.

Somewhere in Pennsylvania, where the

sky was a dull gray that filtered the light

and leached the color out of rolling farm-

land, Jerome said, "You've got to explain

that . . . what you did."

Connie lay with her seat back, reclining

almost on top ol the diener, which filled most

of the rear. Her face was toward the car's

ceiling, her eyes closed. "David," she said,

"I had to kill him. Christ, he knew what we
look like, what we were wearing ... he even

saw the robot, which by the way is going
to be a big liability."

"Never mind that. Him or us, right?"

"That's what I'm trying to tell you."

The diener burned with a new set of per-

ceptions. Over and over, it saw ftsetf freez-

ing the man with a taser dart, dropping him

to the ground, and ConnieStone killing him

They bypassed Chicago, where the

black Sears Tower sat in a foul petrochem-

ical haze, looking like home base for the

Evil Empire. Interstate 80 (Aut) had be-

come a hot magnetic -tube that sucked
them along. The pilot was off, and red

numbers on the dash flickered in the nine-

ties—hopes for invisibility not forgotten ex-

actly, just mislaid in the moment's burn.

By the next day the Midwest had been
chewed up, and so had they, as the miles

rolled under ihe Pontiac, and the chemi-

cals they were eating fired a million tiny

darts up and down their spines and
dumped huge glass vats of acid into their

stomachs. Jerome I inured they had to stop

sometime. So in Wyoming, in a shitty little

town that was half neon fast-food strip and
half lunar landscape, they pulled in under

a clear sky that was rapidly fading into twi-

light and stopped at the 80 Autotel.

The diener followed Jerome and Connie

into the motel room, where they look a De-

merol each and slept ten straight hours,

falling out of the amphetamine haze and
into a dark sleep like death. The diener

stood in its own darkness, possessed by
the memory of that one event, working

through what in a human would have to be

called the trauma of it, the pain.

The next afternoon, clouds hanging on

the surrounding mountains laid down a chill

drizzle as they dropped into Salt Lake City.

Half an hour later Jerome had gone to

manual and was driving Ihe Pontiac along

the edge of the overflowing Salt Lake,

where dikes of rock and dirt had cut the

road to two slow-moving lanes wet with

seepage Irom the overflow. Robot cranes

—

giant mantises ringed with camera eyes-
worked the tops of ihe dikes while flagmen

in yellow plastic suits urged the bottle-

necked traffic onward. Farther west the

road drew a straight line across Ihe flooded

salt flats, where gray sky and clouds and
brown mountains were relleeled in a giant

watery mirror, two orders of being inter-

secting seamlessly, nature's excess flow-

ing free into an unexpected beauty.

Jerome chewed a green capsule,

gagged as it went down, then choked and
spit into his hand. "I think

I
know what we're

going to do," he said, then licked frag-

ments of bitter amphetamine irom his palm.

"The diener here can send these assholes

a phone message: Fuck with us one more
lime, and we leave ihe rotting carcass ol

your six on the roadside lor the coyotes to

eat So pay now. Do it fast and safe—en-

crypt, squeeze, and squirt. I made a bad
mistake the last time; I went after them like

they were into some kind of ordinary se-

curity routine; but I forgot how much they

might have to protect."

"And I forgot how quick they are," Connie
said. 'And how mean."

"Yeah. Anyway, I think we've run about

lar enough."
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Jerome had always had apocalyptic as-

sociations with Nevada. Words like fesr

range, underground explosion, and dead
sheep came to mind. But that's where they

ended up, in a small town just over the bor-

der, burning under Ihe day's fading sun,

where signs promisee* investors cheap en-

try into Ihe "Next Las Vegas." All were faded

to near illegibility.

Their room had steel furnishings, egg-
shell-blue walls. The lobby of the Flowing

Sands had been late-twentieth-century

pseudo-luxe: white ceramic and red Nau-

gahyde, chrome, multicolored lasers run-
' ning mindlessly through their programs.

Jerome lay on the bed, feeling strange.

Old blues, half remembered
.

. . songs
aboul guns and knives and women

—

She's

got a thirty-eight special, and hey momma,
please slop loreakin' down—he thought one
of them mighl be somehow appropriate.

She stepped out of the bathroom wear-

ing a light pink '.owe' crystal beads of water

Irom the shower on her skin—
The one I love—
And she opened a black drawer and

lifted a dark blue silky gown Irom it and pul

the lowel aside

—

pul a pistol in a man's mouth—
She slid the gown over her head

—

and pulled the trigger—
When her hoi damp skin pushed against

him it erased an infinity of doubts

—

(some special kind of blues).

The diener reached inside itself and
pulled out a blue plastic lead with a silver

plug on its end. Spring-loaded, the lead

pulled taut as the diener stretched il and
snapped it into the base of Ihe phone. "You

wish me to transmit now?" it asked.

"Sure."Jerome said.

And in the moment of the relays' closing.

as circuits began to come together from

Nevada to the Dominican Republic, il knew
what it must say, now, and to whom.
A few seconds later. Jerome said, "That's

it. It's all over. Let's get a drink." And to the

diener he said, "You should recharge."

"I will do so." it said. It had further mate-

rial to ponder: In light of its recent experi-

ence of irreversible change—irreversible

choice— it considered whal likely would
happen next.

Quick and mean, she had said.

Connie and Jerome were sitting over

room-service breakfasl the next morning
when the door opened and Iwo men in ho-

tel uniforms—maroon jumpsuils with gold

trim—stepped inside. The tall one held a

small black automatic pistol like the Colt in

Connie's handbag. The short one wenl to

the closet and pushed the button, and Ihe

mirrored door sjid aside. He reached into

the white-lit interior and pulled the cold bag
from behind stacked black suitcases. He
laid the cold bag on the double bed. split
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ihe opening seam and took oirl Ihe pack-

age. He unwtappec' :ho package and with

a small scalpel carved away a sliver of the

lump of pink flesh inside and placed the

sliver in a small black lube.

Connie looked at '.he diener, which was
plugged into a wall socket. "I'm sorry," Je-

rome said, but she ignored him; she was
looking wildly about as if for something lhat

was not (here.

The shod one nodded his head and be-

gan lo repack the cold bag. The tall one
fired a shot that hit Connie in the middle of

the forehead. The impact slammed her

against the wall, and the shooter walked
over to where she sprawled with her legs

and arms flung wide, and put another shot

into the inside curve of her left breast, into

the hearl.

"Go home," he said to Jerome in the Hat

voice of a poker player asking the dealer

for two cards. "Someone will be along to

take care of things—the woman, [he car.

Don't say anything to anybody, and don'l

'•Two men
in hotel uniforms stepped

inside. One held

a small automatic pistol like

. the Colt in her bag.

The short one went to the

closet, pushed a

button, and the door slid open3

' i 'Mil.' us again Understand?"

With her blood on him and the smell of

her death in his nostrils, Jerome under-

stood. The two men didn't wait for him to

say so. They were gone.

The shuttle lo Rene liHeu straight up from

a pad of cracked cement on the edge ot

the atmost-town. Inside Ihe old swing-wing
jet, the stink of sweat came off tattered

green upholstery. Over the mountains the

plane swayed and bucked in rough air that

penetrated Jerome's stunned grief and cju-lr

and made him while with nausea.

In Reno the airport was bright blue ce-

ment, red steel, and a forest of mirrors, and
Jerome and the diener were insignificanl

among thousands returning east, most
having blown sensible amounts, a few tell-

ing slories of big casino wins, a few more
nursing ihe gul ache that comes with big-

time loss, the one you can't afford.

"You're sure the compartment, is pres-

surized," Jerome said to the woman be-

hind the United counter. The diener had
already been checked through, but Je-

rome was anxious.

"Hey, Jackie." ihe- woman said. "This

guy's shipping a roboi. You wanna talk to

him? I'm busy." She was in her early twen-

lies with bright, sexy eyes, and obviously

did not give a shit.

"Fuck you," Jerome said, and walked
away.

"Next," the woman said.

On the flighl to Washington, the cabin

was dark, and Jerome sa' sleepless in the

gloom, confronting Ihe blank recognition

that he had known little about Connie Stone,

and he wondered who she was, and
more .

.
. wondered about ihern . . . whal

were the odds that Iheir passion would have

endured past Ihe moment's hot radioac-

tive burn? At Dulles there was rain and fog

and crowds dispersing quickly off two in-

coming flights.

The diener rolled up a ramp into the rear

compartmenl of an airporl limo; Jerome sat

among the half- dozen glum people inside.

As the limo moved along the Dulles Park-

way, no one said a word, which was fine

with Jerome. He could, barely imagine
trying to talk to anyone about anylhing.

Late afternoon the following day, Je-

rome sat on the minute terrace outside his

bedroom. Through open glass doors he
could hear the quiet swish el Ihe diener as

it moved through Ihe room.

Jerome's voyeurism was gone, ils ener-

gies exlinct. He thought that maybe his cu-

riosity had gone wilh it, though he did won-
der about one thing.

"Diener," he-called, and the robot came
onto Ihe terrace. "How do you think I.G.

Biochemie iound us?" Jerome asked. He
breathed in rae buried hydrocarbons from

the street ten stories below. The diener

slayed silent "I used to think I was pretty

good at this game," Jerome went on, "but

they burned me down, they caught us."

"No." the diener said. "Not your fault."

"Of course it is."

"No. 1 told them."

Coming out of the chair, Jerome put his

hands under the edge of Ihe diener's por-

celain shell. He Ihought, Ot course you did.

in a momenl more of recognition than of

discovery. He grunled as he levered the

diener's body sideways so lhal it rested

against the white-paired terrace railing.

The diener's tentacles quivered like agitat-

ed black worms.

"To save your life," the diener said. "I

made a deal with them. They would never

have forgotten you. they would have killed

you. Why do you worry about thai woman?
She was a thief, a murderer."

"You little shit."

Under the diener's weight and Jerome's

push, the rail came free, and the diener

tumbled in bright sunlight. Smashing
through a sculpture of black wrought iron,

it plunged through rippling water, and ils

body shattered on the fountain's concrete

and sandstone bottom.

Over the chatter of people gathering

around the fountain, Jerome's wail could

be heard coming from high above.DO





ARTICLE

Belittled for more than half

a century, the mystical genius of electricity has

at last found a following

REDISCOVERING

BYBILLLAWREN

On an otherwise fine day
in 1898, ihe ground in

New York City's Lower East Side

suddenly began lo tremble.

While buildings shook, the good'

citizens o! Chinatown, Little It-

aly, and Soho poured into the

streets, shouting in confusion,

certain that either the wrath of

nature or the wrath of God had
been visited upon them.

But the cops at the Mulberry

Street station knew better. As
soon as they asceriained that

the "earthquake" was mysteri-

ously confined to their own small

neighborhood, two of them
made a beeiine- for 46 East

Houston Street. There they

found an elegantly musta-
chioed man standing beside Ihe

smashed remains of a little ma-
chine he called his oscillator.

The man had hooked it up to an

iron support pillar that ran

through the center of the build-

ing. Apparently the oscillator's

vibrations had traveled down
the pillar and radiated out into

the neighborhood, setting off

the "quake.'' Once his building

began to shudder, Ihe man
quickly smashed the oscillator

with a sledgehammer to stop

the shaking. He bowed politely

to Ihe policemen: "Gentlemen."



^There was more to Tesla than parlor

magic. By 1898 he'd given mankind two inventions

that would change the world:

alternating current and the high-frequency coil3

he announced, "I am sorry.

You are just a irille too late to

witness my experiment."

The experimenter's name
was Nikola Tesla, and he
would later boast that his lit-

tle oscillator could "split the

earth like an apple." He
would further claim that he
could transmit electricity

around the world without

wires, control the weather,

and receive messages from

Mars. At that time, however,

he was perhaps better

known for his personal ec-

centricities and flamboyant

behavior. He insisted on
having exactly 18 napkins

before him at every dinner,

regardless of the number of

guests, and he would not

stay in the same room with a

woman wearing pearl ear-

rings. His startling lab dem-
onstrations, in which he
would let 2 million volts of

electricity envelop him in a
glowing halo, were consid-

ered better entertainment than an evening at the theater.

But there was a good deal more to Tesla than easy bombast
and parlor magic. By 1898 he had already created two inventions

that would change the world: alternating current, which made the

widespread distribution of electricity possible; and the high-fre-

quency coil, which helped lay the groundwork for every broad-
casting system from radio to radar. His radical and imaginative

thinking foreshadowed and, to some degree, provided the con-
ceptual basis for a remarkable variety of modern technologies.

By the middle ol this century, however, Tesla had been ail-but

forgotten. Many of his inventions were attributed to others, and his

ideas were often dismissed as the ramblings of a madman. Now,
after decades of being considered on the lunatic fringe of science,
Tesla and his more futuristic ideas are enjoying a revival. His work
has been taken up by a new generation of inventors, researchers,
and tinkerers. Like Tesla himself, they defy easy classification: They
seem to run the gamut from hardheaded, practical engineers to

wild-eyed fanatics. The range of their ideas is equally broad. They
are working on everything from more efficient pumps and more
powerful jet engines to the secret of time travel.

The man responsible for this was born in 1856 in the tiny village

of Smiljan, Croatia (now part of Yugoslavia). From his childhood
on. he demonstrated a fondness for outrageously ingenious ideas.
As a student he dreamed of sending intercontinental mail via. a
huge sub-Atlantic tunnel. By age twenty-eight he had already de-
signed a prototype for the motor that would change the world.

In the 1800's electricity was direct current, or DC, and was a

Preceding pages and above: Inventor Nikola Tesla believed he might
one day be able to transmit electric power without wires by using giant
high-treguency coils. He's pictured here with smaller ones

purely local phenomenon.
Without expensive genera-
tors to boost its power over
long distances, it could be
transmitted only a few miles.

Tesla designed a generator

that produced current in al-

ternating pulses. These
could sustain high-voltage

transmission over long dis-

tances. With this AC, or. al-

ternating current, system,
electricity could be sent
cheaply anywhere wires
could be strung.

The design for his AC mo-
tor and a recommendation
to Thomas Edison in his

pocket, Tesla left Europe in

1884 for New York. Edison

hired him as a lab assistant,

and that began a brief and
stormy partnership. By na-

ture the two men were com-
pletely unsuited for each
other. Tesla was elegant,

cultured, a brilliant mathe-

matician. He solved prob-

lems in his head before ever

lifting a tool. Edison was a blue-collar inventor, a man for whom
trial and error was the only path to innovation. More to the point,

Edison was committed to commercializing direct current.

Three years later the two geniuses parted company. Tesla then

enlisted the support of industrialist George Westinghouse to de-
velop his AC system. Edison counterattacked. To scare people

away from using Tesla's invention, Edison mounted a campaign in

which he publicly electrocuted dogs and calves with AC current.

He told horrified audiences the animals had been "Westing-
housed." It did no good. The AC system beat out DC, and Tesla

received royalties of $216,000—an immense sum of money in those
days but one that he would run through in just a few years.

Before he did, Tesla had outlined a scheme for another invention

that would change the world. In 1890 he invenled a hollow-core
transformer, an electrical coil that could transmit and receive radio

signals at extremely high frequencies. By 1893 he had sketched
out a system that would use these "Tesla coils." The result, Tesla

suspected, would be the wireless transmission ol high-frequency

electromagnetic waves; the radio. And eight years later Guglielmo
Marconi sent his famous S signal across the Atlantic. Hearing of

the feat, Tesla reportedly sniffed, "Let him continue. He is using
seventeen of my patents."

Perhaps made overconfident by his stature as a certified ge-
nius, Tesla set his sights on grander schemes. He was fascinated
with the possibility of transrn trng oioc'.nc power without wires and
envisioned the way to do it: giant Tesla coils that would shoot elec-

tricity straight up into the sky and then around the world, traveling

through the earth's ionosphere.

In the early 1900's he built a set of mammoth, 52-foot-high coils

and transmitting towers near Colorado Springs and later on Long
Island, New York. Although he was able to generate 135-foot-long



lightning bolts with his giant coils—and
black out the town of Colorado Springs

—

he never managed to transmit electric

power. This cosily failure marked the be-

ginning of Tesla's creative decline. After-

ward his ideas grew more and more per-

versely grandiose: He talked of transmitting

low-frequency energy through the core of

the earth. He said he could control the

weather. But obviously nothing ever came
of his claims. Frustrated by his failures, he

eventually withdrew from life and in Janu-

ary 1943 died in a shabby New York City

hotel room, surrounded by wounded pi-

geons he had taken to treating.

'Long after he slipped from view, his rep-

utation has been revived. Nobel prize-win-

ning scientists Robert Millikan and Arthur

"Compton cited his work as a source of per-

sonal inspiration, and in 1974 Ihe presti-

gious Institute ot Electrical and Electronics

Engineers (IEEE) inducted him into its In-

ventors Hall of Fame. Today it is consider-

ably easier than in the past to find respect-

able scientists who are willing to

acknowledge Tesla's contributions.

One of Tesla's visions may soon be dra-

matically vindicated inside a large facility

near the silver-mining town of Leadville,

Colorado. There Rober! Golka, a feisty,

ambitious inventor, consulting engineer,

and scientist, is trying to do what even
some Teslaphiles admit is a far-out idea:

wireless Iransmission through the atmos-

phere of electricity to any point on the

globe, using air as the conductor. Golka's

school house-turned-laboratory in Brock-
ton, Massachusetts, where he does some
of his work, is an inventor's dream and a

housekeeper's nightmare. Rows of metal-

and-wood filing cabinels are jammed into

every available space not taken up by dead
jukeboxes and disemboweled pianos.

Scattered over the ample workbenches are

Tesla coils of all s/os and dascriptions. The
tin ceiling of the room bears telltale scorch

marks, the scars from his persistent exper-

iments with man-made lightning.

Golka is a short, powerfully built man in

his mid-forties balding siighlly, but with an

unmistakably boyish glint in his eyes. Yet

as he talks about his work, he is guarded.

This tension, it becomes apparent after a

few minutes, is not so much a matter of

personality as, rather, Ihe wariness of a man
used to being misunderstood.

As a youngster. Golka made himself

useful to local neon sign shops by squeez-
ing in behind signs and making repairs.

"They paid me off in neon," he recalls. "I

used to take the tubes home and put to-

gether little light shows in my attic." By age
thirteen he was fixing the relay circuits in

neighborhood pinball machines.

An early devotion to things that lif up
eventually evolved into an adull interest in

ball lightning—a phenomenon in which
lightning coalesces into a strange glowing

orb with erratic movemenfs. Golka be-

came fascinated 'by the idea that the en-
ergy from ball lightning, once harnessed,

could help generate controlled fusion re-
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actions. First, though, he'd have !o create

Ihe lightning on command.
While doing his research, Golka came

across a reference to Tesla and his Colo-

rado Springs experiments. A patent search

revealed that he had managed to gener-

ate ball lightning with his 52-foot coil. Wast-

ing no time, Golka took off for Yugoslavia

and headed to the Tesla Museum. There

he gradually persuaded suspicious offi-

cials to let him rummage through Tesla's

handwritten—and nearly illegible—pa-

pers. Eventually the officials became con-

vinced Golka was a spy and shut the door

on him, but not before he had managed to

come away with 29 pages of notes and
sketches of the Colorado Springs coil.

He returned home and built a ten-foot

scale model of the Tesla coil in his Brock-

ton lab—with no results. The only thing to

do. he knew, was to re-create the original

machine in its entirety. In 1970 he traveled

to the salt flats of Utah looking for a spot to

erect his coil. The site had to be isolated

<mHis eccentric

nature began to overshadow
his genius. He

insisted on having 18 napkins

set before him at

dinner and would not stay in a

room with a woman
wearing pearl earrings3

and have good ground conductivity. Even-

tually he found his spot: an abandoned
warehouse at Wendover Air Force Base,

which he rented ior a dollar a year.

Working with salvaged equipment and
a donated 150-kilowalt generator, Golka
built a 52-foot Tesla coil. By July ol 1974

the coil was generating 12 million volts of

electricity and shooting out sparks 40 feet

long. Over the next nine years. Golka says,

he created shimmering globes of ball light-

ning at least five times. "But it was a Heel-

ing effect," he admits, "and I could never

control it." By 1982 he had run out of money.

He closed up his Wendover operation, dis-

assembled the giant coil, and stored the

parts in a Montana warehouse.

Irvthe meantime Golka had become in-

terested in the application for which Tesla

had intended the coil. Tesla knew thai the

ionosphere, Ihe. upper layer of the earth's

afmosphere rich in charged particles, is a
natural conductor of eleclricily. He theo-

rized that if he could beam up electricity fo

the ionosphere in eight-second pulses

(eight seconds being the time required for

an electron lo circumnavigate the earth),

then he could set in motion a continuous

electron wave of tremendous amplitude

that could be transmitted anywhere on the

globe without wires and with an efficiency

of 90 percent. (By comparison, copper wire,

the power industry's standard conductor
of electricity, has an efficiency rating of only

about 70 percent.)

With a new infusion of money, Golka has
taken his Tesla coil out of mothballs and
has rebuilt it on the Leadville site. He hopes

to transmit electricity through the air.

Golka acknowledges that even if he can
make the transmission work, he has yet to

figure out how to receive it. One option:

Use nitrogen lasers to punch holes in Ihe

atmosphere. The holes would act as con-

duits through which electricity would de-
scend to receiving sfations on the ground.

If Golka is successful, a glowing purple

corona around his Colorado transmission

tower will signal his own triumph and will

further vindicate the vision of the much-
maligned Tesla.

Although many experts pooh-pooh the

idea, Ihere are a few who are cautiously

interested. "There may be something to it,"

says Caltech associate professor of engi-

neering Slobidan Cuk, "although the prac-

tical applications do seem farfetched."

Golka himself is making no grand prom-
ises. "It might work, and it might not," he

says. "If it does, it could be the power
transmission system of the future."

His scheme may not be as harebrained

as it might seem. Others with weightier

credeniials have suggested far more
sweeping uses for airborne electricity. This

past summer physicist Bernard Eastlund

patented a system that could beam huge
amounts of electromagnetic energy to se-

lected regions of the upper atmosphere.

By doing this, he maintains, one could per-

form some truly spectacular feats: fry en-

emy missiles in mid -trajectory, disrupt world

communications, even change global

weather patterns.

One thing should be made clear: East-

lund is no wirehaired madman but instead

a soft-spoken, highly reputable scientist

with physics degrees from MIT and Co-
lumbia. He worked for eight years in the

Atomic Energy Commission's controlled-

fusion program and in the early Seventies

coinvented the "fusion torch" concept, a

device'that would make practical use of

leftover plasma from fusion reactors for re-

cycling solid waste.

Eastlund is now president ot Production

Technologies International in Houston and
a former consultant to the oil megacorpo-
ration ARCO It was a problem ARCO ex-

perienced in the late Seventies that set him
thinking on such a global scale. The com-
pany was sitting on an estimated 30 trillion

cubic feet of natural gas (that's a year's

supply of gas for the entire United States)

on Alaska's North Slope. Because of the

remote location, the gas was too expen-
sive to contain and ship out. Wasn't Ihere

some way, ARCO wanted to know, to put

all that gas to work on the spot?

Eastlund saw almost immediately thai if



In a great leap of the imagination,

this Nobel prize-winner

discovered a new principle of nerve

growth and initiated a

whole new branch of research—while

on the run from the Nazis

IfUTERV/IEUU

There are people whose fascination with scientific exper-

imentation is strong enough to overcome almost any
obstacle. One woman of such intellectual passion is Rita

Levi-Montalcini. the neurobiologist who shared the 1986 Nobel
prize in medicine, as well as the top U.S. award, the Lasker, lor

her discovery of a key bodily substance, nerve growth factor. It

seems lifting, even inevitable, thai Levi-Montalcini, at seventy-

eight the quintessential aristocrat, should be showered with hon-
ors and acclaim. But fate wasn't always so kind. As the Nazis
swarmed across Europe during World War II, Levi-Montalcini, a
young Jewish medical school graduate—whose family traces its

Italian roots back to the Roman Empire—was forced to go into

hiding from the Fascists in the tiny bedroom of a Turin apartmenl.

Later in a farmhouse, using the simplest scientific tools, she
cracked hens' eggs and in experiments ori chick embryos initi-

ated study into the development of the central nervous system.

It was research that would eventually set the stage for worldwide
investigation of the molecules involved in normal and malignant

growth. After four days the leftover yolks, sans embryos, were
scrambled to feed herself and her family—much to the indigna-

tion of her brother, who didn't relish the idea of eating eggs that

had already been used in scientific experiments.

Today Levi-Montalcini jokes about her hardships and the many
obstacles she has surmounted. Not only was she a Jew in Mus-
solini's Italy, she was also a woman in biological research when
major contributions from her sex were far rarer than they are

today. Her father, a university-trained engineer, firmly believed

that for theirown sakes, his daughters should be wives and moth-
ers, not educated career women. After she left finishing school

at eighteen, she spent two years trying to persuade her father to
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pay for medical school at the University of

Turin. Her studies in psychiatry and neu-

rology under the distinguished and over-

bearing Giuseppe Levi brought her top

grades, and she joined Ihe teaching staff

after graduation in 1936. But soon the Fas-

cists' anti-Semitic campaign barred Jews
from universities, so Levi-Montalcini ended
up conducting her experiments in her

makeshift bedroom lab.

The results of her wartime experiments,

published in Belgium—Italian journals

would not print anything by a Jewish
writer—triggered an invitation from neu-

roembryologist Viktor Hamburger, an
American who led experimentation in chick

embryos. Hamburger was struck by Levi-

Montaicini's repeat of an experiment that

he had done. To see how the mass of nerve

cells, or ganglia, adjacent to the spinal cord

send out tendrils of fibers into the limbs, he

would either nip off a budding limb from a

chick embryo or graft another limb on.

When he cut oft the limb bud, the nerve

cells withered; with the limb graft, the gan-

glia sent nerve fibers into that tissue. In her

bedroom lab Levi-Montalcini had done the

same experiments, and she disagreed with

his interpretation. Hamburger asked her to

visit his department at Washington Univer-

sity in St. Louis, to find out who was right.

It was Levi-Montalcini.

After the turmoil of war-torn Italy, the

American college atmosphere seemed like

a Garden ot Eden. Impressed with her

lightning intellect, Hamburger prevailed on

Levi-Montalcini to stay. And she did, for al-

most two decades. "She always had more
ideas than she knew what to do with,"

Hamburger recalls.

Soon after her arrival in St. Louis, Levi-

Montalcini repealed another experiment,

this one by biologist Elmer Bueker. Bueker

had transplanted a mouse sarcoma (ma-

lignant tumor) onto a chick embryo, and

the sensory nerves grew into the tumor, as

if there were a limb there. (Sensory nerves

transmit impulses from the sense organs

to the brain.) Bueker thought the tumor
served only as an extra limb to further

stimulate- nerve branching.

Levi-Monta'c m carefully redid Ihe work

and discovered that Bueker had termi-

nated his experiment prematurely. Not only

did the tumor stimulate the growth of sen-

sory nerves, but, she observed, it also

prompted the sympathetic nerves to

spread like wildfire. (Sympathetic nerves

help regulate involuntary unctions such as

heartbeat and blood flow.) The sympa-
thetic nerve sprouts even forced their way
into the veins of the tumor, where they

choked off the blood supply. In an inspired

leap, Levi-Montalcini formulated a hypoth-

esis far more daring than Bueker's idea:

The sprouting had to be due to a "chemi-

cal factor" released by the tumor. Her ty-

rannical mentor Levi, visiting from Italy,

scoffed at her conclusion. But Levi-Mon-

lalcini ignored h :s vehement objections.

In 1952, in the lab of her friend Herta

Meyer in Rio de Janeiro, Brazil, Levi-Mon-
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talcini confirmed her suspicions, On the

plane from the United States, she carried

two live mice with her. In Rio she put mouse
tumor cells near a single nerve ganglion in

a culture dish full of solution. Within ten

hours the nerve ganglion gave rise, she

said, to "a dense halo of nerve fibers, ra-

diating out like rays from the sun." So pow-

erful was the substance that one bill.onth

of a gram in a rnilliliter.of culture solution

produced the effect.

The substance was christened nerve

growth factor (NGF). The discovery of NGF
was to kick off a whole new line of funda-

mental research. But belore anyihing else,

a biochemist's exper lise was vital to deter-

mining what the substance was. While Levi-

Montalcini was in R'o, Hamburger, back at

Washington University, enlisted ihe help of

Stanley Cohen. Levi-Montalcini and Cohen
worked together for years and were to

share the Noooi and Lasko; awards. Cohen
established that NGF was a protein, and
discovered sources of it many times more

•/ had practically

nothing—just eggs and an old

fifteenth-century

microscope. I used a sewing

_
needle I sharpened

on a stone. It was a pure

miracle I succeeded.

It simply cannot be repeated.^

potent than the mouse sarcoma. Eventu-

ally, however, Hamburger claimed to have

no place for Cohen on Washington Univer-

sity's zoology caching faculty, so the fruit-

ful partnership was broken up, and Cohen
transferred to Vanderbilt University. In

Nashville, Cohen identified a second
growth substance, epidermal growth fac-

tor (EGF), which acts on skin and the lin-

ings of other organs.

Other growth factors have subsequently

been discovered, and just two years ago
Levi-Montalcini recked tie f eld by proving

NGF affects cells in the immune and cen-

tral nervous systems. This is one of many
indications that NGF's ro:e is much wider

than its effect on nerve cells.

Levi-Montalcin was d rec;or of research

at Rome's Institute for Cell Biology until re-

cently, when she helped found the Neuro-

logical Institute as an offshoot from that

body. Today she lives in Rome with her twin

sister, Paola, an artist, and is revered for

promoting the careers of scores oi young
Italian scientists. She may have mellowed

with age and acclaim, but in mid-career

she was famous for her scrappiness. "She

has crossee swords at one :irne or another

with everyone in this field," says a col-

league. But for this encounter In New York

City, reports interviewer Anthony Liver-

sidge, she was gracious and confiding.

Only at one point did she snap, "For heav-

en's sake!" impatient at an important tact

that hadn't come across. It had been ob-

scured by her accent, stilLf avorful after 40

years of working in English.

Omni: You won the Nobel prize and the

Lasker award in 1986. Have other awards
come to you recently''

Levi-Montalcini: Plenty. Innumerable
awards.

Omni: What does this acclaim do for you?

Levi-Montalcini: Of course I am pleased to

see my work recognized. It is nonsense to

say the Nobel prize doesn't mean any-

thing. My winning the Lasker means peo-

ple recognize the truth even more. This is

gratifying, because tor so many years there

was doubt that I was—as I really was

—

-esponsiblo tor the discovery. For a long

time people didn't mention how NGF was
discovered. My name was entirely left out

of the literature. People repeated my ex-

periment and didn't mention my name! I

am not a person to be bitter, but it was
astonishing to find it completely canceled.

Only a few years ago it changed. All

these awards established my priority. Vik-

tor Hamburger was not there when I made
the discovery of the soluble agent re-

leased by NGF He had no participation in

this. He was in Boston, and I was in Rio de
Janeiro all by myseli wher I discovered how
to elucidate the way NGF works. So I be-

lieve I really am the discoverer of NGF
At the end of the Sixties I just decided to

go away and not do any more work on NGF
if they want NGiz I thought, they can have

it. I had something else. And my new work

on cockroaches very- successfully dem-
onstrated how the nerve cells of insects

interact with each other. I wrote twelve ar-

ticles in a short time. I developed an en-

tirely new field of research in neuroscience

with my insects.

But in 1972
1
decided I could nol give up

what was my child, the NGF So with regret.

I tried to exterminate the cockroaches.

They unfortunately are still around the

Rome laboratory. They are immortal; they

can live forever. You can destroy all of them,

but it one egg is alive. Inal is enough. If you

go to my laboratory at night you will find

some American cockroaches.

Omni: They sound like New .York City

cockroaches.

Levi-Montalcini: Yes, imported by me. Trav-

eling back to Italy, I took in my pocketbook

two cans with a thousand cockroaches in-

side—beautifully kept in these boxes. Then

it was easy at the airport—no one checked
your personal luggage.

I greatly enioyeo Ih s beautiful work, but

it had nothing to do with NGF I did it just to

get rid ot this feeling of unhappiness at

being completely ignored. So this recog-

nition means a lot to me, because I Game
back to the scene after a long time.



Omni: You've mentioned thai you were es-

pecially pleased thai biochemist' Ralph

Bradshaw organized a conference in your

honor in Monterey, California, in 1986.

Levi-Montalcini: He is now the chairman of

the department of biochemistry at the Uni-

versity of California at Irvine, Bui I
have

known him since 1968, when he was a

young, brilliant scientist at Washington

University, He was a person I greatly ad-

mired. He was much younger than I; he

could have been my son. I always thought

he was the best in his field. He had, with

Ruth Hogue-Angeleiti, uncovered the pri-

mary structure of NGF the amino acid se-

quence. A tremendous achievement; it was

the first tactor to be sequenced. But we are

both quick-tempered, and each had a re-

action due to a misunderstanding. So for

years we didn't talk to each other. There

was never any scientific point at issue

—

just something social, personal, something

that was reported in a wrong way, and the

other person got annoyed. When Brad-

shaw organized this splendid meeting and

presented me with a fantastically well-done

book with letters from all over the world in

my honor, I had the feeling, again, that I

had friends everywhere—not only the ones

I knew but ones I didn't.

Omni: You achieved wonders with the lim-

ited materials you had in just your bed-

room during World War II.

Levi-Montalcini: I had practically nothing-

just eggs and an old microscope, like a

fifteenth-century microscope. I used a
sewing needle I sharpened myself on a

•stone. I kept things sterile with alcohol.

When I ordered a binocular microscope, I

thought it was very extravagant—ten thou-

sand lire, which was a tremendous sum
then. It was a pure miracle that I suc-

ceeded with such primitive instrumenta-

tion, and it cannot be repeated.

Today there's no doubt that most exper-

iments, those that are highly sophisticated,

can be performed only in labs equipped

with high-quality instruments it's also most

profitable to work in learns where different

investigators otter their particular exper-

tise. One can work, however, with just an

idea and not-terribly-complicated gadg-

ets. I do, but of course in my lab, not my
bedroom, which was a very small bed-

room. This approach is still viable and good
if you also have other technical possibili-

ties, I have imrnunochemistry, electron mi-

croscopy electrophoresis, and lots of bio-

chemical assays. Today a scientist could

not go far if he had only a bedroom and a

microscope. II won., Id be ridiculous.

Omni: When did you first visualize NGF?
Levi-Montalcini; Almost immediately after I

read the article by Elmer Bueker, a former

student of Viktor Hamburger. Bueker did a

boldexperimc.nl when ho transplanted the

mouse tumor onto a chick embryo.

Viktor was the first to develop the field of

chick embryology He carted to inquire

how target organs or limbs act on the de-

velopment of nerve centers, which send

nerves into the periphery [limbs]. In 1934

he found that if you take away limb buds
from an embryo, motor and sensory nerve

cells, which should innervate the limbs, do
not develop from the spinal cord. If you at-

tach an additional limb they enlarge. His

interpretation was in the spirit of experi-

mental embryology. The failure of nerve

cells to develop in an embryo deprived of

the limb buds was, in his mind, in line with

the concept ol embryonic "induction." That

is, he believed nerve cells cannot undergo

growth and differentiation if the peripheral

field of innervation is removed, for lack of

a normal "inductive effect" exerted by the

oenohery on nerve cells.

I repeated Hamburger's experiment in

my bedroom— I couldn't do anything else.

My interpretation was different from his. I

said that cells o e fol owing extirpation of

the limb not because induction is missing

but because something is missing in the

periphery. I said that the nerve cells start

to develop but then degenerate because
they have no field in which to branch. To

me, it was a matter of atrophy after growth

began and not lack of induction.

Omni: Why didn't Hamburger see the

growth factor possibility, as you did?

Levi-Montalcini: Well, he was more an ex-

perimental embryologist than a neurolo-



gisl. His idea of induction was taken from

Hans Speemann, the German embryolo-

gist. Induction is a mystical, term that was
meaningless to me. No one knew what this

vague word meant, but it pleased em-

bryologists at the time. But it was a term I

didn't accept. So I
replaced it and, by the

way,. proved "I was right in 1949. Ham-
burger immediately acknowledged that he

had been on the wrong trail. There was no

problem in acknowledging my priority,

Omni: How did he like the paper with your

reinterpretation of his experiment?

Levi-Montalcini: He spoke with [MIT micro-

biologist] Salvador Luria, my schoolmate,

who wrote him a flattering letter about me.

Viktor asked me to spend a tew months

with him to see who was correct. So in Oc-

tober 1947 I took a boat and joined him for

what was supposed to be seven months.

A few days after I arrived, he asked me to

stay. I
found the place marvelous and the

people exceedingly nice, so I stayed for

fifteen years. For the fifteen years after that,

I moved back and forth between St. Louis

and my lab in Rome.

Anyway, in 1948 Bueker, the graduate

student, in his imaginative experiment had

transplanted a tumor onto an embryo. He
told me how he had found sensory and

sympathetic nerve libers branching into the

tumor. When I repeated his experiment in

1949 I saw that eventually the sympathetic

nerves were far more increased in size than

the sensory ones. They were very, very

atypical. With Bueker 's consent, Viktor and

I decided to reinvestigate the problem us-

ing the same method I had devised in my
small lab in Turin. One year later, I discov-

ered that fibers were growing out from the

sympathetic ganglia—far too remote from

the tumor to gain access to it—and that

they had branched in a chaotic and dis-

orderly way into the host. The effect of the

tumor wasn't really comparable, as Bueker

said it was, to that of an additional limb. In

my lamous article, published by the New
York Academy of Science in 1952, I

said

that the tumor released a humoral [fluid]

factor that forced the cells to grow more

than normal and to branch all over the body.

I proved this by showing that the effect

occurred when there was no connection

between the tumor and the membrane of

the nerves, that it was not possible that the

effect was due simply to increasing the tar-

get field. I opposed Bueker's idea that this

tumor effect was identical to the extra limb

bud, because the tumor was extraordi-

narily more impressive. I said, I have to do
better, because he's missed something.

Omni: You saw that the tumor had a much
larger impact than adding another limb?

Levi-Montalcini: Much larger. It did not fit

the scheme. It was only later, when Viktor

was in Boston, that I realized there was an

additional effect—that the sympathetic fi-

bers had branched all over the tumor and

entered inside-blood vessels where they

had no business being. It occurred to me
that the only way to prove that this branch-

ing was caused by a chemical factor would
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be to transplant the tumor onto a mem-
brane in such a way that there would be

only a fluid connection. I realized that I

could not possibly identify the unknown tu-

moral agent in such a complex system as

the developing embryo, and I decided to

explore it in an in vitro system. The embryo

experiments were so beautiful, but they

didn't show the structure of the nerve ex-

tension. The only way to find out was with

a tissue culture, where I
could put a nerve

ganglion close to the tumor and see what

happened.

So I decided to go enjoy myself in Brazil,

which I had never seen before, where there

was a laboratory run by my friend Herta

Meyer, an expert in tissue culture. I went,

carrying in my pocketbook [wo mice bear-

ing transplants of mouse sarcomas. I

worked out a long series of experiments

over four months that proved my point. In

Rio de Janeiro this is what I found: In six to

ten hours the ganglia in proximity to the

tumor in the tissue culture produced a fan-

<mThe moment
you stop working, you are dead.

Why should i not

use my brain as i use my hand—
which is as good

as a twenty-year-oid's? As
long as / have

this advantage, why not work?^

tastic number of fibers, in a halo like the

rays of the sun.

Omni: Why is it that you were the only one

who saw that growth (actor was the key to

the correct interpretation?

Levi-Montalcini: Viktor is a very learned

man, but as an experimental embryologist

he did not know the improved tissue cul-

ture technique I had devised. Also, I was a

student of Levi, who was an outstanding

neurologist, and so when I came to Viktor

I had an entirely different background. I re-

alized I was seeing something entirely out

of the rules.

Omni: But when Levi visited you in 1951,

didn't he scoff at what you'd found?

Levi-Montalcini: He arrived before I pub-

lished my paper, and started saying that it

was stupid— it wasn't possible that nerve

fibers could grow inside a blood vessel.

He had the background to see it but was
dogmatic: Something so extraordinary

simply cannot happen! It was technical, a

mistake of interpretation. He said they were

collagen fibers. He said, "Stop saying this

nonsense. You are ruining your reputation

as well as my own!"

I said, "Please go and took at Arizona,

such a beautiful place," and put him on a

plane so I
could be left alone for three days.

When he came back I had reconstructed

these so-called collagen fibers under the

microscope. I showed that they were com-

ing out of the nerve cells and were not col-

lagen. I proved I was right, but he didn't

pay attention. He said, -Maybe now I let

you doit." He didn't immediately realize the

importance ot my discovery. Years later,

when he was an old man, he acknowl-

edged the importance of my findings.

But then, I
didn't care a bit what he said.

I cared about what was correct.
I
was on

excellent terms with him but was never of

the same opinion, never. As his student, I

was always of the opposite opinion. But he

was a splendid man, scientifically and eth-

ically. I liked him as a man, but I didn't care

too much about some of his ideas.

We were on very good terms until the

end of his life. I've been on excellent terms

with Viktor Hamburger, too. He has been

an excellent chairman of the department.

He was very gentle with me—never any

disaffection, despite the fact that the No-

bel came to me and not to him. But I be-

lieve this is correct. Viktor is a very learned

person who's always done excellent work.

But he never discovered NGF
Omni: When did Stanley Cohen arrive?

Levi-Montalcini: When I came back from

Rio in 1953, Viktor had hired Stanley Cohen
in the meantime, and he proved to be an

outstanding biochemist. We were on ex-

cellent terms and had a very good friend-

ship from 1953 up to 1960. Stan identified

in a protein particle the tumor-growth-pro-

moting factor that became known in 1954

as nerve growth lactor, From the time of

my return to St. Louis, we realized that he

and I formed an excellent team. The work

that resulted in the identification of NGF was

a joint enterprise. In subsequent years,

more through chance than calculated

search, we discovered two other impor-

tant sources of NGF in snake venom and

male mouse salivary glands. The latter

have been used ever since 1958 as the

major source of NGF Stan also produced

a specific antiserum to NGF [a chemical

that blocks NGF activity]. I injected it into

neonatal rodents and found that it entirely

destroyed the sympathetic ganglia of the

injected' animals.

Omni: Why did the team break up?
Levi-Montalcini: Because he was a
biochemist, not a biologist, there was no

staff place for him. So he went to Nashville.

He was desperate, and I was desperate,

because, as he used to say, "You and I are

good, but together we are wonderful!" It

was true. When he left, I was completely in

despair. He went his own way, to do this

beautiful work in epidermal growth factor

[EGF], but it was a moment of desperation

for me, I asked myself, How can I go on? It

damaged my work for a long time, be-

cause I never found a biochemist remotely

comparable to Stanley Cohen.

Omni: You never married.

Levi-Montalcini: No, thank goodness, I

CONTINUED ON PAGE 10E



The mirror is the master

of illusion but will

provide the truth—only if

you can bear to see it

THE LOOKING-GLASS MAN

Gi.
I

BY GARRY KILWORTH

|
rossier was standing by me at

I Ihe barred window, looking down
I on Vienna's largest park. It was
I a crisp October day outside, and

the light was gradually iad'ng around

the trees and in Ihe shrubberies. The
lake was smooth and st-il and the

reflections of the clouds drifted slowly

across its surface to disappear into

its concrete shores.

"Thai Alice book. None of it's true,"

he said. "Lewis Carroll had it wrong."

Conscious o
:

Ihe guards outside

Ihe door and that it would look rather

loo intimate a scene if someone
happened to interrupt us, I molioned

for him to sit in the chair again, while

I look my own, on the other side

of the desk.

As a Viennese doctor of psychiatry,

I
was, of course, used to bizarre

statements. It would not do to humor
him. however. One should never

humor a client. In their lucid

moments—and there are often times

of clarily—they remember you lied

to them, and all trust is destroyed

between you. Obviously a doclor must
work iowfra building, no" eroding,

trust. I said, "It's not meant lo be true.

It's a nonsense tale lor children."

I noliced his eyes darting glances

at a pair of chromium-plated scissors

by my hand, and I put them casually

in the right-hand drawer of my desk. I

thought at the time, ol course, that

he was viewing Ihem as a polenlial

weapon, either lo use on himself

or others. But now I realize il wasn'l

thai al all. II was the property of

being able to reflecl an image that

was of interest to him.

"No. You don't understand. Carroll

makes it very clear that it's a
nonsense world. That's where I

disagree wilh him."

Crossier had been placed under

my observation soon after the

incident. I fell under pressure, with all

those people waiting outside the

door—with the whole world wailing

lor a decision from me. I don't like

working under such circumslances.

Cases like his need time to evaluate,

since no clear line can be drawn
between madness and sanity. There

are varying degrees of menial

disturbance. "Right as rain" or "crazy

as a cool"—thal's what they wanted

'o~ me :-•: ::?, '-:.:: a: sjc-i

unprofessional demands for a hard.

dcli'iito appraisal.

We—Crossier and I—had been
talking about an earlier incident than

the one which brought him lo me.
A few days previously, he had been
Irapped in an elevator for thirty

minutes. During lhat whole lime he
had been screaming, he told me. Not

the kind of full-blooded scream of

terror that one hears in horror movies,

but a high-pitched whine- a

monotone—which never faltered or

wavered in pitch for an Instant. He
knew the'scream was coming from

his own throat, but he couldn't stop.

When the power to the elevator was
finally restored and it descended lo

Ihe ground floor, the repair crew found
Crossier smiling inanely al his own
image in the smoked-glass mirrors

which lined Ihe interior.

"Let's get back to the elevator," I

said, aware thai we were skating

around Ihe incideni. bu! feeling the

need to approach it gradually. "Was
it being confined in a small place— in

Ihe dark—that frightened you so?"

"But it wasn't dark. The light was
on all the time. Only the power to the
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elevator itself was oul ol commission."

Was I still jumping too far ahead? Per-

haps he needed the. freedom to expand
on an earlier comment to- me that he was
"not where he should be"?

"Perhaps you'd better start from the be-

ginning," I said. 'Just talk your way through

it, and I'll sit hero and listen I'll try to inter-

rupt as little as possible."

He placed both hands on my desk.

"This isn't helping my situation," he said.

"If I'm going to help you, I'll need to know
all the facts." And they were lacts to him,

not fantasies.

The hands slid away, leaving marks on

the polished surface.

"I have to get out of here. Okay. I'll tell

you. Then you'd better find someone who
can help me—though God knows who that

might be. Someone must know how it's

done, surely? Damn, this is a mess."

"Go on."

He ran a hand over his balding pate.

"It was about three o'clock one morn-
ing. . .

." The anxiousness had disap-

peared from his voice, but his face still

showed signs of strain. "I had had a late

night—a high-level rnee'ing. the subject of

which, I'm afraid, is classified."

"This was in your capacity as . .

.?"

"I'm not sure ... oh, shit, as an agent for

the CIA. That was my main purpose for

being in Vienna in the first place."

The file in front of me told me only thai

Crossier was a buyer for a large New York

retail store, bu! the Russians had indicated

he was on their list of CIA agents.

"Go on."

"You don't believe me— in my job as an

agent?"

"The important thing is lo gel a clear pic-

ture of the problem, and I can only do that

if you talk to me."

'Then can I see someone in authority?"

"As soon as we establish your condition,

I'll hand you back. But you mustn't hope
for a quick miracle. The Americans ..."

His head jerked back.

"My government?"

I nodded. "They're just as anxious to talk

to you. But you're on Austrian soil. We must

account for your actions, to others as well

as to ourselves. We've made great prog-

ress in the last hour. At least you're talking

to us and making sense. Yesterday, you
weren't communicative at all."

"Where was I?" He sounded weary, as

well he might, since he had had little res!

in twenty-four hours. But I had already

asked him if he wanted to sleep, and he

had rejected the idea.

"Three o'clock in the morning."

"Oh; yes. It was around the end ol last

week. Anyway,
I began fo develop a pho-

bia for mirrors. One morning I stared into

my shaving mirror and realized that there

was something wrong with the face that

looked back at me."

"What? What was wrong with it?"

He wiped his palms on his pants. They,

looked to be sweating profusely.

"It wasn't me.
"

1 nodded. "Okay. What did this other

person look like?"

"Oh, thinning hair, a kind of fatlish iace

with loosening jowls. Brown eyes
—

" He
gave the faintest of smiles. "I know. I'm de-
scribing my own appearance, but though

this image had similarities in looks to my
own features, it wasn't me. It was an intran-

sigent face—know what
I mean?" He

leaned forward. "The man with that face

was capable of anything. It was a brutish

face, and the evil in it was nakedly evident.

It trightened me— not just the fact that it

wasn't me, but that there were such people

around. I was sickened."

I was about to write down something like

"a degree of paranoia" when I realized he

could read it from his position. Instead I

said, "Okay. So what, did you do about it?

Did you tell anyone?"

He said bluntly, "You think I'm insane."

"That's not a word psychiatrists would

use—not in this country, anyway.
I
believe

you may be out of touch with reality."

^He'd been trapped in

an elevator for thirty minutes.

During that whole

time he had been screaming,

he told me. . .a

Tiigh-pitched whine which

never faltered

or wavered for an instant.^

He smiled— ironically, I think, consider-

ing his next words.
" 'Out of touch with reality'? Vague .

expression, isn't it? You people afraid to

commit yourselves, or what?"

"No. But there are no black or white

areas—only gray. To separate the human
race into the sane and the insane—well,

surely you can see how unacceptable that

would be. I think—though it's a little early

for this—that you may have been, and per-

haps still are, mentally disturbed."

He laughed. "Christ, that's even worse."

I pulled him.back to himself

"Did you hear voices? Were there any

voices associated with this mirror image?"

He shook his head. "No voices. Mirror

images don't speak. And getting back to

your question, no, I didn't tell anyone. I was
afraid they would laugh—or send me lo

someone like you. I knew I had a problem,

but I wasn't quite sure what it was at the

time.
I
thought then that it might jusi be me.

That l.'d been working too hard or some-
thing. I'd been under a lot of pressure, and
I noughi that iraybo tin; stress was getting

to me. I finished shaving by keeping most

of my face out of the mirror. You know, just

showing the part to be scraped with the

razor? The funny thing is, you can't avoid

mirrors in the city. I was, ostensibly, work-

ing at the office that morning, preparing for

a buying trip to—here, Austria," he said, as

if he suddenly remembered where he was.

"Of course, while I was in Vienna I had con-

tacts to make and vareus other tasks in my
capacity as an agent, so I went to visit my
boss first— at an apartment near Times
Square.

. "On the way I must have seen him—the

reflection, i> you want to call it that—a dozen
times. Shop windows, polished automo-
biles, burnished brass nameplates on
doors, chrome fasciae to drugstores-
there are mirrors literally everywhere. You

can't avoid them. I said that, didn't I? Nar-

cissus wouldn't have lasted more than half

a minute in New York—he'd have found

himself on a flonsts shell quicker than that."

He snapped his fingers.

"Each time I glanced at my adversary,

he was looking at me with a smug expres-

sion. He knew something I didn't—was
gloating over it—and it was only my
awareness of the tact that prevented him

from doing something about it there and
then. God,- he's an evil bastard. One of

those guys bent on total destruction."

'An anarchist?"

"That word's a bit old-tashioned for my
taste— it conjures up an image of a theat-

rical character in a black cloak, carrying

one of those bowling-ball bombs with

smoking fuses—but yes, if you like: an an-

archist. Anyway, someone with a twisted

mind, ready to take the world with him when
he blew himself to pieces. I was too quick

lor him. My reactions are fast— I'm trained

for that—and whenever I caught sight of

him,
I looked away, instantly. "It's strange

how magnetic mirrors can become when
it's imperative to avoid them. They at-

tracted me. I wanted to study this man in

depth. But you can't study a man for his

weaknesses when you can't look at him

—

and more than that, it was something within

me, deep down, that made me glance at

him from time to time. As well as linding

him utterly repulsive, he fascinated me.

Naked evil is not a pretty sight, but it's

compelling— it draws the gaze. Curiosity

is a stronger desire than the word im-

plies-Ht's responsible for most of our

achievements and many of our down-
falls—the human race, I mean. It's a heavy
word, too often taken lightly. Many of us

use curious when we actually mean inquis-

itive."

"My English is good, but I
wasn't aware

of the difference.''

"Oh, there's a difference all right. Curi-

osity killed the cat, not inquisitiveness. One
of them means you have to know, to find

out, whatever the cost. The other, merely

that you'd like to know. At least, that's the

way Isee it. Anyway, I fought this compul-
sion ruthlessly A quick glance was all I ever

gave the bastard. I'm not an easy man to

get the better of. . .

."

"I can believe trial. I said, and meant it.



He continued. "Anyway, I had my meel-

ing with my boss, who told me that it was
imperative I visit Vienna on a certain date,

but I was to bo extremely cautious. My trip

coincided with the visit of a top-ranking

Russian official—the right-hand man of the

premier— a man whose anti-American
views were influencing Russian foreign

policy to a degree which was alarming

many Western heads of state. I was to

maintain a very low profile."

Crossier suddenly picked the head off

one of the flowers in Ihe vase on my desk

and turned it around by its short stalk in his

hand, as if studying the folds in its petals.

."Then my boss asked if
I
was feeling

okay. Said I was looking a bit pale. I almost

told him—about the mirrors—but decided
. to keep my trap shut. They would've laken

me off the job. which was important to me,

career-wise. I didn't want that.

"So, I kept it to myself, left ihe apartment

after the briefing, and went to my office at

the store. Once there, I got (ted up with the

paperwork and became so absorbed I for-

got aboul my problem—visited the wash-
room to clean up, and there he was again.

"I was shocked. I'd been looking down,
my head full of figures and other junk, on

another plane completely, when I glanced
up and found him staring directly into my
eyes. He was leering.

I
swear it. There was

hate, menace, viciousness—those eyes
held nothing back.

"I struck him with my fist. An instinctive

reaction, I guess—his face scared the hell

out of me."

Crossier's hand, besides bearing a
heavy gold ring, was patched with Band-
Aids.

"The mirror shattered, most of it falling

into the washbasin. I hurried out, wrapping

a handkerchief around my hand, and went
straigh! back to my office.

"Once there, I took a hold of myself. I

decided to go home early. I had to give

myself some breathing space, decide what

to do. I
packed my briefcase and hurried

out, heading toward Ihe stairs. I usually use
Ihe staircase— it keeps me fit. Bui some-
times I'm in a hurry, and if the elevator's

available, I go down that way instead. On
this occasion. I thought I was in a hurry. As
I passed the elevator. Ihe doors opened,
and instinctively I stepped inside, nol even
thinking about the smoked-glass mirrors in

the interior. . .

."

He made a geslure. II was one of help-

transfer wasn't quick, you understand—

I

fought as hard as I could—but it hurt like

hell.
I
dorrl mean physically painful; I mean

emotionally, spiritually. It's the first time in

my life that the word agony had any real

meaning for me." He twiddled the flower as
I leaned forward.

"You mean—you changed places with

your image?
"Exactly." His plump face was full of dis-

tress, and I had to look away from him for
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a moment. "There was a melting—that's

the only way I can describe it. The mirrors

became molten, fluid, and I was drawn in

toward, him. There were hundredsof nv'm

—

and me—you know? When you get two

mirrors facing each other, the images go
right back into— infinity. And we kind of

danced a semicircle, our palms, our toes,

our brows touching. That's when the pain

came— in multiple waves, through every

one of me. I felt dizzy, 'and sick. There was
a long line of me touching me, stretching

oul into space. . . .
Then I was on the other

side of the mirror, and he was grinning at

me triumphantly."

I said, "You know that whal you're saying

isjustnotpossh'e. anrj I have proof of that."

"Yes?"

"Isn't it obvious? You're still here—not in

some looking-glass world."

I sat back, wondering whether
I
could

reach him or if he was in too deep to be
exlricaled at this point.

"No, you still don't understand," he re-

^There was a

melting—that's the only way
I can describe it.

The mirrors became molten,

fluid, and I

was drawn toward him. There

were hundreds of

him—and me—you know?^

phed quietly. "This is the world behind Ihe

mirror. I'm from the other side—the real

world. This place is a pate reflectionof the

world I come from. If you saw it. you would
know." He held the flower head up to the

light. "The air is clearer thctc. Ihe colors so

much brighter, the definition sharper, This

world is luzzy, blurred, to my eyes. You can't

see it because it's whal you're used to. You

don't know any better. Everything thai hap-

pens here is merely an imitalion ol whal

happens where I come from." He crushed
the flower and threw il into the trash can.

"In this world we merely copy Ihe ac-

tions of those from the right side ol Ihe

glass. Somehow that bastard found a way
to conduct a transfer—and" now I'm stuck

in a poor copy of realily."

I
knew he would have an answer, a way

of relinquishing responsibility for his ac-

tions; and we had found it al last. As usual,

it was a cleverone-one difficult to refute.

It was our word against his, and he claimed

lo know something that we did not. They're

often so persuasive that you have to pull

yourself up short, or you begin to doubt
your own view of reality. It was not so much
what they said, but the way in which they

fold it—the lone, the gestures, the lan-

guage. They argue wilh such sincerity.

He was staring at me intently.

"Can we try an experiment?" he asked.

"What?"

"Do you have a mirror? I want to have a

look at him."

I had misgivings I felt that this might be
a bit premature. 'Are you sure it's wise?"

"I've already tried it on my own. I want
you lo witness what happens."

I pressed the buzzer on the intercom and
requested a mirror, which was duly broughl

in. After the bearer had left, I took the ob-

ject and held it in front of me. Crossier stood

up, slowly; bul Ihe moment his face was
level with the mirror, he jerked it to the side.

"There!" he cried hurnpf unity. "Don't you

see? He won't look at me. He's afraid thai

I'll find a way to reverse the transfer."

I said, "All I've seen is that you can't look

at yourself in Ihe mirror."

"God damn you, no. Thai isn't me. It's

him. He's in the real world, and I have lo do
whatever he does. That's one of the natural

laws—he's in the controller's seat now. The
same goes for you. The real Dr. Jacobs
controls your movements, even your think-

ing, so that you only believe you have tree

will. In reality, you have no choice in the

matter. You have to do whatever he does,

think whatever he thinks. Your whole life is

determined by—by your doppelganger.

"You're merely mimicking the move-
ments of the gods, in this shadow world of

yours. I was a god—my rightful heritage is

on the other side of that glass. I've been
usurped by that son of a bitch—that mani-

ac who's trying lo destroy us all." He picked

up Ihe mirror again, defiantly, but it seemed
to twist sideways in his hands— or rather,

he turned it away from himself. II clattered

on the desk. I let him calm down for a few

moments. He lay slumped back in the chair,

looking completely washed out.

"It's time lo walch yesterday evening's

news on the video recorder. Are you ready

for it?" I asked.

He mumbled, "Yes," in a desultory tone.

1 already had Ihe TV set on the end of

the desk, and I
filled the easselte into the

recorder and turned it to play.

There was a moment before anything

appeared on the screen, then came the

picture.. Brelnikov, the Russian official, is

coming down the steps of an aircraft. Aus-

Irian politicians are at the foot, ready to

greel him. A band is playing somewhere
in the background. Smiles and waves to-

ward the cameras. The party moves off to-

ward the airport buildings as the hand-
shakes continue-.A black limousine is

parked a lew yards beyond.

The scene changes. Still Brelnikov, but

climbing some steps toward a meel rig hall

somewhere' in Vienna. There is a crowd
around him, and soldiers at the top of Ihe

steps: They present arms as he ap-
proaches them. Suddenly a man in a dark

overcoal steps out from a bunch of press

photographers. He points at Brelnikov's

head. The coirmoruator breaks off and



cries, "Mein Gotl .

.

." just as ihe sound of

a sharp crack is heard. Brelnikov's head
jerks sideways, and he slips Irom view an
instant later. There is much shouting. A
slruggle takes place on the steps. A man
is dragged away, and Ihere is total confu-

sion for quite some time. Anxious officials

wave, away the TV cameras.
I switched off the video.

Grassier was sfill staring at the screen

with an angry expression.

"Did you recognize the man with the

gun?"
I
asked.

He did not reply for some moments but

then rounded on me.

"Of course I recognized him. It was me."

'And you knew what you were doing?"

His face was set in a grim mask.

"I couldn't help myself. I was doing wha!
I had to do, because my actions were de-

termined by him. He's the man you want,

not me. If I were in my rightful place, Ihis

never would have happened."
"What were your thoughts, immediately

prior to the assassination?"

He made a futile gesture.

"My thoughts are of no importance, be-

cause they no longer belong to me. They
come from a distant source. Look—I'm sick

of answering questions.
I
want to go. Can

I go now?"
His face was showing signs ol deep

anxiety, and
I
was afraid that he might col-

lapse. I pressed Ihe buzzer, and the guards
came in and took him away.

Shortly afterward the American ambas-
sador came into the room.

"Well, what's the verdict?" he asked. -

I went to the window. II was dark outside

now, and with the light behind me, all
I could

see was my own reflection in the glass.

I turned again to face him. He was a
thickset man wilh heavy features and an
intimidating manner, which he hid behind
diplomatic civility— not at all like his pre-

decessor, whom
I used to play chess with

and whose: puffer-ess came from the heart.

"It's a little too early to tell. I have to spend
more time with him."

"We haven't got any time. You know that

as well as I do. Doctor. An American, who
the Russians claim was a CIA agent, has
assassinated a top Commie official. How
much time do you think that leaves us? He's

clearly insane."

I said, "Surely that's up to people like me
to decide?"

He looked at me with hard eyes.

"Forgive me for saying this, Doctor, but

I don't need a mechanic to tell me my au-

tomobile's broken down. We're on the brink

of war—the big one. If he's no! crazy, then

the Russians are going to have lo do
something about it. It won't matter then

whether you're American, Austrian—or an
Eskimo. The whole shebang is going to go
up in smoke. You understand me?"

"Of course I understand you. I know
what's at stake."

"Then you know you have to make a de-

cision—even if your professional integrity

is threatened—and it has to-be the right

AN 1886 POSTER, created by our founder, still

holds meaning at Jack Daniel's Distiller)' today.

You see, we still make whiskey in the oldtime

way our founder perfected. That means we
seep it through charcoal drop by drop,

the slow, slow method that makes

our Tennessee Whiskey so special.

"There's nothing like Jack Daniel's"

is what Mr. Jack's first poster said.

And, we believe, you'll share that

opinion once you've had your

first sip.

SMOOTH SIPPIN '

TENNESSEE WHISKEY



How Do
i Spel! "Useful"

And "Entertaining"?
: S-P-E-L-L-M-A-S-T-E-R! Because the

new Franklin Spellmaster is not only a valuable writ-

rig tool, it's a never ending source of challenging word
games as well! Boasting a built-in word list with over

80,000 entries, the Spellmaster is a spelling champion

with a flair for fun. Its advanced phonetic spelling corrector finds

the proper spelling of virtually any word entered. Enter a word
as it sounds (for example. "Krokadial"]. and Spellmaster will im-

mediately provide correctly spelled words that sound like youi

entry (the display will show "Crocodile"). Spellmaster's assort

ment of word games includes: One-Player and Multi-Player Hang-

man. One-Player and Multi-Player Anagrams, Jumble, Scrabble

Word List Builder from letters you enter, Scrabble Word Check-

ing, and Crossword Puzzle Aid. Spellmaster also generates ran-

dom numbers, letters and words; you can use it to select your

Lotto numbers or to roll electronic dice. Typewriter keyboard,

large 16-character LCD display. Runs on 4 AAA batteries, incl.

6V4X4xl." 8oz.(#R732263). S99.95
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-"....". :. .] Ij Ingenious products

V» l —t-J in SYNC© with the times

Deai1 Friend:

If this special insert in OMNI Magazine is your introduc-

tion toSYNC^ Td lite to tell you about us. In this fast-changing
world ofconsumer electronics and gadgetry, we offer the test
of the latest advances to keep you in pace with these thrilling

times. Here. On these pages, and in our full-size catalogs, youll
find all the high-tech, high-qualitjy products that just a few-

years ago weren't even imaginable, much less possible. But
technological marvels are only half of it. Exercise- equipment
and video workout tapes...furniture for your home office ...auto-

mobile accessories..luggage, etc.. are also big features of the
SYETOstore.

it of all, everything is backed by our famous Uncondi-
tional Guarantee that makes shopping with us positive-

ly risk-free. After all, we're part of a mail order family
with over 50 years of quality service behind us.

as you leaf through this insert, make a

check mark next to the items that intrigue

you most...that' 11 make it easier to.com-
plete the Order Form or to phone in

your purchase. . -? ,

/Steve Benton
For SYNC C

You Won't Be At
A Loss For Words With
Franklin's Language Master!
The electronic whiz that helps you define

terms. When the technicians at Franklin decided to

commit the entire dictionary to memory, they weren't kidc

Language Master is a hand-held electronic dictionary, thesaurus, and
,

spelling checker that provides complete definitions for 80.000 words.

Weighing in at under 1 pound. Language Master's vocabulary was compiled

by Merriam-Webster. The thesaurus has 35,000 entry words and 450.000
synonym returns. And-the sophisticated phonetic speller checks and cor-

rects any word entered. Great for writers, students, and word game fans.

Typewriter-style keyboard, 4-line 160 character LCD display. Runs on 4 AA
batteries, not incl. 7x5x1 W. (#R730499), $299.

Special Offer!

SYNC Calculator...

yours for $5.00
with any purchase!

A S9.95 value.

Our pint-sized computer has so much going for it. First, it

has 8-digit readout and memory, and arrives in a handy
vinyl carry case. Second, its got our name on it—our guar-

antee of quality. Third, it's a mere S5.00 with any pur-

chase—our way of getting acquainted with you.

(#R745117), $5,00



DOUBLE PLAY™
GIVES T.V. DOUBLE VISION

Now you can watch two T.V. programs at the same time
thanks to Double Play™ and a little assist from your VCR. You get screen-

witnin-a-screen imaging on your present TV at a fraction of the price of
models costing $1,000. With the option of placing a small inset screen

in any corner ofyour TV picture, you can watch a prize fight and a prize-

winning play at the same time. Scan channels on the smaller screen

without interrupting what you're watching on the main screen. Auto-
matically scan the channel spectrum (or back and forth between any
two channels) on the inset while you watch the big picture. Switch
programs back and forth between screens"at the touch of a button.

You can even freeze the action on the inset screen. An easy connect-
in about 15 minutes. Wireless remote controls all functions. Great for

sporting events, talk shows, soaps, etc. (#R731307). $249.

No Need To Focus

These Binoculars—
Ever! As incredible as it

may seem these space-age bi-

noculars have optics so ad-

vanced, you never have to focus

them! Regardless ofyour vision, you

just look through them and everything from 40' through infinity

comes into perfect focus. Pass them back and forth with friends

at sporting events, concerts, theater, etc.. without ever having to

readjust them. Seven power magnification brings the image 7X

closer and maximum brightness is attained through fully coated

35mm objectives. Rubber-coated body protects against jarring or

dropping, special graphite composite construction offers excep-

tional strength and durability yet weighs very little. 341
' field of

view at 1000 yards. Comes with soft nylon case with strap, binoc-

ular neck strap, optic dust caps, lens cloth. (#R731463). S89.95

' ORDER BY PHONE
1-800-433-3600

fKhtion Remote
orYtrols: Please Report

To the Cockpit. If you've had
enough of searching for your remote

controls between the cushions of your couch or having to aim weak
remotes directly at your machines like an expert marksman, then you're

ready for The Cockpit from Video Link. A solid state amplifier, the
Cockpit boosts the infrared signals of your remote controls while keep-
ing them all organized in one place. And new on the Cockpit is an
aimable infrared turret, which allows the signal to be directed any-
where in the room. Holds up to 3 remotes.

(
#R746008), S59.95

The 19" TVCR...An Exciting, Ail-In-One Home
Entertainment Concept!

The GoldStar Viewmax™ eliminates messy wiring and multi
:
tiered

cabinets, because it's a 19" TV anda 3-speed VHS Videorecorder merged
in a single unit! Both the TV and the VCR take commands from a single

wireless remote control, both have automatic fine tuning control, and
both are 105-channel cable compatible. The front-loading VCR operates

at SR LR or EP for up to 6 hours of recording /playing. It features a

pause function and a 3 digit counter. 20"xl9"x20." 68 lbs. (#R746396).

S699. [Add SBOHeavywt. Shipment)



You Never Have Tb Change These
Bulbs. Standing on a ladder, or balanc-

ing on a chair, while trying to replace

a hard-to-reach iight bulb in the
dark, is one ofour least-favorite

chores. So we've replaced all our
ordinary bulbs with these pat-

ented Diblight'
1" Forever® bulbs,

guaranteed for 60,000 hours.

That's 20 years, even at 8 hours
every day! Inside, a special diode

changes regular AC current to DC,

reducing surges that shorten bulb

life. Diolight will outlast 80 aver-

age bulbs, saving you more than

S50 for every one you own. Not
available in stores! Order now.

60 Watt Clear ("R735902);

60 Watt Frosted (#R735928):

90 Watt Clear (#R735910):

90 Watt Frosted (#R735936);
Pkg. of 4 bulbs, $20.—two pkgs. for $35.

"Type-Right" Lives Up To The Promise Of Its

Name. Learning how to touch-type has never been this

easyl Type-Right, you see, is a typewriter keyboard—
with a twist. It doesn't simply record your progress: it

actually interacts with you as you practice! Together

with the enclosed course book. Type-Right takes you
through 9 graduated course levels until you perfect

your skills.. .and perfect them you willlTheLCD

monitor display grades you on speed and accuracy

as you go through your exercises. And because its

sole purpose is to teach you right it won't let you
go on to the next level until you master the one you
are learning. There's even a game option which will add
fun to your lessons. Recommended for anyone who wants to

learn to type. 4 "C" batteries (not incl.). (#R743898), $49.95

Rolltop Desk Has A Place For

Everything. In addition to having that clas-

sic American charm, this desk has a special

place for everything. Slide up the curved tam-

bour cover to reveal a nest of cubby holes and

stationery drawers. No more excuses for a messy

deskl Below the 54-inch desktop are 4 storage

drawers, 2 full size file drawers, and a convenient cen-

ter desk drawer. Rich natural oak throughout. Drawer

handles carved from solid oak. Solid brass hardware.

Some assembly required. (54x18x44.')

(#R746362), $399. (Ad(iS60heavywt.shpmt.)

Roll Up To Your Rolltop In

Comfort. The perfect c

panion to the Rolltop Desk (or

any desk) is our Home/Office

Chair. Upholstered in brown wool

tweed with double density foam for

added comfort. 5-star pedestal base, full

swivel, 360° casters, adjustable height.

Some assembly req. (-"R746693). $100.

Single-Pedestal Roll-Top Desk
(see inset). 39"Wx24W'Dx44"H.
("R730887), $349.[AddS40hvywt.shpmt.)



An Idea Whose Time Has Come..The Auto Logo Watch.
For all proud owners or car enthusiasts, herewith the automotive
insignia watch with precision Swiss quartz movement and natural

pigskin strap. All automobile insignias available, please specify.

His {#R963827D); Hers (*R963835D), S75.

Play Your Portable Cas-
sette or CD Player Through
Your Car Speakers, With
SoundSender™! if you've got

an FM car radio, then you can

listen to the clear, crisp sound
of all your favorite CD's and
tapes in your auto. Just plug

SoundSender™ into your car

lighter, connect it to your play-

er's headphone jack, tune the

car radio between 105 and 107,

and turn on your deck.

SoundSender sends your deck's

signal directly into your car's

system, circumventing igni-

tion interference and produc-

ing clean, distortion-free sound. An adjustment wheel lets you fine

tune the signal. No more car stereos ripped off, no more head-
phones. (#R749739), $29.95

"Be Careful, Slow Down."
When This Radar Detector Talks, Listen! You're driving along in your
car, all alone, when suddenly you hear the words "Be careful, slow down

"

Could it be someone hiding in the back seat? Or perhaps you've got an
overactive conscience? No, it's just a friendly warning from Cobra's Trap-
shooter Ultra, the radar detector that tells you in plain English when it's

time to slow down. And anytime you tire of the human voice, you can opt
for either a melody or a beep in its stead. In addition, this ultra-sensitive
superheterodyne detector has separate X and Y indicators, a 5-LED signal
strength meter, dimmer switch, test/mute button. 3 filtering systems to
eliminate false alarms, power indicator, auto system rest, and dual speakers
(#R747931), S259.

t
OURFOREVERGUARANTEE:Anyllemrnaybereturnedfor ^^^^^^^^^^
prompt refund or reploeemenr...lf you're nor satisfied.

^^^^^^^^^^^^

Now
Your Car
Will Run
Smoother,
Safer...On
Less Gas, TooM
The Tire Check...

a tire valve cap

that serves the dual '

purpose of showing
you whether the air

pressure in your tires is t<

low. Simply screw the Tire

Checkvalvecapsontoyour
tires. The miniature precision in-

strument shows at a glance if the ti

has lost air. If the Tire Check's red indica-"

tor is visible, that means you have low pres-

sure and need air. Correct tire pressure saves
gas. increases tire life, and improves road han-
dling. The Tire Check-fits all normal tire valves orW __
cars, vans, motorcycles, and light trucks with 20-42
psi. (#R730457), Orig. S19.95. SALE S9.95 Set of 4.

Bring A Touch Of The Orient Into Your Auto. Ori-

ental rugs have long brought beauty and style into the most
tastefully decorated homes. Now you can bring this same
classy touch into another place where you spend a lot of time—
your carl These unique car mats by Tolland feature beautiful Ori-

ental designs with permanent carpet dyes that produce vivid

colors in sharp detail. Emblazoned on fully-stitched, commercial

.

grade carpet, these durable mats won't peel, flake, rub. scuff or wear
out. They wash easily with a hose, brush and shampoo. With a fully-

sewn binding, they always lay flat—and they stay that way thanks to
a special non-skid waffle back. Front set only, shaped to fit most cars
(17*x27"), (#R947614), S42.

O ORDER BY PHONE
1-800-433-3600



Cable TV Stations,

Without Cable Box Rentals.
Our Universal block converter saves you

money by allowing you to always receive a

wide range of non-pay cable channels. Converts your
TV's VHE midband. and the superband channels to 47 UHF

channels where cable shows are broadcast. It won't unscramble pay-

cable services, and you must have cable in your home to enjoy these
advantages. But it also lets you use your VCR to record one channel while

you watch another, and it restores use of your remote control {features

that most cable boxes won't permit). Only 7"x3!' (#R741140). $32.

Be Kinder

To Your
VCR With
A Rewinder. f

For video-recordfifl

owners everywhere*!

here'sthe world's

first VHS and BETA tape rewinder, forwarder and eraser. With just

the flip of a switch, this clever machine is ready for either VHS or

BETA tapes. And will your VCR ever be pleased! By using this machine,

your recorder's heads will stay cleaner, ensuring their longer life. The
rewinder/forwarderwill make your videotapes themselves last longer.

too, because they'll be kept cleaner. Best of all. it will erase tapes

completely and far more efficiently than your VCR will. Fast and
efficient, a must for everyone who uses his VCR regularly.

("R743880). 549.95

Use your Video camera—or rent one for a day and transfer those

precious moments from 8mm, Super 8. or 16mm home movies (and

slides) onto videotape, quickly and easily, with our rear-screen pro-

jector, the TeleConver ter. Even lets you color correct to make up for

the aging dyes of older film. Enhance your videos, too. with zooms

and fade-ins and outs. Do it all your self with ease—you'll save plenty

compared to commercial conversions. (#R738591). $36.

LISTEN TO THE WORLD ON RADIO.
If it's on the airwaves. Venturer can tune it in! venturer

is the multi-band receiver that keeps you in touch with virtually

anything that's broadcast over the air. With 10 separate bands

and a cassette player, it's unlikely you'll ever be at a loss for

something to listen to. Venturer can tune in foreign news

I
broadcasts, emergency channels. AM and FIvl radio. TV chan-

nels 2through 13, the U.S. Weather Bureau, police, fire. Civil

Defense, private mobile transmissions, shortwave and ham
radio, 40 channel CB. and aircraft communications. It can also

be used as a RA. system. Comes with earphone jack, external

antenna jack, tuning/battery indicator, AFC, shoulder strap.

Works on 120V or size "D" batteries (not incl.). (#R749838). s 150.
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117 TOOLS MAKE YOU AN EASIER RIDER!
The perfect gift for the automobile that has everything! Whether you're
taking a trip across the country or just to the next county, you'll be thrilled to have
this Deluxe Auto Tool Kit/Attache Case in your car. Loaded with virtually every tool

you could ever need for roadside repairs, this kit can save you time and mega-
bucks. Included are: 1 utility knife (3 spare blades); 1 tire pressure gauge;

2 small, 2 medium, and 2 short screwdrivers (1 Phiiips/1 Flathead of each);

7 nut drivers: 1 wiresnipper; 11 box wrenches ("A'-Va"); 1 needle nose
pliers; 1 crescent wrench; 1 vise grip; 1 wire crimper; 1 adjustable

pliers; 1 2" wide tape measure; 18 Allen wrenches; and 1 socket
wrench set (includes 2 ratchets. 1 socket-driver,

2 socket adapters, 2 spark plug sockets, a set
of metric socket wrenches which

has 25 pieces 4mm-22mm,
; set of Standard American

socket wrenches which
has 18 pieces). Perfect for

apartment and home use,

too!(#R743922).$169.

We're just a phone call away!
.Vb have a new phone number and nanv rr.ore customer
;"v;cs psopie here- to help with questions about our prod-c:;..

:":e'. il .. 6 \\\«. ie; :i .:.
i ig :. .,. s ring,

: -cay to Friday, 9 a-n to 9 pm Eastern time:

call 717-633-3333

Warranty. Where applicable, the manufacturer's written
.varranty is enclosed with product. A free copy is available

-pon request, prior to purchase. Just write to Warranty
==qaests, at address on order form.

Returns: enclose orig.ri.~l ordfr or packing slip and your
"=:-Jc:.ions. «Ve

i :

. ,,
i

,., n a
i

,. r.

,

! refund will : p'u ..,. e ; ice. ! i. .
.

i
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& handling.

Shipping. We wil. s.-ip y<- th? Fosiest,

in merer.. . > e i" . nri iuou .:
:

:
. r vna &

-E-.dir.c charges are sr.own in the chart below. Please fill inK amount where indicated.

Our policy is to process all orders promptly. Your credit card

.i c wiiei >'
. 'i

.'I.. ,i ,«. re u of stock on an
:-:-. we'll I

60 days.

Prices Effective on items in this book through June 30. 1988.

SHIPPING/HANDLING CHART
If order totals: ADD If order totals- :.. :{.

up to $23.00 v.' '.: $150.01 to $300.00 : :;..:.'.

$25.01 to $50.00 '.:.:• $300.01 to $500.00

$50.01 to $75.00 $7.50 $500.01 to $1000.00 $17.50

S75.0I to $150.00 $9.00 over $1000.00 SM.Sv

CALL TOLL-FREE 1-800-433-3600

Name (Please Print) _

Address

City

CHARGE TO MY D MasterCard VISA D AM EX Diners Club

P Carte Blanche C Discover Card Check or Money Order

Acct No Exp. Date

Signature

(Must be sici'ifd fur al' crec:: earn orders)
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4/ believe that

the Red Sea was parted by a space
vehicle serving

the angels—a heaven-sent UF03

It's one of the most
powerful moments in

the Old Testament
Fleeing Pharaoh's
army, the Israelites

come up against the

insurmountable ob-

stacle of the Red Sea
But suddenly God di-

vides the sea, leaving

a massive wall of

water on either side

and a dry-as-a-bone

swath of ground be-

tween. The Israelites

sweep ahead to the

opposite bank When
Pharaoh's legions fol-

low, the waters close

agatn, crashing down
on their heads.

We all know the

story, right? But did

you ever ask yourself

exactly how God
pulled this one off'

Did he merely wave
his omnipotent hand? Did he blow and blow? Nothing so

sophomofic: He used a UFO. Manned by angels, a space
cylinder hovered over the Red Sea until a propitious mo-
ment Then it aimed its antigravilational propulsion system
at the water, fanning it back. When the Jews reached safety,

the UFO reversed the beam to drown the Egyptians

This is the striking scenario theorized by Reverend Barry

H. Downing, author of The Bible and Ffying Sauce's Down-
ing, pastor of Northminster Presbyterian Church in Endwell

New York, believes that the same heaven-sent UFO may
have accounted for the burning bush seen by Moses and
may also have dropped the manna that fed the Israelites In

both the Old and New Testaments, he adds, the angels were

said to have traveled on "clouds of heaven," And in Exodus,

angels led the Israelites with the "pillar of a cloud" by day
and the "pillar of a fire" by night,

Hundreds of these events are recorded in the Bible. Down-
ing says And anyone with a scientific bent must question how

UFOUPDffTE

they occurred For

Downing, however, the

answer is clear The

reports were spurred

by spacecraft serving

the angels, he says

—

vords, by
heavenly UFOs.
DOwning's theory

came to him when he

was completing his

Ph.D in philosophy of

science and religion at

the New College of the

University of Edin-

burgh m Scotland

—

the premier Presby-

terian learning estab-

lishment in the world.
"1 was m the middle of

my doctoral thesis

when it hit me in a

flashbolt." Downing
says. 'Assuming thai

UFOs are true and
real, they might have
created religion itself

"

Within months after Finishing his thesis. Downing had writ-

ten The Bible and Flying Saucers (J.B. Lippincott). He be-

came pastor at Northminster soon after and has remained

there since Indeed, far from being condemned as a heretic

for his UFO beliefs. Downing is held in high regard by his

peers and parishioners. "I'll stick with the mysteries the way
they were presented in Genesis and Exodus," says Vince

Early, a recently retired pastor from nearby Endicott, New
York, who has known Downing for 17 years "But Barry's

educational background and credentials are rmpeccable. A
lot ol people have read his book

"

"It's really an issue of faith," concludes Downing. "God
has to stay out of sight so he can test out laith, yet remain

close enough to keep us from despair. UFOs have taken up
this rale in our culture They stay out of sight enough so we
have to go on faith, but they give us a sign that someone
who cares is watching over us. They're like shepherds
watching over their sheep:"—MARK TEICH
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them with his own. His find-

ing: The weaker Ihe sub|ects' That experience eventually the death experience and

defenses, the stronger their led Carlson to write a book, make it meaningful," she

psychic power. The odds Caring For Your Own Dead says. "If my husband's body
against getting the same re- When Lisa Carlson's hus- (available through Upper had gotten into the hands

sults by chance, he adds, band committed suicide Access Publishers in Hines- of someone else without my
were "better than two in in 1981, she was not only grief burg, Vermont), which details involvement, it would have

a million." stricken but broke—unable, what to do if you have a been much harder to let go."

But psychologist James in fact, to afford even the body around and can't afford Caring For Your Own
Alcock of York University in simplest cremation ai a to hand it over to a profes- Dead includes a state-by-

Toronto isn't convinced. funeral home So following sional undertaker. But Carlson state explanation of local

Combined analyses "are the autopsy, Carlson pur- emphasizes that the eco- requirements, a listing of cre-

suspect in any field," he says. chased a $60 pine box, ob- nomics of a do-it-yourself matories that will work di-

"There is no reason to be- tained a local transit permit, burial or cremation are sec- rectly with families, and

lieve all the other studies are and with the help of a friend ondary to the emotional instructions on how to donate

valid, and no guarantee carried Ihe remains of her benefits derived. organs and bodies. The
they can be lumped together husband in a pickup truck to "By assuming some con- book also contains a number
thai way"—Owen Davies a Vermont crematory. trot, a family can personalize of helpful hints on crema-
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lion—including a warning to

have pacemakers with lith-

ium batteries removed so
they don't explode.

Although Carlson says her

book has not met with hostil-

ity from funeral directors,

she suspects it worried at

least one state medical
examiner's office- "They

called and wanted a copy
immediately. I think they had
visions we were telling peo-
ple they could put ol' dead
Aunt Minnie in a sack and
Ihrow her off the riverbank or

something."—Sherry Baker

On Sunday mornings at

the Daytona Beach Drive-ln

Christian Church, the Rever-

end Wallace Pomplun
preaches about Jesus trom

the balcony of a Florida

altar located where a giant

movie screen once stood

"How many visitors here

today?" Pomplun asks al the

conclusion of his sermon
An ecumenical mix of gleam-
ing Cadillacs, battered

sedans, and imports flash

their headlights in response.

Pomplun. who started

preaching during World War
ll, took charge ofthe world's

first successful drive-in

church m 1953. He had to

weather the doubts of the

Conference of Christian

Churches and spend a few
lean, popcorn -littered years

while the church's cotenanl

the Nepfune Drive-ln The-

atre, played out its lease But

by 1960 Pornplun's mobile

flock had scraped together

the money lo buy the Nep-
tune and raise a semitrapical

"Garden of Prayer."

Today the elderly congre-

gation numbers nearly 1,800,

Swelled by the vacationers

who can come dressed
In "Florida life-style" shorts

and rubber thongs. "It gives

you a reverent feeling, hear-

ing the birds and the wind."

says Wilda Tompkins, a

retired Ohioan who likes lo sil

under a tree like a teenager

sneaking into the show. "You

can't get much closer to

Heaven than this," says Ruby
Stum, a retiied New Yorker

Woodstock it's not. bul

Pomplun offers something
more than drive-in evange-

lism. The sixty-nine-year-old,

suntanned reverend is a
silver-fox flying ace. Since

1958 he lias been performing

burials al sea. taking up
Cessnas or Piper Cubs to

scatter ashes. The people
who come to him for such
burtafs, says Pomplun, "are

those who have retired

and love if here, who walked
lite beach together, and
who made a promise to one
another that even through

death they'd betogether."

—Tracy Cochran

They call him the Bardin

Booger. and he roams the

deep pine forests near the

town ot Bardin in northern

Florida, shaking cars and
scaring the daylights out ot

local residents. According to

witnesses, the Booger is

big, muscular, hairy, and
smelly and looks like a bear

with a pug nose bul walks

upright like a man Tracks

larger than a size 13 shoe
have supposedly been found
in areas where the Booger
was sported.

Bardin resident Doug
Crews, for instance, reports

that the Booger shook his

truck. "Me .and these two girls

were silting by a cemetery
In my truck." says Crews,
"when it just started shaking

real hard. II wasn't windy
at all The best way I've.come

up with lo describe if is like

a dog when he shakes water

off his back."

Another believer is Bud
Key. owner of Bud's Grocery
in Bardin. Key even sells

T-shirts and cups with pic-

tures of the monster: he also

sells a record about the

Booger. written and sung by
a local country music singer.

Whether the Booger ac-

tually exists however, is

unknown Some people have
tried to take the monster's

footprints with a plywood foot;

others have rigged up sound
systems on their trucks to

produce strange noises and
scare local residents. But

as Key points out, "there's a
whole passel of people
who say they've seen the

Booger, and as far as I'm

concerned he's still

around"—Rick Boling



To anyone who has read

Ihe books of Jacques Vallee,

astronomer and computer
scientist, it should come
as no surprise that after 25

years of UFO research he is

still marching to the heat of

a different drum.

While many UFOIogiBtS

have begun to locus on

claims of alien abductions,

Vallee is quieily working with

an off-the-shelf artificial-

intelligence program called

Ovnibase. Its purpose: to

develop an efficient means
of separating Identified Flying

Objects (IFOs) tram UFOs
If successful, the program
could save investigators

wasted trips to the field.

The scientist fills oul a form

providing the program with

such sighting information

as itmeot day, duration, and
number of objects Then

Ovnibase makes inferences,

possibly asks questions,

and then draws conclusions;

probably Mars
There is no magic here.

Vallee has programmed
Ovnibase with a network of

rules that describe various

phenomena, such as what a
blimp, a barium-cloud

experiment, Or a spacecraft

flyby looks like "The system

isn't designed to explain as

much as possible or to

prove anything." says Vallee:

But it does screen oul 50 to

75 percent ot the data.

Ovnibase's knowledge
base can quickly grapple with

the mundane questions any

investigator should ask of

a new sighting report bul may
omil because he or she is

focusing too narrowly. "This

system does not forget
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Ihe big picture," claims Vallee,

"like whal time Ihe moon
rises or where Venus is."

Vallee is still tinkering but

al this point is quile pleased

with the information that

makes up Ovnibase's knowl-

edge base—so much so

that he has already given a

copy of it lo the French

governmenl. French scientists

are currently testing it against

UFO databases ot their

own.—PauiMcCarthy

"They say the cause of

revolution is hunger in the

interplanetary spaces

"

—Osip Mandelsiam

"Star beings, beings Who
once every live thousand

years descend from their star

mountains eons-old

beings who become visible

in the vision ot wine, and
dance for felicity

—Patrick Le Nestour

"The findings indicate, without

a shadow of a doubt, that

each oj us lived on other

planets before coming to

Earih"

—Or Tidor Lubomir

It may be easy to raise a

herd of fleas in the house, bul

scieniists apparently have

a hard time of it in the labora-

tory Enter Ihe artificial dog
Parasitologists al Cornell

University have developed a

mongrel arrangement of

tubing, sieves, and glass

feeders that provides a warm-
blooded "skin" from which
fleas can suck blood Thus
sallaied, Ihe fleas produce
eggs, which are collected

over generations for study

"Fleas are very difficult to

keep track of on living ani-

mals," says Susan Wade, a

veterinary parasitologist

al the university "If you pul

fifty fleas on a dog or eat, you

are never going to see those

fitly fleas again."

The artificial dog solves

that dilemma ll feeds fleas

thfough a chamber of

warmed blood, which is

placed behind an artificial

membrane lhal fleas appar-

ently mistake for skin and
bite just as if Ihey were
on your pet's leg

The mechanism may be

elaborate, bul researchers

believe Ihe means justifies the

end. They hope lo learn,

among olher things, which

chemicals can best conlrol

fleas: how fleas infecl pets

with disease: and how ihe

critters reproduce. So far Ihe

researchers have discovered

a thing or two

For instance, the fleas

must eal almosl consianlly in

order to survive and repro-

duce. Consequently, the

Cornell ileas are allowed to

eat almosl all Ihe lime. Con-
stanl feeding means con-

stant egg laying, and the re-

searchers are able I©

generate thousands of fleas.

"One Ihing we have
learned is thai fleas can!

jump around and feed at the

same lime," Wade says. "If

Ihey keep jumping, Ihev can!

reproduce and will evenlually

starve to death Because of

(his. we have set II up so they

]usl walk around all day."

—Rick Baling

"Leopold Bloom ate with

relish the inner organs of

beasts and iowts."

JamesJoyce



THE HEALERS
have a mixture, then your thinking is a mix

lure," he says. "If you have a substance,

you can have clear thoughts on what to

do." After three years o: gnnoing up mouse
tumors, separating the exlracls into var-

ious fractions, and testing each one bit by

bit for nerve growth activity, lie found one
that worked. They christened it nerve
growth promoting factor, later shortened to

nerve growth factor, or NGF
But the substance still wasn't pure

enough. Although il looked like a protein,

they couldn't be sure that a nucleic acid

(DNA or RNA) or even a virus hadn't con-

taminated the fractions. Cohen hit upon the

idea of using phosphodiesterase, a snake

venom enzyme lhat separates a string of

nucleic acid into its component parts. And
this gave him and Levi-Montalcini their first

big breakthrough. They expected that the

nerve growth activity wouic; either be de-

stroyed by the enzyme, which would mean
that the extract was a nucleic acid, or re-

main the same, which would mean that the

extract was a protein. Instead something

completely unexpected happened: The
extract was thousands of limes stronger

with the enzyme added than without it.

Cohen's lirsi ihoughl was that the snake

venom enzyme had destroyed an inhibitor

in the tumor extract But then he left out the

;umor fraction and iestst 1
1 tip snake venom

extract by itself. Again he got blazing ac-

tivity. In the end it turned out that the en-

zyme had nothing to do with it. When
Cohen extracted the snake enzyme thai

destroyed nucleic acids, he had inadver-

tently picked up another protein. And it was
this uninvited traveling companion that did

the trick. Quite unwitting y he had stum-

bled onto a powerful nerve growth factor

in the snake venom itself.

"Most discoveries aie made like that,"

says Cohen with a shrug of his sloping

shoulders. "If you knew exactly what you

were doing, i; would he engineering."

He and Levi-Montalcini then went on to

show that the chemical properties of the

extracts from the tumor and the snake

venom were nearly identical. "We thought,

What is the connection between tumors,

snake venom, and nerves?" says Cohen.

"Nothing very obvious." Because NGF had

originally been found in a mouse tumor, he

decided to look for il in the mouse itself

For the next live years he doggedly ground

up every mouse part he could. Nothing

worked. But Cohen was not one to give up
easily. Finally he found what he was look-

ing for in the salivary gland of a male

mouse, which is still the bos! source ol NGI-.

It was, he realized, where he should have

begun his sea'ch. since snake venom is

made in the salivary gland. But, he says

with a grin, "everybody knows that all a

salivary gland makes is saliva."

Curious to sco wha: tnis new stuff could

do even before it was purified, Cohen in-

jected the crude extract into newborn mice

and, in 1961. made history. The develop-

ment ot any organism is finely choreo-

graphed, with each event taking place at

a precise time in response to a given sig-

nal. The eyes of newborn mice, for in-

stance, are tightly closed and do not open
until two weeks after birth. But to every-

one's immense surprise, the eyes of these

mice popped open at the end of one week,

and their teeth sprouted three to four days

ahead of schedule. Although there was
accelerated nerve growth, the eye and
looth development seemed to have noth-

ing to do with nerve growth. Cohen knew
this because he had purified the extract so

that only nerve growth factor was present.

Then he ran Iheexpermenl again. This time

there was no effect on the teeth and eye-

lids. There was only one explanation: A
second growth factor lay hidden in the

crude extract.

That they had stumbled onto a second
growth tactor was not in itself surprising to

Cohen. "To me, the idea that we had dis-

covered the only one sounded next to im-

possible or at least improbable. I knew there

had to be many, many more."

At that point he and Levi-Montalcini had
to end their seven-year collaboration. It had

been incredibly fruitful, so much so that

the two would share the 1986 Nobel prize

in medicine for their work. But Cohen felt

that he had exhausted his "intuition and
biochemical approaches" to NGF He also

needed a permanent position, which was
not offered to him by Washington Univer-

sity. When he was recruited by the bio-

chemistry department of Vanderbilt Uni-

versity Medical School in Nashville, he

decided to lake the job. "I knew that re-

search was pretty close to a full-time job,

and I wanted to be in a place where you

did your chores with the medical students,

and the majority of the time they let you

wander ofl and do as you pleased," he

says. It was at Vanderbilt that Cohen be-

gan probing the secrets of the new growth

factor, the one that affected eye and tooth

development in mice.

He started by asking the guestion, How
does this substance make the eyes open?
By growing little cultures of skin in labora-

tory dishes, he found that the chemical

stimulated the epidermis—the outermost

layer of cells—to grow and differentiate.

The reason the substance, which he chris-

tened epidermal growth factor, or EGF;

made the baby mice open their eyes ear-

lier was because it made the skin of their

eyelids grow faster.

For almost 30 years, Cohen has pur-

sued the trail of EGF with the tenacity of a

bloodhound and the ingenuity of a Sher-

lock Holmes. Unlike the usual progression

in academe, where the successful scien-

tist works himself out of the laboratory and
into the corner office, Cohen remains a

hands-on bench researcher working
alongside one or two postdocs, pacing up
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and down the corridor by himself while he

ponders what to do next.

"He is the most efficient experimenter I

have ever known." says Cohen's longtime

colleague and friend Leon Cunningham,

head of biochemistry at Vanderbilt. "He

does his thinking in advance. I tease him

thai he has published maybe eighly per-

cent of his experiments, while the rest of us

have notebook::, filled wish experiments that

will never see the light of day."

Today, still influenced by his original

training in embryology and developmental

biology, Cohen's experiments have a sin-

glq thrust: to learn how growth factors

cause a cell to divide. That is a.hig ques-

tion, one that would clue us in to the ulti-

mate nature of organic life. The first step

toward that goal was accomplished in 1972,

when Cohen and associates at Vanderbilt

determined the structure of the EGF mol-

ecule. Not only did they nail down the se-

quence of the 53 amino acids that are the

building blocks of the EGF protein, they also

revealed the way in which the protein folds

back on itself in order to function.

Cohen then went on to isolate Ihe EGF
receptor, the protein that Ihe growth tactor

binds to on the surface of ihe cell. In doing

so, he discovered the mechanism by which

growth factors work. Cohen found that EGF
and its receptor, like a couple locked in an

embrace, enter the cell together. This was
the first explanation for how growlh factors

and many hormones, like insulin, literally

get their message across the cell wall.

The receplor itself, he found, has a most

peculiar structure. It is a "double-headed

enzyme" with an outside part that recog-

nizes the EGF molecule and an inside en-

zyme of a class known as tyrosine ki-

nase—the same substance coded for by

some cancer-causing genes.

Could EGF and its enzyme receptor

somehow gene-'aie Ihe signal telling the

nucleus-of the cell to divide? This is the

question that now occupies Cohen in his

never-ending quest to solve the riddle of

cell division.

He is not alone Cohen's work has sent

researchers all over the world scurrying in

a dozen different directions. In one case it

has even engendered a breakthrough in

the understandjng of, and a potential cure

for, cancer. The cancer work represents a

collaboration among three scientists on

three coniinents: Michael Waterfield of the

Imperial Cancer Research Fund in Lon-

don; Joseph Schlessinger of Ihe Weiz-

mann Institute of Science in Rehovot, Is-

rael; and Axel Ullrich at Genentech, Inc.,

south of San Francisco.

Built on barren, brownish hills at the

water's edge, with San Francisco in the

distance, Genemech's uaht blue buildings

and Moorish arches look like an oasis in

the desert. The granddaddy of biotech,

founded by University of California scien-

tists in 1976, -Genentech is the acknowl-

edged giant of the industry, with a capital-'

ization of $3.2 billion. But if still retains .some

of the atmosphere of a college campus in

the jeans and sandals one '5ees worn by

the young researchers; in the |oke r
; Iradm.l

in the halls; and in Ihe Friday-night party in

Ihe Genentech caletoria, where several

hundred people mc-e*. to drink, socialize,

and munch on oageis and de :

i food.

Even Axel Ullrich, one of Genentech's

stars, dresses casually in sport shirts and

loafers. Handsome and vigorous, with a

dimpled smile, Ullrich appears to have it

all. His laboratory, by his own admission

is "one of the best ten or maybe five in the

world" of its kind. He was the first person

to clone the insulin gene—that is, to deter-

mine its compleie diemis'ry and molecu-

lar structure so that.it could be mass-pro-

duced in the laboratory. He then went on

to clone a huge protein made up of 1,217

amino acids, of which Ihe EGF molecule

was a small part.

When Michael Waterfield learned of this

work during a visit to Genentech in 1982,

he had an idea; He, Ullrich, and Joseph

Schlessinger could pool their talents to

^Ullrich has

found a direct connection

between breast
* cancer and the number of

• HER-2 genes in

tumor cells. The more copies

found, the more dismal

the prospects for survival

3

clone the EGF receptor. Since the receptor

seemed to resemble oncogenes, or can-

cer-causing genes, determining its struc-

ture could provide a missing piece of the

puzzle of cancer itself.

Without telling anyone else at Genen-
tech about it, Ullrich began the project with

his two collaborators. "One day I get Ihis

phone call," he recalls. "It's Mike, all ex-

cited." Wateriield and Schlessinger had hit

Ihe jackpot. They had shown that the gene
coding for the EGF receptor was nearly

idenlical lo Ihe. gene coding for the eryth-

roblastosis virus, which causes cancer in"

animals. The three researchers quickly

published Iwo papers in the prestigious

journal Nature showing a connection be-

tween a growth factor receptor and an on-

cogene—a first.

"They were probably two of Ihe laslest-

published papers ever," Ullrich says. Al-

though months can elapse between the

submission of an article and its accept-

ance, the first article was published within-

36 days, and the second, within 16. The

excitement was generated by the discov-.

ery that the structure of the oncogene was
not an exact duplicate of the EGF receptor

but a deformed copy. Thai discovery pro-

vided an explanation lor how a normal,

strictly regulated cell turns into a runaway
cancer cell that knows no limits. The growth

factor receptor acts like a kind of antenna,

transmitting the signal that somehow tells

the genetic machinery lo start the process

of cell division. If the EGF receptor be-

came allered in some way—either by a vi-

rus or chemical agent or even by a spon-

taneous mutation—the signal to make
growth factor could be locked into a per-

manent "on" position. The effect would be

like having a broken faucet from which

water endlessly flows.

The theory that cancer is caused by

growth factor genes gone awry has been
bolstered by a number of recent discov-

eries. First of all, scientists have found that

genes for two other growth factors—plate-

let-derived growth factor, which helps heal

wounds, and colony-stimulating factor,

which boosts the production of blood

cells—are also remarkably close in struc-

ture to cancer genes. Ullrich and others

have also linked facial, mouth, genital, and

brain tumors to hyperactive EGF recep-

tors. And he has been able to cause tu-

mors both in animals and human tissue

culture by tricking cells into making extra

copies of the EGF receptor gene.

Most sinking is the similarity between the

EGF receptor gene and a gene known as

HER-2 {short for human EGF-receptor-re-

lated receptor). Working with a doctor at

UCLA, Ullrich has found a direct connec r

tion between -

breast cancer and the num-
ber of copies of the HER-2 gene in a pa-

tient's tumor cells. The more copies that

are made, the more dismal the patient's

prospects for survival,

Using a probe developed by Ullrich, a

clinician can even take a biopsy and see if

there are extra copies of the HER-2 gene.

"Based on that finding, the doctor can de-

cide what kind of therapeutic strategy to

pursue—on Ihe conservative side if there

is no amplification, on the aggressive and

experimental side when many copies are

present," he says.

"If we could find a substance that binds

to the receptor and inhibits its action rather

than stimulating it, we could stop the growth

of Ihe cancer," adds Ullrich, now working

with someone who has genetically engi-

neered antibodies that do just that. They

have yet to test the antibodies on animals.

For many other scientists, meanwhile, the

primary thrust of growth factor research is

not cancer but healing. The first company
to conduct clinical trials in wound healing

is Chiron, Inc., a younger version of Gen-

entech. The company became involved

when Graeme Bell, a research scientist,

beat out Ullrich in the race to learn the

structure of the human EGF gene. With the

structure in hand, scientists at Chiron were

able to engineer a growth factor gene that

could be mass-produced in yeast. Instead

of extracting m : nule fractions of the protein

from Ihousands of gallons of urine, as was
necessary before, says Pablo Valenzuela,



director of research and vice president oi

Chiron, they can turn it out by Ihe gram.

Seated behind his desk in a spacious

office that includes a plush conference

area, the slim, smooth-talking, business-

suited Valenzueia looks like the embodi-

ment of Ihe modern scientist/executive. He
picks up two laboratory dishes of human
skin cells sitting on his desk. "This has

saved lives," he says proudly. In one dish

there are small, scattered red dots of skin.

In the other the skin has grown into small

patches about the size of digital watch bat-

teries. The difference between the two, he

says, is EGF
The dishes were sent to him by Howard

Green, a physiologist at Harvard Medical

School who developed a technique for

growing skin for burn victims in the labo-

ratory. Green starts with a small square of

Ihe victim's healthy skin, which he first sep-

arates into individual cells and then grows

in culture. Without EGF the cells don't do
well. But when he adds the growth factor

to the culture, the cells grow ten times as

fast, eventually forming a sheet of skin that

can be grafted back onto ihe patient.

Scientists at Chiron are using EGF to

save eyes, too. In the first clinical trial of the

substance, says William Link, president of

Chiron Ophthalmics, EGF-containing drops

did in a few weeks what other kinds of

treatment had failed to do in three months

—

heal an ulcer in ah eye that had been
splashed with battery

;

acid. In another case,

in which the patient'sicorneal ulcer was so

bad that he was about to undergo a trans-

plant, the drops healed the wound in seven

days. In yet another' case Richard Eifer-

man, an ophthalmologist at the University

of Louisville in Kentucky, was "absolutely

flabbergasted" when a patient whose cor-

neal transplant seemed doomed to failure

completely healed after only five days of

treatment. "I just didn't expect that much
thai soon," he marvels.

An alternative use of growth factors is in

radial keratotomy. a radical form of surgery

that corrects nearsightedness by flatten-

ing the cornea. "If we can improve the re-

sults with accelerated wound healing," says

Link, "the procedure may become less

controversial." Other uses might be to heal

corneal abrasions that make wearing con-

tact lenses painful and to reduce Ihe heal-

ing time for superficial eye injuries from two

or three days to just one.

Ethicon, a division of Johnson & John-

son, has also begun testing the healing ca-

pabilities of epidermal growth factor. The
goal: to bind up skin wounds in record time.

Since people heal at different rates, re-

searchers arc creating duplicate wounds
in the same person by removing small

patches of skin and then applying two dif-

ferent skin creams—one with EGF and one

without—to see which wound heals faster.

"People have always assumed that there

is very little need of help in healing," says

Valenzueia. "You" just protect the wound'

from infection, close it, and your body will

do the rest. That's true to an extent, except
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lor things like diabetic ulcers, correal ul

cers, and burns. But nowthe theory is that

you can manage wounds in such a way
thai people can halve the lime they must

slay in the hospital."

Finally, while EGF can form a biological

Band-Aid for surface wounds, Chiron and
other biotech firms are investigating the

possibility of healing incision wounds-
cuts that tear through eeveral levels of flesh

to Ihe dermis, the innermost layer of skin.

Healing in this case is .a complex process

that, like a large repair job on a house, re-

quires a supporting framework, building

materials, and glue or nails to hold it to-

gether. Each job involves different sets of

tissues. What may be needed, Valenzueia

believes, is a "growth factor cocktail." He
is working with three. First is PDGF plate-

let-derived growth factor, which attracts

capillaries into the area- to irrigate the

wound, release other growth factors, and

start the process of building a fibrin net-

work to support the clot. Second is FGF

^lf low EGF
levels turn out to be linked

to male infertility,

- then growth factor injections

might boost the

sperm count. An anti-EGF

compound could act

as a male contraceptive.^

lioroblast growth factor, which stimulate:-:

the synthesis of collagen, the connective

tissue glue that holds cells together. And
finally, there's EGF which speeds the divi-

sion of Ihe filler epitnelial cols in the area

under the scab. "We arc pusi beginning the

mixture experiments," says Valenzueia,

"and we still aren't clear on whal the ratio

of the different growth factors should be."

Further into the future is the healing of

another kind of wound—the lines and
creases of age. Because EGF speeds the

regeneration of skin, it might have some
potential as a"n antiaging, antiwrinkling

cream. And because it has been used to

defleece sheep—by stimulating the growth

oi new wool, which pushes out the old— it

mighi someday be used in regrow hair on

people. "When you introduce a new com-
pound," says Valenzueia, "first you have to

prove it in critical areas like healing ihe ex

iernal skin. Then you can move it to pre-

ventive uses, and finally to cosmetics."

Despite all the applications for EGF some
scientists are still puzzled over what ex-

actly the substance is. In some ways it acts

like a hormone, which is also a chemical

messenger that binds to a receptor and

tells the cell to do something. But in other

ways it is dilferent "The classical way of

discovering what a hormone does," says

Cohen, "is'to. remove the organ that makes
it and see what happens. Is there a defi-

ciency? Do you gel a disease state? If you

put the hormone back, do you cure the

problem?" So for instance, cutting out the

pancreas results in a lack of the hormone

insulin and the onset of diabetes. But EGF
and other growth factors do not appear to

be made in an organ that can be removed,

and there are no known disease states as-

sociated with their absence.

Researchers at the National Institutes of

Health (NIH) have discovered ways to test

growth factors much as they do hor-

mones. If lack of EGF has not been asso-

ciated with a disease state, then it has at

least been associated with a severe dys-

function— infertility. Working with male
mice. NIH sciervish-: removed the salivary

gland that Cohen had shown to be the best

source ot EGF and found they could no
longer detect the growth factor in the cir-

culation. They also found that although the

levels of testosterone did not change,
sperm production was cut in half. When
they injected the mice with EGF the sperm
count returned to normal.

"The doctors here are very excited about

this finding," says Takami Oka. a senior in-

vestigator on the team. "They have a lot of

male patients who don't respond to con-

ventional hormone therapy with FSH [folli-

cle-stimulating hormone] or testosterone,

and they've always thought that there must

be another, unrecognized iactor. That fac-

tor could very well be EGF"
If low EGF levels turn out to be linked to

human male infertility, as Oka is now trying

to prove, then it's possible that the growth

factor injections might boost the sperm
count. Moreover, Oka says, an anti-EGF

compound could act as a male contracep-

tive by lowering the sperm count and in-

hibiting fertility.

Oka has also found that too much EGF
may be bad for women. In studies of fe-

male mice that normally develop breast

tumors after menopause, removing the

EGF-producing salivary gland caused the

incidence of tumors to plummet, whereas
giving Ihe animals EGF caused them to

develop even more tumors. And in the most

recent study, Oka and co-workers have

found that there is a very high concentra-

tion of EGF in tears.

With EGF affecting so many different as-

pects of bodily function, the pharmaceuti-

cal possibilities seem endless: an anti-EGF

compound for treating cancer, EGF-con-

taining artificial tears for older people who
suffer from dry eyes, pro-EGF drugs for

male infertility, and an anti-EGF substance

as a male contraceptive. But EGF is only

the beginning. The other growth factors are

starting :o take off as well.

Scientists are excited about the explo-

sive potential of NGF the growth factor that

started it all. The possibilities of this sub-

stance are so mind-boggling that Genen-



lech, which he :

.oed cone NGR is now pro-

ducing it through genetic engineering and
will soon test its myriad efiects on animals.

The great hope is that NGF may help

regenerate nerves in brain diseases thai

are now vKua. oeaih scnlei :ces. "There are

a lot of nerve degeneration diseases like

Alzheimer's and Huntington's disease."

says Valenzuela. "where there might not be
a lack of NGR but it may help stop neuron
degeneration.'-' Although the possibility that

NGR may help regrow nerves after spinal

injury is still far-off, he believes that it, or

related growth factors, will be useful for

peripheral nerve healing— in surgical reat-

tachment of limbs, lor instance.

Studies by Levi-Montalcini have shown
that NGR is also necessary for normal de-
velopment of the hypothalamus, a brain

structure that regulates a number of hor-

mones. It also appears that T cells, the im-

mune system's frontline defense against

infectious diseases, have receptors for

NGR This could help explain the mind-
body connection that has long been ob-
served between emotional well-being and
health. Long before modern medicine,
physicians were impressed by how the will

to live could bring a patient through a med-
ical crisis or in some cases even cause tu-

mors to regress. But until now there was
no clear-cut pathway in the body to ex-

plain how this "psychoimmunological re-

sponse" could take place. Ullrich specu-
lates that NGR acts as a go-between for

the brain—where the desire for survival is

generated—and the immune system,
where the battle for survival is carried out.

As promising as EGF and NGR are. the

compounds that may have the biggest sin-

gle impact on our lives are hematologic

growth lactors. Like magicians waving
wands, researchers are using these fac-

tors to stimulate bone marrow, which pro-

duces both red and white blood cells, So
far four such factors have been cloned and
are being produced by genetic engineer-

ing. One of them is GM-CSR the drug used
by Robert Gale to save two of the victims

of radiation poisoning in Brazil.

In a recent clinical trial GM-CSR raised

the extremely low white cell. count of AIDS
patients to normal levels and beyond. Other

blood growth factors^have thickened the

blood of severely anemic patients and re-

stored the bone marrow depleted by
chemotherapy in cancer patients. The re-

actions of normally conservative scientists

as reported in the prestigious journal Sci-

ence sound like reviews for a hit Broadway
play: "Spectacular," says David Nathan of

Harvard Medical School. 'A home run,"

comments Jerome Groopman of Deacon-
ess Hospital in Boston.

:

A revolution in

medicine equal to antibiotics," says David
Golde of UCLA.
The presence of a blood-stimulating

agent was first suspected more. than 100

years ago,, when a Rrench physician no-

ticed that people living in the Mexican
highlands had a greaier-than-normal num-
ber of red blood cells. Por decades re-
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searchers scoured for the elusive factor ihat

stimulated the bone marrow to make red

blood cells, but it wasn't until 1957 that Leon

Jacobson o! the University of Chicago

showed that erythropoietin, the first blood

growth factor to be identified, was pro-

duced in the kidneys.

In the Sixties scionl'sts started to grow

bone marrow cells in culture. By this lime it

was understood that all blood ceils, red and

white, arise from granddaddy cells of the

marrow, called stem cells. As the stem cells

divide, they diverge along different paths.

ending up as either red blood cells or one

or another kind of white blood cells. But,

scientists found, bone marrow grew only in

the presence of mysterious factors ex-

tracted from bodily fluids.

The sludy of these so-called colony

stimulating factors became a crusade for

David Golde, chief of Ihe division of- he-

matology and oncology at UCLA. It took

Golde 17 years, but he and his colleagues

were finally able to clone one of Ihe fac-

tors—GM-CSF—and start producing it.

The importance of GM-CSF he asserts,

lies in the continual struggle between the

immune defense system of the host (that's

us) and the uninvited guests (viruses and

bacteria). Until now about the only thing

we could do once an infectious disease

struck was to clobber the culprit with an

antibiotic or some other drug. If there was
no drug available, as is the case with most

viruses, it was a race between the bug and

the immune system, with the winner gain-

ing control of the body.

By stimulating Iho immature cells of the

bone marrow to reproduce and mature,

however, GM-CSF can raise armies of white

cells, the shock troops of the immune sys-

tem. The larger the dose, the higher the

white cell count. "Thai is why I say the abil-

ity to confrol the white blood cell counl rep-

resents a revolution in medicine," says

Gofde. "It makes the host a better de-

fender. Except for immunization, we hav-

en't been able to do that before."

Although GM-CSF had worked in cell

cultures and in animals, Golde could not

be certain that it would do the trick in hu-

mans until it was tried. He and Jerome

Groopman.-who is now a hematologist and

cancer physician, gave varying doses of

the drug to 16 AIDS patients, all of whom
had severely depressed white cell counts

as a result of their disease.

Within a few days their white cell counts

soared. "Watching the white count come
up was the most exciting thing I have ever

done in science," enthuses Golde. "To my
knowledge this was the first time it had ever

been done in human beings. We now know

lhal we can take any individual and make
his white count whatever number we want

it to be."

GM-CSF "has a big future in AIDS," says

Golde. in the test tube the drug stimulates

the growth of white cells. "It is reasonable

to suspect that if we increase their host de-

fense to a point that prevents the oppor-

tunistic infections, we can reduce rnorbid-
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ily and mortality n pahent;- They could live

a normal life span. We don't cure diabetes,

but insulin make sit possible to live with this

disease'lor a long time. "says Golde.

Theoretically, GM-CSF could be used in

any situation in which the immune system

requires a boost. It can help people with

burns, those who have had bone marrow

or organ transplants, diabetics, and hos-

pital patients vulnerable to pneumonia.

"Imagine what it could do in the Third

World," muses Golde, "where the inci-

dence of malaria, schistosomiasis, and-

other infectious ci-soases s tremendous."

GM-CSF moreover, is only one of four

hematologic growth factors now being

produced as drugs. Each of these acts to

stimulate a different step in the develop-

ment of mature piood cells from immature

bone marrow cells. Erythropoietin, which

stimulates the production of red blood cells,

has corrected anemia in patients with se-

vere kidney diseases. G-CSF (granulo-

cyte-colony-stimulating factor), which

stimulates a smaller variety of while cells

than GM-CSF does, has helped restore the

bone marrow in cancer patients after

chemotherapy, lnferleukin-3 stimulates a

wide range of white blood cells, each play-

ing a different role in the body's disease-

liarilng abilities.

Except for flulike symploms al the high-

est dosages, these blood growth factors

appear to have lew serious side effects and

are welf tolerated in patients. "A very ra-

tional scientific thing thai actually works

seems incredible." says Golde. "It sounds

too 'good to belrue, but il is."

Research into growth factors is just be-

ginning, conduces valonzuela. "Right now
we're using factors identical to those found

in the body. We're beginning lo work on the

second generation—modifying Ihe growth

factors so that they work more effectively

and creating antigrowth Iactors as well. We
are still several years away from the third

stage, where we will make small, simple

analogs of Ihe growth lactors that will be

easier to produce, more effective, and will

elicit exactly the reaction you want wilhoul

any undesirable side effects."

While we have not yet reached that point.

human growth factors represent a turning

point in medicine. There have been only

two such milestones before in the entire

history of mankind. The first came several

thousand years. ago, when people realized

that certain penis had curative powers. The
second occurred a scant century ago,

when Paul Ehrlich began modern chemo:

Iherapy with the synthesis of Salvarsan, the

first "magic bullet" aimed al a specific dis-

ease, syphilis. Now, with the ability to pro-

duce growth factors and hormones through

genetic engineering, we have entered a

new era, in which the products of our own
body can be harvested lo make upfor na-

ture's deficiencies and even manipulated

to improve on the original plan. When we
become the source of our own healing, we
will have engendered the most powerful

medicine of all.DO
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simply could nol live with another person

and adjust my own life to somebody else's.

My twin sister is, of course, a part of myself,

lor heaven's sake. But a-fnan, a husband,

or children want a lot from you, and you are

not always willing . . . / was not always will-

ing to give anything. My work was impor-

tant to me. I have lots of friends, and they

are a strong resource, and I've been in ex-

cellent relationships with many people. But

never would I have liked to share my life

with any of them.

Omni: Is it impossible for a woman with in-

teresting work to share her life?

Levi-Montalcini: II could be done, but it's

not easy—maybe if you marry a very intel-

ligent man, but if you are equally brilliant.

one might resent the other being more

successful. Also, they may be forced to go
to different places to work. In the past the

man had the right to choose the place. Now
women are more resentful. But they have

difficulty in developing their own work. I

have seen many married people in my lab.

but even a brilliant girl may have problems

in being a good scientist as well as a good
mofher and a wife.

Omni: Because heir husbands aro Italian?

Levi-Montalcini: Oh, no, I don't believe Ital-

ians are any worse than Americans. It's just

a problem when two persons want suc-

cess or wanl to devote themselves to work.

One has to sacrifice to the wishes of the

other, to come second in Ihe marriage. If

he is a man, he doesn't like it. Women used

to be good al accepting, position number

two. Bui for instance. Dorothy Hodgkin, who
won Ihe Nobel prize for vitamin B, ., is mar-

ried and has children. So does Rosalyn

Yalow [a Nobel laureate who coinvented

radioimmunoassay]. I know many out-

standing Italian women in physics where

the husband accepts it. They are not No-

bel prize-winners, but Ihe women are cer-

tainly better than the men.

Omni: Would you aev:Se ambitious female

scientists against marriage?

Levi-Montalcini: Do what you want. You can

do well, you can do badly. You can also

divorce later on. It's an experience lhal

maybe is worth it. But it's not necessary to

marry or to marry and go through divorce.

There are many alter natives You can sim-

ply live together and then make a decision.

I don't give out any suggestions. They can

do what they pleasel I am not omniscienl.

Omni: If your aunt .was a mathemalician.

how could your lather say you shouldn't go

lo the university?

Levi-Montalcini: My father's view was not

against women: he respected them very

much. Bui he thought his two sisters didn't

have happy lives because ol having gone

into mathematics as one did, and human-

ities as the other did. He thought this made
their marriages suiter I don't believe he was

correcl. They would have been unhappy

anyway. Ho came to the conclusion that for



a woman it's belier moi to have this conflict.

Mother was a marvelous woman— i
rite I--

ligent, sensitive, and artistic—but submis-

sive to him. She was very beautiful, by the

way. The ideal for my father was my mother:

exceedingly beautiful, intelligent, refined,

bul accepting of being number two.

He took every decision; he shared no

worries with us. It was only when I was
twenty-one that I dared' tell him 1 was not

willing to marry He said he didn't approve

but that I could do what I
wanted to do. My

mother encouraged me to putthe question

to him, but it was difficult. Unfortunately, he

died almost immediately afterward. He was

still young, but he had a heart attack.

Omni: You've been on the cutting edge of

scientific discovery for your entire career.

Is there any reason why a healthy person

al any age shouldn't conlinue in science?

Levi-Montalcini: They should go on, The

momenl you stop working, you are dead.

My brain has not deteriorated, as far as I

know, so why should I not use my brain as

I use my hand—which Is as good as one

belonging lo a twenty-year-old9 My eyes

.are also good; I see very well. As long as

I
have Ihis advantage, why shouldn't I work?

It is nonsense to say otherwise. For me it

would be unhappiness beyond anything

else; I couldn't afford to go on without my
work. I don't work lor the sake of mankind;

I work for my own sake.

Omni: Haven't you recently studied possi-

ble links between NGF and immune sys-

tem responses? Is it true thai some im-

mune cells make their own NGF, and some
immune cells have receptors for NGF?
Levi-Montalcini: A young colleague, Luigi

Aloe, and I found that a cell line balong
: ng

lo the immune system, the so-called masl

cells [releasers of anticoagulants, sero-

tonin, and anti-inflammatory chemicals],

undergoes differentiation and enhanced

function upon NGF treatment in living or-

ganisms as well as tissue culture. Perhaps

so much NGF exists in the salivary glands

ol fighting male mice because there's so

much more fighting among these mice than

among other rodents.

Omni: Does that fit .with recent evidence

that the immune system is subject to the

effects of emotions?

Levi-Montalcini: Oh, it has always been

known that psychological conditions af-

fect the welfare of people through the im-

mune system, but it was never proved

structurally that there was any relationship.

Now we believe NGF is somewhat of a link-

ing messenger. It works on parls ot the im-

mune system as well as a large number of

nerve cells. So NGF is a powerful tool to

study the relations between the nervous

and immune systems. Later on, NGF may

also be classified as a neuropeptide that

works on histamine. Most mast cells within

the immune system release histamine un-

der conditions of infection, but histamine

in the brain is also a neurotransmitter It

often happens that a field that seems to be

very far away from another proves to be so

only in our own minds, not in reality.

We have also found that NGF works on

splenocytes [the spleen's immune celts}.

Other people have found that it works on

leukocytes [wn.lo blood cells] and lym-

phocytes (T cells in the blood]. So it's pos-

sible that other immune cells respond to

NGF What is important—and everyone is

after this— is to find out if the NGF recently

synthesized by molecular engineering

techniques is biologically active and if it

can be used in diseases such as Alz-

heimer's, Huntington's, and Parkinson's.

Omni: Do you think NGF might be useful

in treating Alzheimer's?

Levi-Montalcini: We still don'l know if Vie

hippocampus neurons [in the brain's

memory center], which are destroyed in

Alzheimer's, are the primary targets forthis

disease—or whether the cells in the cere-

bral cortex, which the hippocampal cells

branch into, are destroyed and thus cause

the symptoms. If the cerebral neurons are

destroyed, NGF won't work. There are

many questions. We are obtaining impres-

sive results in animals—we can com-
pletely protect rats from some toxic agents

by injecting "them with NGF We still don't

know if these toxins mimic Alzheimer's or

Huntington's. But it is a beautiful result; for

the first time we have an approach.

Omni: This NGF you're working with has

been purified from mouse salivary glands?

Levi-Montalcini: Yes, but it's almost identi-

cal to human, chicken, and bovine NGF;

the biological domain has been preserved

from lower vertebrates up to man. The

amino acid sequence is practically identi-

cal, eighty percent preserved Wo have al-

ways worked with mouse NGF up until now

because we have a large source.

Omni: At some point might we be able to

repair the spinal cord, replenish brain celts,

or even regenerate limbs7

Levi-Montalcini: Regenerate a limb? This is

ridiculous! Amphibians can do these

things, but not man. Regenerate a limb?

No! Why should we invest time trying to

regenerate an amputated leg? I don't care

about such fantasies. I care about the cen-

tral nervous system! I know where it is and

what to do with it. I want to help the suffer-

ers of incurable degenerative diseases.

Those other things are too speculative.

Omni: You won the Nobel by imagining the

unknown, didn't you?
Levi-Montalcini: Certainly, but I push in just

one direction, not in every direction. When
it costs too much and you have to invest

too much time, the dividends are not high

enough. It is not worth trying to regenerate

an amputated limb. Helping a paraplegic,

however, is something ol:;e Giving motility

to a person would be of great value; but

this, too, is far away from what we can do

now. It would be even better to give back

the possibility of speaking to a speechless

person; but this, too, is impossible. When
you destroy the speech part of the brain, it

is gone forever. Even a miracle drug won't

do anything. Thai is quite different from a
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disease like Alzheimer's, which has under-

mined or is altering some particular cells

within the entire brain.

Omni: Perhaps you are being dogmatic.

Levi-Montalcini: I am dogmatic! You can

make your own uocment about me. But I

won't invest the time in something stupid,

and I would not encourage anyone to do
things that are silly They may be right; I

might be wrong. And every one of us may
change his mind.

Omni: Why won't NGF help paraplegics7

Levi-Montalcini: Paraplegia means the en-

tire death of those cells that control motility

on the opposite side of the body. You can-

not repeat this. Suppose you have a brain

hemorrhage—you can't bring the cells

back to life. With a degenerative disease

that is slowly altering cells, you can hope
to arrive in time to improve things. But this

is not a disaster like a hemorrhage.

Omni: You can't grow more healthy cells?

Levi-Montalcini: You cannot resuscitate a

dead man. This is the point. We hope to

help degenerative diseases of the central

nervous system, because the degenera-

tion is still not complete. But a dead man
will never come back to life. Christ perhaps

did, but others never did. Hope has a limit,

wh.ch is just good sense.

Omni: What about cancer?

Levi-Montalcini: NGF may or may not help.

You will have to ask the cancer specialists.

I do not see a straight line between NGF
and cancer, but I don't like to speak of

things I'm not particularly competent in. I'm

competent in the nervous system. I believe

that we have plenty of degenerative dis-

eases that will be helped, and they are

equal to or even worse than cancer. Epi-

dermal growth factor, on the other hand,

can be of exceeding importance in cancer
research, because of Stanley Cohen's dis-

covery that there is a similarity between
the proliferating factor of EGF and the neo-

plastic [tumorous] growth of cancer cells.

But I
believe I should devote my time to

degenerative diseases. Cancer has a lot

of people in it already.

Omni: You have met many of the principal

scientific players in the discovery of DNA,
including James Watson, haven't you?

Levi-Montalcini: He was the first person I

met in the Stales, because he was working

with my friend Salvador Luria. I visited Lu-

ria in Bloomington, Indiana, one month after

I arrived in 1947, and there was Watson, a

young and good-looking man.
I
met him

several times, and every time I got an-

noyed with the way he acted—very arro-

gant. But he is an excellent writer. His sci-

entific writing is splendid, and he deserves

a lot of credit for the way he does it.

I was very different from Watson—very

nonambitious, just curious about the work.

I was doing it in a very objective way. Even
before

I had so much recognition, I was
always very, very happy. My work is fasci-

nating, and Irom the beginning I never

abandoned research, even when
I
was in

danger during the war. It is a very attrac-

tive way to spend your time.DO
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ONLINE ANARCHIST

ARTIFICIAL
IRJTELLIBERJCE
By Fred Hapgood

f% I hen Tom Jennings burned

I i'i! M I out, he didn't collapse on theU \m beaches off Malibu or go

and sit in the hoi tubs of Big Sur. Instead

he grabbed his skateboard and started

flying over—shredding, he calls li-

the hills of San Francisco. Jennings is

some six feet tall; and when he soars over

a rise, grabbing a foot of air, you have,

physically speaking, a wildly unpredictable

situation. But it is exactly when he is

balancing at ihe apogee, rising over Nob
Hill ai 20 miles an hour, ducking through

the very teeth ot disaster, that this thirty-

two-year-old hacker finally comes home.

Jennings sometimes refers to himself

as a technological anarchist—someone

attuned to those artifacls that accidentally

dispose the culture toward anarchy. The

skateboard is one such artifact; and

so, too, Jennings believes, is the micro-

computer. In fact, if his name figures af all

in history, it will be as a renegade orga-

nizer of microcomputers, a Cesar Chavez

of IBM compatibles.

Specifically, what Jennings did. from

1984 to 1986, was build a decentralized

computer network. And he did it without

the expensive hardware (microwave

repealers, fiberoptic cables, dedicated

minicomputers) required for so many
ofher nets. All a user needs to be pari of

Jennings's communications link is a

computer, a modem, and a phone.

Because costs are low, Fidonet

(Jennings's name for his network) has

made it possible for charitable, educa-

tional, and religious groups to enjoy

Ihe benefits ol a computer linkup. A
mainline Protestant denomination, for

instance, uses Jennings's network as a

medium (called EcuNet) for interdenomi-

national exchanges: the USDA Forest

Service depends on Fidonet to tie together

its observation posts: and the members
of a medical group in Central America

use it to exchange medical information.

Unlike other networks, Fidonet handles

the actual dialing of phone numbers

and the connecting, the answering, and

exchanges by itself. This allows the system 1

to take advantage of late-night phone

rates. To join Fidonet, early users had only
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to obtain a free copy of Jennings's

software, a lisi of all the node numbers

(systems) or network addresses of other

member linkups, and a node number

lor their own net. Subscribers could then

instruct Iheir copy of Fidonel to send

"File:News" to, say, Joe Smith on node

123. Later that nighl Fidonet would call

Smith's number and make the transfer.

Not surprisingly, designing these

networks to take advantage of the lowest

possible phone costs, always a concern

for Jennings, was incredibly difficult.

"Every single week without fail there was

at least one wrong number, usually two,"

admits Jennings.

For a couple of years Jennings, who
was working days as a professional

programmer at Apple Computer, poured

himself into the phone number problem

and ihe hundreds of other problems

that plagued Fidonet. "The appeal of

building something really big is hard lo

resist," he observes now. Of course.

no one person can build the sort ol

deceniralized system Jennings envisioned;

and dozens, maybe hundreds, of other

Fidonet An online lor the little guys.

programmers and hacker;:; ground the

country caughi his vision and began

pouring their own energies into the net.

Thousands signed up as system operators,

or SYSOPs. Today there are more than

2,800 nodes on Fidonel. Most of them are

located in North America, buf they are

also scattered around the world: 100

each in the Netherlands and Australia;

four in Papua New Guinea.

As Ihe network has grown, organiza-

lional problems have replaced technical

ones; For instance, a standards commit-

tee was appointed to ensure that new
programs were compatible with Fidonet.

Another committee was set up to speak

with the manufacturers of high-speed

modems (Fidonet users are a big markel

for 9600-baud modems).

Last year Fidonet acquired a board of

directors, which established dues, proto-

cols, and other organisational guidelines.

In August they held a major conference,

in part to discuss these matters and

to announce the newly elected board.

Perhaps not surprisingly, by this time

Jennings had stepped aside—two years

of nonstop work had taken its toll. He
needed a rest arid escaped to his skate-

board. In honor of his accomplishments,

which they had inherited, the board of

directors voted to give "T.J." a special

award at the conference.

As he walked to the podium, wearing a

black sweatshirt, worn blue jeans, ankle-

high red sneakers, and Ihree twists of

phone wire gracing one ear, Jennings got

a terrific hand, which made his speech

even more shocking. "There's no pleasant

way to say it," he began. "You can view

[his from the point ol view [that] there's a

severe interest in anarchy here. This

[Fidonet] was an implemented anarchist

scheme of sorts. It was run by the

members of the net, and now we have a

top-down structure. So for what it's

worth, my two cents. .

."

Somewhat elliptical, but everyone got

the point. The man who had created

the first truly decentralized and affordable

computer network didn't like what was
happening. And single-handedly, once

again, he was out to shake it up.DQ
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LOOKING-GLASS

one. The man's a psycho
—

" He held up

the palms of his hands. "I know. I know. But

that's the word. Ihe world wants to hear. You

start using phrases like 'severe anxiety

problems,' and we're in deep trouble.

They're too weak for popular consumption.

The public needs a strong label to hang

on him, even if it doesn't exactly describe

the contents of the bottle as far as you peo-

ple are concerned. Jesus, it was right on

TV.. And that smile. The world and his

mother want to hear he's crazy."

He was right. Crossier had to be what

they wanted him to be. Whether he was

acting under orders or making a bid for

world fame, it didn't matter. Both the Amer-

icans and the Russians wanted only one

decision—that Crossier was a lunatic. Any

other conclusion was unthinkable in the

present political crisis.

"Crossier is a very sick man," I
said at

last. "You choose the label

"

He drew himselt up, and relief spread

across his features. I suddenly felt very

sorry for him. He was in an unenviable po-

sition. Even if the Russians accepted that

Crossier was insane, the world was still

teetering on the edge of disaster, and peo-

ple like the ambassador would have to pull

out all the stops to prevent it irom going

over the edge. For people like me, the re-

sponsibility was over. For people like him.

it was just beginning.

"Crossier has told you his story, of

course." 1 said, knowing that Ihe ambas-

sador had already spent time with him.

"I heard it." He moved toward the door.

"When Crossier recounts it. it almost

sounds credible, doesn't it?"

"It's the way they tell 'em." His hand was

on ihe door handle now.

"Of course, if we all had completely open

minds and were prepared to consider any

possibility, even though it was wildly fan-

tastic, quite absurd, and outside all the laws

of science and nature ..."

"What are you saying?"

"Not that I for' one minute would consider

such a ridiculous tale—give it any cre-

dence at all, but, if one were to—well, a

third possibility would be available to us."

The ambassador's eyes narrowed. He
still had hold of the handle, as if he were

going io wrench it off and throw it at me,

should I upset him at all. "That being?"

"Well, if such a mirror world did exist—

a

place that controlled the destiny of this

one—then effecting a transfer would be a

perfect way for a devious group of people

to disguise the real motives behind an as-

sassination. A madman is not responsible

for his actions, and the way in which we tell

thai someone is out ol touch with reality is

by their sincerity. They convince us of their

madness because- ihey themselves are ut-,

terly convinced that what they have expe-

rienced is real, not fantasy. There is noth-

ing as real as the Irulh."
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He smiled. "Wnai you're :ryrg to say is

that if such a world existed, we could send

a man across to do the job, and then all he

would need to do was tell the truth, and

his—doppelganger?—do likewise, to be

considered criminally insane:.'

"Something like that."

"Doctor—you ought to see a doctor,"

I
grimaced. "You must admit, when all is

said and done, you've'gotten rid of a man
who was, in your eyes, a danger to you."

"Brelnikov was .an obstacle, yes. But

politicians come and go."

"And this one—went."

He shook his head and opened the door,

io be greeted by a barrage ot flashbulbs.

I gathered my papers together, ready to

face the same ordeal. As I snapped my
briefcase shut, I glanced down, into the

mirror on my desk. A face stared back al

me, familiar but at the same time coldly

disiant. I recognized the small mole above

the right eye, and Ihe shaving nick, done

that morning. Not me. though someone

very like me.

"You made Ihe decision," I
told him. "I'm

just your copycat. You relieve me of all re-

sponsibility."

He stared back at me after mouthing the

words. It seemed that neither of us was

prepared to accept liability for our actions.

Moral accour'i ability had dissipated in ihe

air Of no-man's-land whicn separated us.

As we both moved toward our respec-

tive doors, simultaneously, he accidentally

rapped his elbow on a chair.

I rubbed the painful spot, cursing him

for his clumsiness.DO
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atoms (a permanent residue lefl there by

burned-up meteors). There, a vertical shaft

of dull orange light began to glow. To any-

one outside the observatory, iho light would

have been too dim to notice; but to the as-

tronomers looking from directly below, it

appeared as an orange pinpoint in the night

sky. By examining this light with their

equipment, Ihey couid d-roctiy measure

what kinds of interference the atmosphere

was creating.

Their achievement caused a stir in the

astronomical community. "If you create your

own guide star, then you can put it right

next to any object you want to observe,"

emphasizes Jacques Beckers, an astron-

omer at the National Optical Astronomy

Observatory in Tucson, Arizona. "You could

look anywhere you want."

The laser star is only part of the answer.

however, Astronomers also need an ex-

tremely fast sys-.emiei laKinq the measure-

ments of the laser star's twinkling, and for

twisting the. rubber telescope mirrors to

cancel out distortion. The technology to link

the laser star with the flexible mirror is

available now—the military already has it—

but a key problem for researchers is the

speed with which the whole guide-star

system needs to work.

In a precisely choreographed dance,

such a system, would first tire a quick, bright

pulse of laser light through the telescope

to the sodium layer. A sensor would then

record the position of the laser star, By

analyzing how the position had changed

since the last pulse, a computer would cal-

culate how to twist the mirror. Only then,

with the laser shut off and the mirror recon-

figured, could the camera's shutter open

to get a brief ykrose of wnalevcr was being

studied. Before the swirls of wind over-

head would have a chance to create a new

pattern of distortion, the camera shutter

would snap shut. Then the laser would fire

its next pulse. The procedure would be re-

peated up lo 300: times a second. The

computer would have to be able to meas-

ure the interference and correct for it in mi-

croseconds. "It's quite a challenge to make

something work that fast in so delicate a

way." Thompson concedes.

For the time being, Thompson and
Gardner are trying lo refine the laser and

ihe light sensors. Perhaps within five years

they will be able to conned the star-sens-

ing gear to a rubber mirror. Their goal is. in

effect, to lift the world's telescopes above

the atmosphere and into the clear voic o"

space. Comments Beckers in Tucson:

"From the earth we would see details on

the surface ol Jupiter's moon lo. for in-

stance, or new stars beginning to form in

the Milky Way." Says Gardner; "With a
ground-based telescope ihal uses tech-

niques like Ihese. we will be able to match

and maybe even exceed the resolution of

Ihe Hubble space telescope. "DO
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COMPUTER
SONGWRITING

Revealed at a recent music
trade show was something
every budding songwriter

would love: a computer
program that lets you play

any music you wish on a
pianolike keyboard, [hen

prints out all the notes of your

complete score on any
ordinary computer printer.

Punch a lew buttons and out

comes Ihe sheet music!

What this means is that

everybody can become a
composer. You don't have to

read a note of music to do
it. You don't even have to be
able to whistle a tune. "The

computer does all the

transcription for you," says
Bill Theis of MEI Incorporated.

"If you play an eighth note,

it will print an eighth note. You
don't even have to know
what an eighth note is!"

The computer system that

does this is called Personal

Composer, and it sells for

S495. It allows you to connect
almost any musical keyboard
to an IBM-compatible

personal computer, then

perform, record, play back,

and print out any musical

composition your lingers are

capable of playing.

II there's one hitch, it's that

the computer is too precise.

Some of the music it prints out

may have (o be simplified

in order for most musicians to

perform ft. Unless, of course.

somebody invents a computer
program that can read sheet

music and play it.

—Roger Field

Access: Bill Theis, MEI
Incorporated, Box 599,

Chesterton, IN 46304. Phone;

(219) 926-6315.

PUT AWAY THE
DISHES

First there was the TV
aerial and then the satellite

Earth station, each makhg is

own distinctive exterior

decorating statement. The
days of the satellite dish may
be numbered, however,

because of some recent

developments in television

antenna technology."

A joint venture of Matsushita

Electric of Japan and Ameri-

ca's Comsat has introduced a
small, flat antenna that can
receive signals from special

new high-powered satellites.

A- typical flat antenna, which

is only about an inch thick,

measures about two feet by
one foot. Despite its diminu-

tive size, it can reliably

receive TV signals transmitted

from satellites orbiting

thousands of miles above.

The major advanlages of

the antenna—other than

aesthetic ones—are its ease
of installation (just mount it

on Ihe roof, wall, or po'cni and
its unobtrusive appearance
(just choose a color that

matches that of the house).

In addition, the flat antenna
can be set up inside an
apartment or house and
receive signals through

glass.—Marjorie Costello

.Access: Flat antennas,

manufactured by Matsushita

under license from Comsat,
are now being marketed
in Japan in connection with

the beginning of direct

broadcast satellite service

there. The cost is $600 for the

antenna with amplifier.

American introduction of the

flat antenna by Matsushita

and Comsat awaits ihe launch

of the required higher-

powered satellites,

COSMONAUT EYE
DROPS
A Salt Lake City company

hopes to become the first

American firm to sell high-tech

Soviet medical products in

the United States.

The Utah firm, Diversified

Tech, Inc. (DTI), is seeking

Food and Drug Administration

approval to market a surgical

polymer pin and a tiny wafer

that, inserted beneath- the

lower eyelid, slowly releases

medication for a variety of

eye diseases.

According to John Rusten,

DTI's marketing chief, the

eye wafer is called a SODI,
or soluble ophthalmic drug
insert, originally used by
Russian cosmonauts during

long, eye-drying voyages
in space. In civilian life, where
80 percent ol most eye
medications are lost when
the eyes tear during applica-

tion, it can be used to treat

such diseases as glaucoma
more effectively.

The biocompatible

orthopedic polymer, or BOP,

could replace dwindling

sources of human bone for

all kinds of reconstructive

surgery. Included among
these are more than 200,000
spinal fusion operations

performed yearly in this

country. "It acts as a matrix

or scaffold while the body
regenerates the bone," says
Rusten of the new polymer. It

decomposes within a year

and could replace metal

pins, which now must be
surgically removed.

—George Nobbe
Access: Diversified Tech,

Inc., The Walker Center, Suite

560. 175 South Main Street,

Salt Lake City, Utah 84111.
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SUPER MONITOR

their dependence on the

conventional cathode-ray

tube (CRT) creates practical

problems. Because of glare

and reflection, CRTs—which
are also used in TV sets

—

are generally easiest to view

when the ambient lighl is

lower than what's required for

normal reading or writing.

Because the edges of the

CRT are slightly curved,

designers and engineers find

it impossible to display a

truly straight line on their

screens. 'Now a new type of

tube called the Flat Tension

Mask (FTM), developed

by Zenith, provides computer
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users with a display that

approaches the quality and

viewability of the printed page.

As the first application of

the FTM technology, the

Zenith computer monitor

(above) has the brightest

dsoay currently available

—

about 50 percent brighter

than CRTs, with roughly

70 percent greater contrast.

This makes it easier to view

the screen in normal ambient

light. The Zenith display is

f:al and square-cornered, so

slra.ght lines are straight,

instead of curved as on

conventional tubes.

—Marjorie Costeilo

Access: The computer

monitor, model ZCM-1490, is

listed at $999. It's designed

to support the 640-by-480

high-resolution VGA video

output generated by IBM's

Personal System/2

computers and

'

comparable

ULTRASONIC
TAPE MEASURE
Ah ultrasonic electronic

tape measure (below), no

bigger than a cigarette

pg-kwfjG and powered by a

Irliiur battery, is the latest

thing in high-tech hardware.

The tape measure
bounces an ultrasonic pulse

off a wall, records the return

time, calculates the distance

traveled, and displays it

on a digital readout. It

estimates distances from 2 to

35 feet with an error of 1

inch every 10 feet.

Much like automatic

cameras, the device uses a

microchip to take ultrasonic

signals from a sensor, says

Donald Weiss, president of

Measurement Specialties, Inc.

He adds, "The Japanese

are wild about them." The tape

measure will sell for less

than $50 in hardware stores.

video cards such as Zenith's

Z-449. Zenith Data Systems,

1000 Milwaukee Avenue,

Glenview. IL 60025.

Phone: 1-800-842-9000.

the firm also makes
electronic rulers, digital stud

finders, and sonic backup

alarms for cars and trucks.

—George Nobbe
Access; Measurement

Spcca:ies, Inc.. 1133 Route

23, Wayne, NJ 07470,
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ELECTRONIC ^RER^for the next 60 years.

REMINDER ^Pnnd the calendar

requires no more skill than a
Are you worried about microwave.—Peter Edidin

forgetting your mother-in-law's Access: Up Dale can
birthday in 2048? Relax: Up be bought in department or

Date, the firsl "electronic stationery stores and retails for

reminding calendar," will keep $79.95. To order direct, write

you posted. Continuum Ltd., Box 1111,

The calendar consists of a Providence, Rl 02860. Calen-
tough plastic housing with dar refills must be bought
a built-in keyboard, quartz every two years.

clock, and small LED (light-

emitting diodG) lights. A paper MINI VIDEO
calendar with holes cut out PROJECTOR
for the LEDs fits into the

housing, with one light ap- Seiko Epson in Japan has
pearing in each day square, developed a prototype vid-

as well as one to remind you eo projector about Ihe size of

about next month's dates. The a cigar box that can project
keyboard will instruct the light a picture 40 inches or larger.

in the appropriate square Unlike conventional video
to start blinking one, two, or projectors, this minimodel
three days before a particular uses three liquid crystal

date. The light will remain displays (LCDs) instead of

continuously lit on the day itself. cathode-ray tubes. Weighing
Perennial dates—birthdays, in at only nine pounds", the

tor example—can also be device (below) offers resolu-

programmed into the system. tion that approaches the
which will remind you of them level ottered by conventional

video projectors. Because of

its small size and weight,

the Seiko unit is very portable

as well as versatile, capable
of both rear- and front-screen

projection.—MarjorieCosi~llo

Access: Still in the R&D
stage in Japan. Seiko is

showing its development to

other companies interested in

marketing the technology

both in Japan and the United

States. Seiko Epson
(Japan), c/o Epson
America, 23530
Hawthorne Boulevard,

Torrance, CA 90505.

SIMULATED
SAILING

The transglobal broadcasts

of the America's Cup yacht

race won new fans for the

sport. Now personal-

computer users can sail in all

weather from their dry-

docked desk tops with a
realistic new series of sailing-

simulation programs.

Created by Dolphin Marine
Systems of Downington,

Pennsylvania, the simulator

and the boat can be
navigated from charts and
sophisticated instruments,

including radar.

The Dolphin Sailing

Instructor (for IBM PCs and

compatibles) comes with

data for simulating an 18-foot

sailboat in Chesapeake
Bay. With additional software

modules, computer sailors

can change the size,

complexity, and location of

the craft to, say, a three-

sail cutter off Cape Cod and
Newport.—Timothy Onosko

computer graphics to

allow users to view the

water and shoreline from the

boat's cockpit or through

binoculars from the lookout.

Sails can be set and lowered.

Access: Price: $59.95.

Available from Dolphin Marine

Systems, Inc., Box 188,

Downington, PA 19335.

Phone: 1-800-367-3622



ARCO used the power-gen orating poten-

tial of all that gas, it could produce an im-

mense amount of energy. But what would

you do witli all that energy?

As it happened, he also knew that sev-

eral research laboratories were doing ex-

periments bouncing low-power radio

waves off the ionosphere. Why not, he

suggested, take the North Slope gas and

convert it into a form oi energy you could

beam into the upper atmosphere?

He envisioned using the gas to power a

large generator, which in turn would pro-

duce electromagnetic energy as radio

waves. Using a gigantic antenna measur-

ing some 40 miles on a side, the waves

could be beamed in focus to the upper at-

mosphere. The antenna itsell could be a

simple affair. "You could build one out of

irrigation pipe," Eastlund says.

As he did his computations, he realized

the amount ot energy he was dealing with

was enormous. He calculated that once the

waves reached the ionosphere, they would

interact powerfully with the charged parti-

cles trapped there. The result would be a

magnetic phenomenon known as the mir-

ror force. Essentially, what would happen

is that a huge section of the charged at-

mosphere would be pushed upward and

outward from Earth by this electromag-

netic force. "You can," says Eastlund, "vir-

tually lift part of the upper atmosphere. You

can make it move, do things to it."

Whal kinds of "things"? For one, he says,

you could block or scramble global com-

munications systems, including Iransmis-

sions to and from satellites. While you were

blocking everyone else's transmissions,

you could carry on your own communica-

tions uninterrupted.

Eastlund thinks ihe technique also has

applications as an antimissile system. By

moving parts of the atmosphere, one could

create upper-atmospheric drag where

there wasn't any before. This would both

heat the missile and deflect its trajectory.

Alternatively, one could create what East-

lund calls "high-energy electrons" in the

ionosphere. As a missile is surrounded by

these electrons, they could penetrate and

scramble its electronics and cause it to

detonate prematurely.

All this has become of interest to ARCO,

which supported Eastlund's unusual anal-

ysis and holds the patent to the concept in

Eastlund's name. Right now the company

is looking into the feasibility of the tech-

nique. "His suggestions are interesting,"

says ARCO scientist Robert Hirsch, "but

there's a big difference between an idea

and its practical use."

Why would an oil company even be in-

terested in a scheme like this? Hirsch ex-

plains: "If thisidea turns out to be feasible

and desirable, then presumably the gov-

ernment would build a facility [in Alaska].

If the government does that, then they might
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be buying Iheir gas from ARCO."

The Pentagon has also expressed inter-

est. Hirsch indicates that the military had

been involved in discussions about East-

lund^ idea with ARCO and had itself spent

several hundred thousand dollars "evalu-

ating" it, but he says the military's interest

appears to be limited.

Though he acknowledges many oi his

applications have a distinctly warlike char-

acter, Eastlunc a so envisions more benign

uses for his idea. Being able to lift selected

patches of the upper atmosphere, for ex-

ample, means one could reroute the jet

stream, which plays a major role in shap-

ing global weather. In anolher weather-

control scenario, Eastlund says, you could

construct "plumes of atmospheric parti-

cles to acl as a lens or focusing device" for

sunlight. By being able to intensify and

control light, one could heat a specific part

of the earth and learn to manipulate local

wind patterns.

What this means, he says, is that by con-

<mEventually the

officials decided that Golka

was a spy and shut

the door on him, but not before

He'd managed to come
away with 29 pages of notes

and sketches on

the Colorado Springs coils3

trolling local weather patterns, one could.

say, bring rain to Ethiopia or alter the sum-

mer storm pattern in the Caribbean. His

device might even help regenerate the de-

pleted ozone layer, patch the ozone hole

over Antarctica, or break up atmospheric

industrial pollutants like carbon monoxide

or nitrous oxide.

All this may sound good, but the big

question remains, Will the technique work7

Opinion is divided so far, but Richard Wil-

liams, a physicist at the David Sarnoff Re-

search Center in Princeton, New Jersey,

thinks it would. Because the upper atmos-

phere is extremely sensitive to small

changes in its composition, however, Wil-

liams thinks merely testing an Eastlund de-

vice could cause irreversible damage. His

concern.is compounded by the possibility

that the world may never know if and when

the device gets tested.

Eastlund will not discuss potential mili-

tary applications beyond what's stated on

his patent. This suggests that many of the

tests could be. done in secret, "and you

can do a lot of damage before anyone

knows what is going on," says Williams.

Not all Tesla-inspired schemes are as

cosmic as Golkar and Eastlund's. In Cali-

fornia, engineer and inventor C. R. 'Jake"

Possell is using some of the inventor's ideas

to build a new generation of ingenious me-

chanical devices. One is nothing more

glamorous than a pump. Years ago. while

reading a biography ol Tesla, Possell dis-

covered lhat Tesla had been interested in

something called boundary-layer drag. Air

flowing over a mov.ng sui lace exerts a lug

or pull on that surface. To aeronautical en-

gineers ihe phenomenon is a nuisance be-

cause it slows an aircraft down. But Tesla

saw that he could put this drag to good

use. By spinning a disc in a vertical cham-

ber, he realized he could deliberately cre-

ate this boundary-layer drag and use it io

generate a powerful suction.

"He gol two patents on it and then

dropped it," Possell explains. "It lan-

guished for many, many years until I stum-

bled across it."

Possell decided to revive Tosla's idea.

His "Tesla pump" has no lifting parts to pit

or wear out, and its ability to operate under

conditions of intense heat makes it ideal

For use in high-stress conditions—inside a

nuclear reactor, for instance. Equally im-

portant, Possell's pump design is strong

enough to retrieve crude oil so thick it is, in

Possell's words, considered "unpumpa-

ble." After experimenting with various

working models, he came up with one that

was strong enough to do the job. There are

now more modern versions of Tesla's pump
working in oil fields in both the United States

and Canada".

Possell has also been trying to update

another Tesla invention: the bladeless tur-

bine. Currently used to do everything from

generating electricity to powering jet en-

gines, conventional turbines cannot be

pushed beyond a certain limit because of

their blades. The heal ol high speed

stresses and eventually destroys them,

He already has working models of his

bladeless turbines producing electricity. A
geothermal project now being con-

structed in the Nevada desert uses Tesla-

style lurbines, powered by steam from the

inner earth, to generate electricity. It's a

perfect application of the design, says

Possell. "With an ordinary btaded-type tur-

bine, even the tiniest amount of water is

strictly verboten," he explains. "It destroys

the turbine blades. But our turbines can

tolerate a tremendous amount of water."

His equipment can also produce about

60 percent more horsepower than his

competitors' designs, and because it's a

simpler mechanism, the turbine is less ex-

pensive to build. The result: cheaper

geothermal electricity. "Out in Ihe Imperial

Valley [of Califom,aj a powe- company built

a geothermal power plant, and it costs them

four million dollars a megawatt. Our plant

costs us only one million dollars a mega-

watt," says Possell.

Finally, the turbine produces cleaner

power, according to Possell: "We have

fewer environmental problems. The other

types release a lot of water vapor and



smells into the atmosphere, and of course,

Jane Fonda doesn't/like that."

The biadeless turbine design could also

transform the world of aviation. Today's jet

engines are limited in the horsepower they
can produce because the metals used in

turbine blades can withstand only a cer-

tain amount of stress. Removing these

blades a la Tesla would remove that limi-

tation. In theory, a small biadeless turbine

engine, Possell says, could produce up to

three times the horsepower of a conven-
tional jet engine.

Now, after 35 years of research, Possell

has built a working model of just such an
engine with William Mood of the California-

based Phalanx Organization. And every-

one from aircraft manufacturers to Depart-
ment of Defense officials has been making
discreet inquiries about it. "It will," Possell

declares flat out, "change the aeronautics

industry completely."

As extreme as some of these ideas

seem, at least they are confined lo the

realm of the possible. But among those

trying to revive Tesla's ideas are some
whose claims stretch the borders of the

credible. A typical member of the radical

fringe is Tom Bearden, a retired lieutenant

colonel who works as a weapons analyst

for an aerospace company. For years he
has been collecting reporls of unex-
plained explosions such as a 1976 sight-

ing in Afghanistan of "gigantic, expanding

spheres of light" emanating from "deep
within the Soviet Union." Bearden claims
there has been a "Soviet weaponization"
of one of Tesla's pet notions, which he him-
self has dubbed "scalar electronics." By
combining and focusing electromagnetic
and gravity waves, he says, one can make
incredibly potent weapons. He is certain

this is what Nikita Khrushchev' was refer-

ring to 25 years ago when he announced
the Russians had a fantastic weapon lhat

could destroy life on Earth.

Today, Bearden says, the Soviets have a
whole arsenal of scalar armaments. These
include a scalar howitzer, which is sup-
posed to have generated a series of loud

booms off fhe east coasl of the United
Stales in the late Seventies, and something
resembling an ultrapowerful laser, which
Bearden holds responsible for the tempo-
rary blinding of several American satel-

lites. He's among a number who claim that

an enormous mushroom cloud and dome
of light seen over the Pacific in 1984 by the

crews of three commercial airliners was not

the aftermath of a Soviet rocket launch but
was made by something else—perhaps a
scalar weapons test.

Bearden's ideas have attracted little in-

terest and less sympathy from knowledge-
able mainslream scientists. "Yes, I wasted
an evening listening to him once," admits
physicist John Rather, a pioneer star-wars

researcher. "His physics is pure nonsense.

And so are his ideas about the Russians."
Bearden readily admits that "most gov-

ernment scientists think I'm insane" and
acknowledges that neither the National

Security Agency nor the Defense Depart-
ment has beaten a path to his door. Even
so, he remains undeterred. "I'm just a con-
cerned citizen trying to do his duty," he
says with a shrug. "They've been warned:
What Ihey do wilh it is up to fhem."

Even his claims seem perfectly reason-

able compared with some others that Tes-

laphiles are frying to propagate: that Tesla

had mysteriously been plugged into the

same world energy system responsible for

the powers of the pyramids; or that Tesla's

ideas about electromagnetism may hold
fhe key to time travel.

Putting forlh notions like these in the in-

ventor's name makes those who subscribe
to some of Tesla's ideas decidedly uncom-
fortable. Even the oulspoken Robert Golka
shies away from talk of lime travel and pyr-

amid power. Ultimately, however, it could
be foolish to dismiss even the wildest of Ihe

Teslaphiles' ideas. The history of science
has shown all too often lhat wildly imagi-

native thinkers ridiculed by their contem-
poraries have been vindicated later. Even
in fhe midst of his struggles, Tesla pre-

dicted he would someday have the last

laugh on his detractors. "The present is

theirs," he said. "The future, for which I really

worked, ismine."DO
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"Greetings, people of Earth. We come in peace.

"



Darwin's theory:

The evolution of high-tech gambiing

By Scot Morris

April 1, 1985: Security officers

at Las Vegas's Marina Hotel

& Casino are notified of a

bomb threat. They inspect the

building and the immediate

area outside.

They notice the flickering

lights oi the hotel's marquee
and wonder it there is some
connection to a bomb. Spot-

ting a suspicious-looking

van parked nearby, they ask

the driver for his registration.

which he can't produce.

The bomb threat, they de-

termine, is a hoax. The van,

however, contains a bomb-
shell tor casino owners.

Since the advent of black-

jack, players have been

trying to find a way to "spook"

the dealer's "hole card." if

they can get a peek at the

facedown card the dealer

gives himself after he's taken

his first faceup card, they

can determine their own play

This usually involves getting

a glimpse of the hole as

the dealer slides it under his

first card. One ploy uses

an angled mirror hidden in a

phony pack of cigarettes

or even in a fake ice cube at

the bottom of a cocktail

glass. Yet this seems prehis-

toric when compared with

the contents of the van

parked outside the casino.

When the security guards

investigated the vehicle,

they found a computer and a

radio-transmitting device.

On a television monitor was a

clear view of the dealer's

hand at one of the casino's

blackjack tables. Inside

the casino, they found a

gambler.wearing a belt with

a large Western buckle

concealing a tiny TV camera.

The camera transmitted

the view of the dealer's hand
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to the van. Based on the

cards seen on the monitor,

the accomplice used the

computer to determine the

optimal strategy against

the hand. Then he transmitted

the information to the player,

who wore electrodes

strapped to his leg and inter-

preted the coded signals

vibrating against his skin.

"Until the arrest that day,

casinos 'had no idea anything

like that was going on," says

Darwin Ortiz, the world's

foremost expert on gambling

scams. The author of Gam-
bling Scams and Darwin

Ortiz on Casino Gambiing

(Dodd, Mead), Ortiz has .

been a consultant to casino

operators who want to bolster

their defenses against high-

tech cheating. Such estab-

lishments include the Domini-

can Republic's Omni (no

connection) and Australia's

Adelaide; American casinos

won't publicly acknowledge

their use of Ortiz's expertise.

He was also our consultant

for this month's column.

Technology is bringing a

new face to time-honored

gambling deception. For

many people, cheating at

poker involves the player

having a confederate viewing

the opponents' hands and

I'k-'-i s : gnaling his cohort. He
could, for example, be peek-

ing through a hole in the

wall and tapping in code on

a loose floorboard. Establish-

ments with such contriv-

ances are commonly known

as peep joints.

In today's electronic peep

joints, a confederate can

view opponents' hands

through a video camera con-

cealed in the wall and con-

nected to a monitor in another

room, The player receives

nossages through a minia-

ture earphone that fits into the

ear canal and is powered



by a magnetic induction

signal in his pocket. The ear-

phone costs about $1 ,200

and is virtually undetecta-

ble—unless you peer into (he

ear canal.

Other electronic cheating

methods include the crooked
craps table wilh a built-in

electromagnet. When used
wilh dice loaded with iron, this

device guarantees what
numbers will come up. When
the current—or juice— is

turned on at the right mo-
menl, the dice don't come to

a suspiciously abrupt stop

or dance unnaturally after

stopping. This makes so-

called juice joints more
effective, and radio controls

and concealed battery

packs mean there are no
longer any incriminating wires

between the table and the

floor or another room.
Even the dice are im-

proved. Previously, iron loads

could be concealed only in

opaque dice. That's why dice

used in Las Vegas and
Atlantic City are all transpar-

ent plastic with the numbers
painted on flat surfaces:

There's no place to conceal
enough iron to make the

trick work. A wafer-thin load

of sumerium cobalt, however.

can be hidden under the

paint of the spots on the dice.

Such a minute amount is

magnetic enough to be ef-

fective but is virtually unde-
tectable to the naked eye.

BLACKJACK DAVID

According to mathemati-
cian Edward Thorp in his

1966 book Sea! the Dealer,

blackjack players can im-

prove their odds by keeping

track of dealt cards and
placing bets according to the

remaining cards. If the dealei

is holding a disproportionate

number of high cards, the

player should bet heavily

because he has more possi-

ble ways of winning. With

mostly low cards remaining,

the chance of getting a
winning hand is less likely.

The closer you come to

playing like a computer, the

more money you can win.

Skilled "card counters," with

perfect recall and flawless

playing ability, can increase

(heir odds" of winning by
1 .5 percent—enough for se-

rious card players to make
the effort So it should come
as no surprise that actual

computers have been smug-
gled into casinos.

With a covert casino

computer called the David,

mechanisms are built into a
pair of cowboy boois, oper-

ated by the big toe of each
foot, and connected to a
computer worn at the waist.

A "Ihumper" vibrates against

the foot, communicaling
coded output data.

The David costs $4,000, if

you know where to purchase
one. According to Ortiz,

however, learning to use the

computer requires approxi-

mately 100 hours of practice

and is far more difficult than

learning to card-count.

SOLE OF A NEW MACHINE

"No one can possibly win
al roulette unless he steals

money from the fable while

the croupier isn't looking,"

Albert Einstein once said.

Computer hackers, however,

treat each and every spin

of the wheel and every roll of

the ball as a problem in

Newtonian physics. Using
computers/they're able

to plot the probable intersec-

tion of (he ball and the wheel
pocket in the same way
scientists project the future

orbits of planets.

With a two-person team,

one player sits near the

wheel, placing low bets while

measuring the velocity of

the wheel and ball. Using the

toe switches in his shoes,

he indicates the start and end
of one full revolution of the

ball and one full turn of

the wheel. Developed by
graduate students at (he Uni-

versity of California at Santa

Cruz, this roulette computer
fits into the soles of a pair

of oxford shoes and can
increase players' odds by as
much as 44 percent.

The Santa Cruz shoes
apply the data against the

known rates of deceleration.

Within microseconds the

computer picks the octant

—

or one-eighth slice of the

wheel, with four or five adja-

cent numbers—where the

ball is most likely to stop.

The partner stands at the

tar end of the table, with a
receiver in his shoe consisting

of three solenoids—one
'

under the ball of the foot, one
under the arch, and one
under the heel.

Each solenoid can vibrate

at low, medium, or high

speeds, allowing for nine

possible signals. Eight of

them correspond to the

wheel's octants;- the ninth

advises to not place any bets.

If the front solenoid vibrates

slowly, for example, it might

indicate octant number one.

There are just a few seconds
to place betting chips on,

say, the numbers 0, 9, 26, 28,

and 30 before the croupier

announces, "Mo more bets,"

ROUND AND ROUND AND
ROUND SHE GOES...

In 1985 a Nevada state law
made it illegal to possess
"any device to assist: in

projecting the outcome of a
game; in keeping track ol the

cards played; in analyzing

the probability . . . [or] the

strategy for playing or bet-

ting." By definition, a "device"

could consist of a pencil

and paper used to tally the

numbers in roulette or craps.

The penalty for a lirst offense

is stiff: one to ten years

imprisonment, a $10,000 fine,

or both.

Opponents ol Nevada's
antidevice law question

whether casinos have the

right to bar computers like the

Santa Cruz shoes and the

David. After all, the gamblers
argue, they don't interfere

with the game's outcome, and
computers don't divulge

secret information. They give

users an edge only in project-

ing the outcome of the game.
So far the Nevada courts

have upheld the law,

As potential cheaters try to

lake high technology to the

tables, casino operators

are becoming increasingly

defensive They watch for

suspicious characters, use
sensors to detecl magnetic
induction signals, and hire

people like Ortiz to protect

themselves. They couid
eventually change the way
roulette is played by having
the croupier announce,
"No more bets," before the

wheel is spun. Meanwhile, the

so-called cheaters keep
rying !o find newer ways of

getting the edge on the

casinos and increasing their I

odds of winning.DO
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LAST
UUDRD

: By Ron Hauge- ,-"',

j»/'m a fifteen-year-old

: on his firstjob, Mr. Einstein's

my first customer.

t don't know ifyou've been

toidthis, but it's

widely known thattbeman

was trouble when

it came to shoes. Flat feet.3

nee

between" Albert Einstein and his firs!

out [he

genius's early lire and loves. New
researchers at Princeton University have

unearthed more startling revelations

about the man. Tbs tirce they discovered

a lilHe-known oral history of the physicist,

begun in the "I hiriies as a WPA proieci.

MILLER HOCHT, barber, retired

Oh. we used !o raz/ him. we did! He

knew thai Torn Edison had lived in our area

as well, up ;n Menlo Park. So I'd get Al

up in the chair and then I'd start in on him.

'Al." I'd say. "Torn had the light bulb', the

phonograph, the moving pictures, and so

forth. Did very well for himself. How's

the relativity selling? Is that 'nature of light'

ineory moving preily good'?' Old A!

would sust shrug it off. Deep down I
think

he .«... :.: I- : \
.". o

It was years sometimes in between

haircuts, i'i knew Edison, too. ii you're

interested. A little thin on too. but he always

knew when to come m for a trim.) But

no. Al. he was a real gentleman. } le really

was. Never made a fuss He'd si' quietly

and read, waiting his turn like everyone

else. Liked my 'Utile Lulu" comics the best.

Could he have been more successful

with a ciew cut? I
honestly couldn't answer

Bui sometimes > lite So S;i back and think

about what' might have been. . ..

BILLY MINOT, stand-up comedian

Peoole don i know this about Albert,

but his firs! love was stand-up comedy.

When I taufiht comedy writing at the

community college at Lakehurst, he was

toe in si student :o enroll. Very unique

approach to numor. Por example, every-

body else In lire class would turn in

jokes: "My wife is so fat. .

.," "Now York is

so different from LA " etcetera.

Rut Albert would turn, in an equation—
4SG 6 billion = 3. or something, like

that. He'd say 'That's the formula for

when your mother-in-law gives you an

ugiy sweater for Christmas and you have

to pretend you love it."

On his final paper he scrawled a little

"g ^ r,d'" in the corner: '"Why spend five

dollars on a johnny fvlathis record when

you can get a dog whistle tor a quarter?"

He was a very runny person,- a-B + -
.

student. In my opinion he was fifty percent

funnier than Edward Teller

FLOYD GARREL'SON, ex-president,

Princeton K: wants Club

i never liked the man. You know the

type. Superior. Mo lime for service duos.

Too busy staring off into space. We did

have him over to speak after he came up
' wiih that bomb idea.'We were all finally

impressed. He just sal I here and nicked a!

his chicken f i

I remember Bill Shannon got up al the

end and asked'"Sir Albert" if the university

would be interested in an on-campus
shopping-mail-type complex. Remember,

this is !9b3 !

i
toil you, the man was ten

years ahead el his lime!

Einstein lust stares back at Bill: I honestly

believe he didn't understand ihe concept.

Genius? You want 'So visit .a real genius?

Go up to Bill Shannon's grave. It's out on

Route 26. under the new muffler she:

MELFEIRSCHEIM, s

It's several years ago. I'm a fifteen-

r. Einstein's

mv firsi customer I don't know i- you ve

been told this already, but it s w;Oeiy

known in the industry that Ihe man was

trouble when it came to shoes Has

lee:. . and the perspiration' Oh, Molly!

Always had to Iry on the whole line.

Anyway, he's ot> in his own world, not

, walking

around, saying. 'Absolute rest. . .islhere

really absolute rest?" I tell him. "You bet

there is. in a pair of Fiorsheim.s."

HAT HE WILSOM owner, Hallies Pet and

Hobble Kloset

Mr. Eisenstein":' He lived in ?2i. nght

next door to the shop. I Irst lime he came

in it was to ask directions home. Wish I

could say ii was me thai gave him thai ec'

ibea, but that wouldn't be a fact

His real passion, though, was model

trains. Model trains and mice.
. .

I've

got the receipts here somewhere. Every

Saturday he'd be in tor one or the other

Lord knows what he was doing with them

Don't get me star tec on that. My
husband s theory is thai he was lying

them to the railroad iracks. Though in all

never had the evidence

That s what our youngest boy was dong

with ins goldfish at ihe lime. . . .
Here it

is: $2. 15. paid in cash. two singles and

change for a quarter:

KARL ARBE1TER. former teacher

You're aware trio boy 'atod my grace

school math class, 1 take ,\P And not

that mahy years later tic's teaching cortege.

Now. i ask you: Is thai the sor-rcs; indict-

ment of the American, educational system

you ever heard? [Pauses to nght

cigarellc.l No aptitude at alitor long

division, b'ul never mind. It's him Ihcy ask

to split the atom. How he talked his way

into the Nobel prize is beyond me Bui

then, I suppose it's i;ke the man says, "it's

not what you know. .

.''.

GARTH PETERSEN; Princeton janitor

West of the professors appreciated it

when you washed- off the blackboard but

noi Di Einstein. Every morning he'o

burst into teats Way ! see it. i had a jot; ic

do. and I was bound and determined to

do it right. He wasn't the only perfectionist

in the university business.OQ

ru&iixfrmq. 198.7). says .'x

pi'iysfcs court,? by keaiiin

teacher's drinking in cias:
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